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State of the U.S.: Barack Obama
completes first year in office
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Credit Suisse starts to look
like a true global leader
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Haitians gather at the wrecked presidential palace as the U.S. 82nd Airborne division flies in Tuesday.
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U.S. Sea Hawks drop in to keep order in Haiti
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The electric bike has become
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Bicycle Kingdom. Page 33
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Champion human rights by
minding your language.
Page 14

King warns on deficit
LONDON — Bank of Eng-

land governor Mervyn King
said the U.K. government
must move quickly to address
the nation’s structural fiscal
deficit and that a failure to do
so could have negative impli-
cations for the economy’s
long-term prospects.

Mr. King said the Spring
budget would provide an op-
portunity to demonstrate a
strong commitment to long-
term fiscal sustainability, and
reiterated that eliminating the
structural deficit would be es-
sential to rebalancing demand
in the U.K. economy.

Mr. King’s comments come
as the country gears up for a
national election which must
be called by June.

By stressing the fiscal situ-
ation so strongly, Mr. King is
hoping to inject a degree of
sobriety into the political de-

bate even as the season of big
campaign promises ap-
proaches.

“Uncertainty about how
and when fiscal policy will re-
spond has a direct bearing on
monetary policy. And markets
can be unforgiving,”
Mr. King said, echo-
ing comments by U.S.
Federal Reserve
Chairman Ben Ber-
nanke that near-term
challenges mustn’t be
allowed to prevent
the timely addressing
of fiscal imbalances.

During the past
year, international
ratings agencies have
threatened to reduce
the U.K.’s triple-A rating if the
next government doesn’t
move aggressively to cut
spending, raise taxes, or pur-
sue a combination of both,
making it essential that
whichever party wins the

election takes radical action.
Earlier Tuesday, a senior

official at Fitch Rating—which
rates the U.K. triple-A with a
stable outlook—said the gov-
ernment’s plan to halve its
deficit by the fiscal year end-

ing March 2014 from
an expected 12.6% of
gross domestic
product in the fiscal
year ending March
was too slow.

In May, ratings
agency Standard &
Poor’s placed the
triple-A credit rating
of the U.K. on a neg-
ative outlook and
warned of a down-
grade if a credible

debt-reduction plan isn’t in
place after the election.

“Looking ahead, monetary
and fiscal policy together
must help to bring about a
switch of demand from pri-

Please turn to page 6

BY NATASHA BRERETON

MetLife nears
a deal to buy
AIG’s Alico

MetLife Inc. is in final ne-
gotiations to purchase one of
the biggest international life-
insurance units of govern-
ment-controlled American In-
ternational Group Inc. for be-
tween $14 billion and $15
billion, people familiar with
the matter said Tuesday.

The companies have been
in discussions for months
about a potential deal for
AIG’s American Life Insur-
ance Co., known as Alico. In
recent weeks, the talks have
gotten more serious, these
people said, and the two sides
hope to announce a deal in
coming weeks. The insurers
have broadly agreed on price
and are working on final deal
points, though some issues re-
main that could scuttle the
deal, the people said.

Alico’s sale would be the
biggest step to date by AIG to

pay back the U.S. government.
which has committed a total

of $182.3 billion to prop up
the insurer. AIG previously in-
dicated about $9 billion of the
Alico sale proceeds would go
back to U.S. coffers.

No other bidders are in-
volved in the deal now,
though others expressed in-
terest in the past. Alico will
either be sold to MetLife or
proceed with an initial public
offering, the people familiar
with the matter said.

An AIG spokeswoman said
the company won’t comment
“on rumors and speculation.”
A MetLife spokesman said in
a statement, “Our philosophy
regarding M&A activity is that
any deal MetLife pursues
would be strategically impor-
tant and financially attractive
to our shareholders.”

An Alico deal would ex-
pand MetLife’s international
reach. Alico sells life insur-
ance in 50 countries. MetLife

is the No. 1 seller of life insur-
ance in the U.S., with a 13%
market share.

The deal talks have been
complicated by the role of AIG
Chief Executive Robert Ben-
mosche, who was chairman
and CEO of MetLife from 1998
until 2006. When assuming
the AIG post in August 2009,
he held about 500,000
MetLife shares and about two
million MetLife stock options,
according to a person familiar
with the matter at the time.

AIG set up an independent
committee to handle negotia-
tions, keeping Mr. Benmosche
insulated from the talks.

At an event for investors
in December, analysts asked
MetLife about the possibility
of an Alico deal. Chief Execu-
tive Robert Henrikson “made
it clear he believed MetLife
could undertake a $14 billion-
plus deal,” Citigroup analyst
Colin Devine wrote in a Jan.
14 report.

BY JEFFREY MCCRACKEN
AND LESLIE SCISM

How Kraft overcame
Cadbury’s defenses

After four months of public
sparring, it took just 24 hours
of frenzied negotiations to
seal the fate of Cadbury PLC,
a 186-year-old fixture of the
British corporate establish-
ment.

With a deadline of mid-
night Tuesday looming for
Kraft Foods Inc. to put its
hostile offer directly to Cad-
bury shareholders, the British
gum and candy maker agreed
to enter discussions with its
U.S. suitor early Monday. By
Tuesday morning, the two
companies had announced a
deal that values Cadbury at
850 pence per share or £11.9
billion ($19.4 billion).

In addition to increasing
the value of its bid by 10%,
Kraft, of Northfield, Ill., recon-

figured it to substantially in-
crease the cash portion, which
now constitutes 60% of the of-
fer. That came in response to
calls from Warren Buffett and
other Kraft shareholders—as
well as from many Cadbury
shareholders — to include
more cash in the deal, which

Please turn to page 4

BY DANA CIMILLUCA
AND ILAN BRAT Candy bars

Global confectionery
market share by 2008
retail sales, in billions
Kraft/Cadbury

Mars

Nestlé

Hershey

Ferrero

Perfetti Van Melle

Lindt & Sprüngli

$24.9
24.2
13.1
7.6
7.5
4.9
3.3

Source: Euromonitor International
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France will simply have to swallow
Anglobalization of common language

A French group entitled Avenir
de la Langue Française (Future of
the French Language) has claimed
that the invasion of English words
poses a greater “threat” to
France’s national identity than the
imposition of German under the
Nazis. Writing recently in Le
Monde and l’Humanite, the group,
supported by eight other patriotic
organizations, called on the
Sarkozy government to turn back
the English flood. “There are more
English words on the walls of
Paris,” they state, “than German
words under the Occupation.”

Quite apart from the
staggering tastelessness of
equating the tongue of their NATO
allies with that of their fascist
conquerors, how reasonable is
their fear? Although President
Nicholas Sarkozy speaks almost
no English—as I discovered in a
torturous conversation with him
about the battle of Waterloo—he
is accused by these groupings of
wanting to make France bilingual.

He has spotted something that
must make his Gaullist gut retch
—that English has long replaced
French as the world’s lingua
franca—but he had the foresight
to try to embrace the fact for
France’s long-term benefit.

This year, English speakers
celebrate, as French speakers
must bemoan, the bicentenary of
the moment when French started
to lose its supremacy as the global
language. When in October 1810
Marshal Andre Massena’s invading
Army of Portugal was repulsed
from the Lines of Torres Vedras
outside Lisbon by the Duke of
Wellington, Napoleon’s all-
conquering juggernaut at last
shuddered to a halt.

The fight back had begun, and
it was to end five years later at
Waterloo and the Congress of
Vienna, with Britain gaining all

the strategic points she needed to
build a world empire, and export
the English tongue to a fifth of
the Earth’s surface.

English has became the
dominant language of the
Internet, air-traffic control,
computers and international

business. By 2030, more Chinese
people will be able to speak it
than there are Americans. Already
by 2001, English was being spoken
by more than one in three of the
350 million citizens of the
European Union, whereas fewer
than one in 10 spoke French
outside France itself. Even in
areas where French influence has
been strong—Morocco, Algeria,
Syria, Vietnam, Cambodia, Chad,
and elsewhere—English has
encroached very successfully.

English is the official language
used by the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries,
and the only working language of
the European Free Trade
Association, the Baltic Marine

Biologists Association, the Asian
Amateur Athletics Association,
and the African Hockey
Federation. It’s also the second
language of bodies as diverse as
the Andean Commission of Jurists
and the Arab Air Carriers
Organization.

In 1942, when Japanese
Premier Tojo called all the puppet
governments of the “Greater
Asian Co-Prosperity Sphere”
together for an anti-Imperialism
conference in Tokyo, he found the
only language all the delegates
could speak was English.

France’s traditional response to
this linguistic “Anglobalization”
has been to attempt a form of
legal protectionism against the
steamroller tongue of “les rosbifs”
and “les Anglo-Saxons.” In 1994
the French Assemblée Nationale
passed the Loi Toubon, signed
into law by President François
Mitterand. Named after Jacques
Toubon, the culture minister, it
stipulated: “French shall be the
language of instruction, work,
trade and exchanges and of the
public services.

“The use of French shall be
mandatory for the designation,
offer, presentation, instructions
for use, and description of the
scope and conditions of a
warranty of goods, products and
services as well as bills and

receipts. The same provisions
apply to any written, spoken,
radio and television
advertisement” and so on for
another 21 highly prescriptive
clauses. The law has been used
against American and British
companies, such as Disney and the
Body Shop, on the Champs Elysées
that had labels in English.

The principle was extended io
cyberspace, when the French
government asked the
Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development to
take up the issue of regulating
language content on the Internet.

A lawsuit was even brought
against the Georgia Institute of
Technology by Avenir de la
Langue Française on the grounds
that the campus Web site in
Lorraine was in English, even
though the teachers came from
Atlanta and all the students had
to be fluent in English to enroll
for the courses, which were all
taught in English.

In 2005, France’s Higher
Audiovisual Council ordered
television channels to translate
the titles of popular programs and
cartoons into French.

“Popstars” was instructed to
become “Vedettes de Variétés,”
“Star Academy” became “L’Ēcoles
des Vedettes,” “Funky Cops” was
transformed into “Des Flics dans
la Vent,” and, most unwieldy of
all, “Totally Spies” became “Des
Espions à Part Entière.”

Today, 40% of all pop songs on
French radio are supposed to be
sung in French, although of course
the law is widely flouted.

In two centuries, French may
have to be protected as a
linguistic curio, like Britain does
with Cornish or Manx. Until then,
the French must learn to be
bilingual, or risk being left behind
in the global marketplace, gasping
outraged complaints in a tongue
fewer and fewer people
understand.

—Andrew Roberts is a historian
and lives in London

C’est la guerre: Language decline began with an 1810 defeat of Napoleon’s army
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Aviation

n Japan Airlines is to enter a
three-year restructuring that will
shrink its operations, after the
former flag carrier filed one of the
country’s largest-ever bankruptcy
protection petitions.

n Airbus and its partner countries
in the A400M military-plane pro-
gram are set to hold a meeting in
Berlin on Thursday, as doubts
grow about the future of the long-
delayed project.

i i i

Broadcasting

n ITV could see some of its regu-
latory burden loosened after a
proposal from U.K. antitrust regu-
lators that would allow the U.K.’s
largest terrestrial commercial
broadcaster by sales to launch a
high-definition channel and a
time-delayed channel to better
compete on digital platforms.

i i i

Conglomerates

n Alstom shares fell 2.5% after
the company, the maker of tur-
bines for nuclear power stations
and France’s iconic TGV high-
speed trains, posted a lower-than-
expected rise in fiscal third-quar-
ter sales. For the three months
ended Dec. 31, sales rose 3% to
€4.69 billion (about $6.75 billion).

i i i

Consumer products

n Kraft clinched a deal to acquire
Cadbury for about $19.4 billion, in
a tie-up that ends the nearly 200-
year independence of the British
confectioner. After months of pub-
lic sparring that followed Kraft’s
hostile-takeover approach, Cad-
bury’s board accepted the U.S.
food giant’s offer as Kraft relented
to the demands of Cadbury man-
agement and shareholders, raising
its bid and significantly boosting
the cash component.
n Cadbury Chairman Roger
Carr’s unusually tart anti-Kraft
rhetoric poses two questions now
that Kraft and Cadbury have
agreed to a deal: Whether he can
he prove that his strategy resulted
in the best deal; and whether his
comments will hurt efforts to in-
tegrate the two companies.
n Hershey faces a much more
challenging future. In developing
countries, it will be up against a
stronger competitor. In the U.S., it
faces a rival many times its size in
Mars-Wrigley.

n SABMiller, the brewer of Miller
Lite and Pilsner Urquell, said its
lager volumes were unchanged in
the quarter ended Dec. 31, as a
drop in European markets offset
gains in developing regions. How-
ever, soft-drink volumes were up
2% from a year earlier.

i i i

Entertainment

n Conan O’Brien is close to sign-
ing a nearly $40 million deal to
walk away from hosting NBC’s
“The Tonight Show.” The exit
agreement bars him from bad-
mouthing his former NBC bosses,
people familiar with the matter
said, but paves the way for him to
land another TV gig within a year.

n Sony’s music division agreed to
a five-year deal with Simon Cow-
ell on a joint venture that will
own Syco, which Cowell estab-

lished in 2002. The venture will
own Syco’s TV and music assets,
which include “The X Factor” and
“Got Talent” global TV franchises
as well as recording artists Leona
Lewis and Susan Boyle.

i i i

Fashion

n Burberry, the British luxury
clothing retailer, beat fiscal third-
quarter sales forecasts amid re-
vived demand from department
stores and strong sales of outer-
wear at its retail outlets. In the
three months ended Dec. 31, sales
stripping out currency fluctua-
tions rose 12% from a year earlier
to £380 million (about $620 mil-
lion), while same-store sales at its
retail stores were up 10%.

n IT Holding, an Italian fashion
company that entered bankruptcy
protection last year, kick-started
its turnaround plan by filing pa-
perwork to sell its cashmere
brand, Malo. The company also
plans to sell luxury brand Gian-
franco Ferre and Ittiere, a manu-
facturing and licensing unit.

i i i

Financial services

n MetLife is in final talks to pur-
chase Alico, one of the biggest in-
ternational life-insurance units of
U.S. government-controlled Ameri-
can International Group, for $14
billion to $15 billion, people famil-
iar with the matter said. The sale
of Alico would be the biggest step
to date by AIG to pay back the
government, which has committed
about $180 billion to prop it up.

n Citigroup’s fourth-quarter loss
narrowed from a year earlier, but
the results continue to show the
strains from the bank’s massive
portfolio of troubled loans. The
U.S. bank reported a net loss of
$7.58 billion, compared with prof-
its in the previous three quar-

ters—though the results were an
improvement from the year-ear-
lier loss of $17.26 billion.

n Credit Suisse said it will cut
planned 2009 senior staff bonuses
in the U.K. by 30% to mitigate the
impact of the country’s one-time
tax on payouts exceeding £25,000
(about $41,000), the first bank to
publicly do so in response to the
U.K. government’s controversial
tax on bonuses. The move affects
about 400 employees. The Swiss
bank said it will also cut its global
bonus pool by 5%.
n ABN Amro board members will
see their bonuses cut by 65%, said
the Dutch government, which
owns the bank. A board member
at ABN Amro can now earn a max-
imum of €950,000 (about $1.37
million), down from “over €2 mil-
lion” at the former, publicly
traded ABN Amro, a spokesman
said. The move follows growing
calls for restricting banker pay.
n Goldman Sachs will delay until
next week letting employees know
how much they will receive in bo-
nuses. The investment bank is
scheduled to report fourth-quarter
earnings Thursday. In the past,
employees were told about bonus
payments in the days leading up
to its quarterly report.

i i i

Hotels

n Accor, Europe’s largest hotelier,
reported a 7.2% drop in fourth-
quarter sales to €1.81 billion ($2.6
billion) as hotel rooms stayed
empty, showing a gap between its
divisions—hotels and employee
vouchers sold to human-resources
departments—as the French com-
pany prepares to split in two.

i i i

Markets

n Travelport, a New York-based
travel-reservations company ma-
jority-owned by Blackstone Group,

launched a $2 billion initial public
offering in London to cut debt,
with more IPOs on the way as pri-
vate-equity houses seek to offload
companies they own. The IPO,
which values Travelport at about
$3 billion, is the U.K.’s largest in
nearly two years.

n Deutsche Börse will take a
write-down of about €200 million
($290 million) because of a slow-
down in its U.S. equities-trading
business and falling revenue at its
U.S. equity-options business.

i i i

Media

n Pearson, the U.K. publisher of
the Financial Times newspaper
and Penguin books, upgraded its
earnings forecast for 2009 again,
underpinned by its U.S. education
operations and the strength of the
dollar against the pound.

i i i

Metals and mining

n ArcelorMittal, the world’s larg-
est steelmaker, and Anglo-Austra-
lian miner BHP Billiton are dis-
cussing combining their iron-ore
interests in Liberia and Guinea.

i i i

Property

n Land Securities, the U.K.’s larg-
est commercial landlord, plans to
pump £655 million (about $1.1 bil-
lion) into three projects in Lon-
don—signaling a preference for
construction over acquisitions,
amid fears U.K. prices are over-
heating just four months after the
market bottomed out.

i i i

Security

n Tyco plans to buy Brink’s Home
Security for $2 billion, the first
major acquisition for Tyco in
eight years since the company

was rocked by scandal and split
into several pieces. The buy will
broaden Tyco’s largest revenue-
producing business group, the
ADT security franchise, further
into the residential market.

i i i

Sports

n David Sullivan, the former
owner of the Birmingham football
club, purchased half of Premier
League rival West Ham with a
view to a full takeover. A full take-
over would be worth £105 million
(about $170 million), and Sullivan
is looking for further investors.

i i i

Technology

n Google is delaying the China
launch of two phones that use its
Android software, in a sign its
standoff with Beijing goes beyond
its Chinese search engine.

n Microsoft will shorten the time
it stores Internet users’ addresses
from Web search queries to six
months from 18 months following
a request from a European Union
panel. It said the change would
make its Bing search engine a bet-
ter choice for privacy-conscious
users than Google.

i i i

Telecommunications

n Carphone Warehouse increased
its annual earnings forecast for
the third time following better-
than-expected business over
Christmas, and the U.K. telecom-
munications and retail company
was upbeat about its outlook
ahead of a planned demerger.

BUSINESS WATCH

WSJ.com
To read more about these items,
and for all the latest breaking
news, go to WSJ.com/Business

Anheuser-Busch InBev workers block the entrance to the brewery in Jupille, Belgium, setting wooden pallets on fire. The Leuven, Belgium-based brewer failed to
halt nearly two weeks of blockades at its Belgian breweries as mediation talks collapsed. Workers have protested at plants in Jupille, Leuven and Hoegaarden in
response to the company’s plan to cut about 10% of its Belgian work force of 2,700. It seeks to trim its work force by 10% throughout Western Europe.
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In Belgium, Anheuser-Busch InBev fails to end brewery blockades as workers protest job cuts
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U.K. targets binge drinking in bars
New regulations would ban certain promotions and require small-serving options, free tap water for patrons

LONDON–The U.K. government
on Tuesday moved to crack down on
binge drinking and its related costs
with proposals to ban certain pro-
motions at bars.

Home Secretary Alan Johnson
said businesses licensed to sell alco-
hol will face fines of as much as
£20,000 ($32,623) or up to six
months in jail for offers such as “All
you can drink for £10” or “Free
drinks for women under 25.”

“These practices have a real im-
pact on society, not to mention the
lives of those who just want to en-
joy a good night out,” said Mr. John-
son. “The government and the in-
dustry have a duty to act, this
mandatory code will allow us to
take action against an issue which
affects us all.”

In 2005, the Labour government
introduced the first major overhaul
in 80 years of laws covering the
serving of alcohol in pubs, restau-
rants and nightclubs by allowing es-
tablishments to apply for extended
opening hours. The move was de-
signed to prevent heavy drinkers
from pouring into the streets at the
11 p.m. closing time and lead to a
slower pace of drinking.

Instead there has been rising
concern that binge drinking has
markedly increased in recent years.

A report issued this month by
the National Health Service in con-
junction with the Royal College of
Physicians found that alcohol con-
sumption in the U.K. has increased
19% over the past three decades and
is now higher than in any other Eu-

ropean country.
It estimates that the increase has

resulted in an increased demand for
NHS services costing £2.7 billion in
2006-07, double the figure for 2001.

A separate study by the U.K. gov-
ernment found that alcohol abuse
kills 40,000 people in England and
Wales every year, with an annual
cost of £8 billion-£13 billion due to
drink-related crime and disorder in
the U.K. as a whole.

If the government’s proposals re-
ceive parliamentary approval, they
will form a new mandatory code for
retailers. The code will force retail-
ers and bar staff to demand proof of
age of anyone who looks younger
than 18 years old. The new code
would also ban promotions such as
“dentist’s chairs,” where drink is
poured directly into customers’
mouths.

Pubs will also have to make

small servings of beer, wine and
spirits available as well as providing
free tap water. Many bars currently
offer only bottled water, at a charge.
The tap-water requirements and ban
on particular promotions and will
take effect on April 6, while the rest
of the rules will be in place in Octo-
ber.

Conservative shadow Home Sec-
retary Chris Grayling on Tuesday
announced proposals to tax high-al-

cohol-content drinks and give local
councils the power to charge a
“late-night levy” on liquor stores
open past 10:30 p.m.

Doctors and lobbyists for the
drinks industry have criticized the
proposals, arguing that the govern-
ment is failing to wield its most ef-
fective weapon, the imposition of
minimum price controls on alcoholic
drinks.

Brigid Simmons, the chief execu-
tive of the British Beer and Pub As-
sociation, said the group has “con-
sistently supported legislation to
crack down on irresponsible promo-
tions in pubs and supermarkets.”

However, she said the “pub-cen-
tric measures…are lopsided and un-
balanced,” as they don’t address
sales of alcohol at supermarkets.

Ian Gilmore, the president of the
Royal College of Physicians, has wel-
comed the code but said it failed to
deal with the issue of widely avail-
able cheap supermarket drinks.

The British Liver Trust said mor-
tality from liver disease has risen
12% since 2005, totaling 46,244 lives
lost. If these rates continue, the or-
ganization warns deaths from liver
disease will double in 20 years.

Jeremy Beadles, chief executive
of the Wine and Spirit Trade Associ-
ation, said: “We need the carrot and
the stick. The Campaign for Smarter
Drinking, funded by the drinks in-
dustry and supported by Govern-
ment, is challenging the culture of
excessive drinking amongst a signif-
icant number of young adults. Let’s
also ensure the laws in place to
tackle alcohol misuse are rigorously
enforced.”

BY WILLIAM LYONS

Paramedics assist a drunk person at a temporary field hospital at London’s Liverpool Street train station in December.
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Climate-Change Claim on Glaciers Under Fire

An influential United Nations
panel is facing growing criticism
about its practices after acknowl-
edging doubts about a 2007 state-
ment that Himalayan glaciers were
retreating faster than those any-
where else and would entirely dis-
appear by 2035, if not sooner.

Rajendra Pachauri, head of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change, or IPCC, said Monday that
the U.N. body was studying how the
2007 report “derived” the informa-
tion about glacier retreat, according
to a spokesman at the Energy and
Resources Institute in New Delhi,
where Dr. Pachauri is the director.
Dr. Pachauri said glaciers were melt-
ing, but the 2035 date was in ques-
tion, the spokesman said. The report
led to concerns about water-supply
issues in Asia’s Gangetic plain, home
to millions of people.

It was unlikely that these revela-
tions about the IPCC report would
overturn the scientific consensus on
glacial retreat, but they raised ques-
tions for the IPCC about how the
data on Himalayan glaciers were
collected and reviewed.

“The IPCC report said Himalayan
glaciers are receding faster than
anywhere else in the world and
that’s not correct,” said J. Graham
Cogley, a professor of geography at
Trent University in Ontario. Dr. Cog-
ley is a glaciologist who contributed
to another part of the 2007 IPCC re-
port and is one of the first people to

track down some of the inconsisten-
cies in the section on Himalayan
glaciers. He added that the 2035
date was also likely wrong.

“There’s a failure to review this
data adequately by qualified ex-
perts,” Prof. Cogley said.

The IPCC report stated that the
total area of Himalayan glaciers
would likely shrink from 500,000
square kilometers to 100,000 square

kilometers by 2035. The report cited
a 2005 study by the World Wildlife
Fund, an environmental advocacy
group. That study cited a 1999 arti-
cle in New Scientist magazine that
quoted Indian glacier expert Syed
Hasnain as saying Himalayan gla-
ciers could disappear “within 40
years.” Dr. Hasnain presented a re-
port on Himalayan glaciers in the
summer of 1999, but it made no ref-

erence to 2035.
Earlier this month, Dr. Hasnain

said in another New Scientist article
that his previous assertions were
based on “speculation,” rather than
firm science. Dr. Hasnain, a senior
fellow at the Energy and Resources
Institute in New Delhi, couldn’t be
reached for comment.

The citation of an environmental
advocacy group as a source within
the IPCC report appears to be a
rare, but not unique, occurrence.
That same chapter on Asian climate
impacts also cited work from the
World Resources Institute, which
describes itself as an “environmen-
tal think tank.” Most of the thou-
sands of citations supporting the
rest of the voluminous IPCC report
were from scientific journals.

The controversy comes on the
heels of a scandal in Britain, where
the publication of hacked emails of
climate scientists suggested that
they had declined to share their
data with fellow researchers and
tried to squelch dissenting views
about global climate change. Some
of the scientists whose emails were
hacked were key contributors to the
2007 IPCC report, though not on the
subject of glaciers.

A large body of scientific evi-
dence indicates that glaciers in
North America, Europe and
Asia—including the Himalayas—are
retreating in response to a warmer
climate. There is also evidence of
accelerating retreat in most parts of
the world in recent decades. Part of
the confusion over the Himalayan

glaciers could stem from a 1996 pa-
per by hydrologist V.M. Kotlyakov,
who asserted that global glaciers
could melt by 2350 if world temper-
atures continued to increase. He
noted that global glacier cover could
shrink from 500,000 square kilome-
ters to 100,000 square kilometers
over that period. Dr. Cogley said Dr.
Kotlyakov’s figure for global glacial
melt may have been incorrectly
written up as Himalayan glacial
melt in the IPCC report.

The 2007 IPCC report also mis-
stated the rate of glacier retreat in
a prominent table—the one referred
to in the controversial passage. Due
to a mathematical error, the report
said that the Pindari glacier since
1845 had retreated at an average
rate of 135 meters per year; the ac-
tual average rate of retreat is 23.4
meters, in line with other Himalayan
glaciers.

Murari Lal, chairman of the Cli-
mate, Energy, and Sustainable De-
velopment Analysis Centre think
tank, was one of four lead authors
on that Asian section of the IPCC’s
report. In an interview, Mr. Lal de-
fended the IPCC and its work. “Our
intent was not to be alarmist, but to
lay out the possible scenarios for
the future. Our responsibility was to
tell policy makers what was happen-
ing in this region, one of the least
accessible on earth,” he said.

Mr. Lal said the IPCC rules allow-
ing peer-reviewed but still unpub-
lished papers to be included in its
assessment could have contributed
to the mistakes.

BY GAUTAM NAIK
AND KEITH JOHNSON

The Gangkhar Puensum glacier in Bhutan is pictured in November 2009.
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Europe

n Bank of England Governor
Mervyn King said the U.K. govern-
ment must move quickly to ad-
dress the nation’s structural fiscal
deficit and that a failure to do so
could have negative implications
for the economy’s long-term pros-
pects. King’s comments come as
the country gears up for a na-
tional election. By stressing the
fiscal situation so strongly, King is
hoping to inject a degree of sobri-
ety into the political debate even
as the season of big campaign
promises approaches.
n U.K. annual consumer-price in-
flation showed the steepest in-
crease from the previous month in
December since data recording be-
gan in 1997, because of the com-
parison with a cut in value-added
tax, a sharp fall in oil prices and
pre-Christmas sales in late 2008.
Gilts tumbled and sterling jumped
after the release of the data, as in-
vestors anticipated an earlier un-
winding of the Bank of England’s
easing policies.

n German investor sentiment fell
more than expected in January,
reinforcing expectations the econ-
omy will stagnate in the first
quarter and undergo a sluggish re-
covery over the full year. The
ZEW think tank said its monthly
poll of economic sentiment fell for
a fourth consecutive month to
47.2 from 50.4 in December.

n Germany recorded the largest
rise in foreign direct investment
among developed economies,
notching a 40.7% increase in 2009
from 2008, a United Nations
agency said. Global flows of for-
eign direct investment fell 39% in
2009, but will pick up modestly
this year, the agency said. Busi-
nesses made foreign investments
of just over $1 trillion in 2009,
down from $1.7 trillion in 2008.
Flows of foreign investment to de-
veloped economies were down
41%, while flows to developing
countries declined 39%.

n Sweden’s finance minister, An-
ders Borg, has proposed the Euro-
pean Union impose a U.S.-style in-
surance levy on the banking
industry to recoup the costs of
propping it up. “We cannot accept
a situation where the bankers are
running away from the bill,” Borg
said ahead of a meeting of EU fi-
nance ministers, saying there was
support for the idea from “sev-
eral” of his colleagues.

n In the U.K., speed-drinking
competitions and all-you-can-
drink promotions could be banned
in bars and clubs under govern-
ment proposals to crack down on
alcohol-related disorder and crime
and cut related health costs. In a
retreat from its policy of liberaliz-
ing liquor-licensing laws, Home
Secretary Alan Johnson said lic-
ensees will face fines of up to
£20,000 (about $32,500) or up to
six months in jail for offers such
as “All you can drink for £10” or
“Free drinks for women under
25.” The new rules would also
force pub owners to offer custom-
ers free tap water.

n British officials worried before
the invasion of Iraq that the
Americans weren’t putting enough
thought into postwar planning,
the head of Britain’s defense min-
istry at the time, Geoff Hoon, said.
Britain is holding its third and
widest-ranging inquiry into the
unpopular conflict.

n The EU’s commissioner-desig-
nate for humanitarian aid, Rumi-
ana Jeleva, resigned amid pres-
sure from the European
Parliament over business dealings
in her native Bulgaria and her
husband’s alleged ties to orga-
nized crime. Bulgaria hurriedly
appointed a replacement, World
Bank Vice President Kristalina
Georgieva. The withdrawal will re-
sult in a slight delay to the instal-
lation of a new European Commis-
sion, officials said.

n Euro-zone finance ministers
held Greece to its promise to turn
around fiscal deficits that
threaten the nation with a risk of
losing creditworthiness and dis-
rupting the common currency.

n Russian Prime Minister Vladi-
mir Putin, who plumbed the
depths of Lake Baikal in a mini-
submarine last year and pro-
nounced it “ecologically clean,”
has given a paper mill owned by
indebted tycoon Oleg Deripaska
the go-ahead to resume dumping
waste in the lake, reversing what
had been a landmark victory for
environmentalists.

n Slovakia agreed to take in three
inmates from the U.S. prison at
Guantánamo Bay in an effort to

help President Barack Obama to
close it down. The Slovak Foreign
Ministry says the move is a "ges-
ture of solidarity" with Obama’s
foreign policy.

n A Spanish lawmaker, Gaspar
Llamazares, angrily rejected a U.S.
apology for the FBI’s using a
photo of him to create a poster
showing what Osama bin Laden
might look like today.

n A Paris judge ordered three
French publications to pay dam-
ages to Roman Polanski and his
family for printing unauthorized
photos of him under house arrest
at his Swiss chalet—but the sums
were a fraction of the €150,000
(about $215,000) the filmmaker
had demanded.

i i i

U.S.

n President Barack Obama plans
to ask Congress for an extra $1.35
billion to expand a program de-
signed to prod states into revamp-
ing their school systems, even as
he promises to deliver a bare-
bones 2011 budget. The request
marks an early example of the ad-
ministration moving to transform
a one-time stimulus program into
part of an agency’s budget.

n Obama will deliver his first
State of the Union address Jan. 27,
speaking to a joint session of Con-
gress. The U.S. president has seen
his stratospheric approval ratings
of a year ago plunge to the be-
low-50% range.

n In New York, a U.S.-trained
Pakistani scientist punctuated the
first day of her attempted-murder
trial by shouting that the prosecu-
tion's first witness was lying,
prompting her to be pulled from
the courtroom. Aafia Siddiqui, a
reputed al Qaeda supporter, is
charged with trying to kill U.S.
military officers and federal
agents in Afghanistan in 2008.

i i i

Americas

n In Haiti, a task force of 2,000
U.S. Marines established a beach-
head in the relief-starved western
neighborhoods of Port-au-Prince,
creating the first major distribu-
tion point for humanitarian sup-
plies for earthquake victims out-
side the Haitian capital’s
overburdened airport.
n Rescue teams are recovering a
remarkable number of people res-
cued from collapsed buildings in
the wake of the earthquake. A
woman who had been buried for

six days in the rubble of her home
was pulled out alive.
n French President Nicolas
Sarkozy praised the “essential
role” the U.S. is playing in helping
Haiti recover—scrambling to over-
come comments by one of his
ministers who compared Washing-
ton’s aid efforts to a new occupa-
tion of the nation. A U.N. spokes-
woman echoed Sarkozy, saying aid
coordination is improving.

i i i

Asia

n In Afghanistan, two U.S. service
members were killed by a road-
side bomb, a day after a brazen
Taliban attack on the capital
showed militants are stepping up
their fight against the U.S..
n The U.S. welcomed Afghan
leader Hamid Karzai’s new efforts
to persuade Taliban militants to
lay down their weapons.

n In Pakistan’s volatile tribal
area, a suspected U.S. drone at-
tacked a compound, killing four
people as part of an unprece-
dented wave of strikes since a
deadly attack against the CIA
across the border in Afghanistan,
intelligence officials said.

n Chinese authorities have cur-
tailed showings of “Avatar,” in ap-
parent hopes of protecting local
films. The movie, whose anti-au-
thoritarian message has struck a
chord among many Chinese, is on
its way to becoming the top-sell-
ing film in Chinese history. But
with a state-sponsored biography
of Confucius out Thursday, the
film is being reined in, cinema and
film-industry officials say.

n In China, a former Supreme
Court judge was sentenced to life
in prison for embezzlement and
receiving bribes. Huang Songyou
is the first judicial official of his
stature to be tried and convicted
on such charges, part of a con-
tinuing battle by the Communist
Party against corruption.

n Taiwan’s top prosecutor re-
signed over his handling of former
President Chen Shui-bian’s corrup-
tion scandal, after an official re-
port said the prosecutor had inap-
propriate contact with a man
alleged to have helped Chen laun-
der money overseas.

i i i

Africa

n Guinea’s leaders appointed op-
position veteran Jean-Marie Doré
as prime minister, a key step to
prepare the nation to transition
from military rule to democratic
elections later this year.

n In Nigeria, clashes between
Christians and Muslims erupted
again, as security forces issued a
24-hour curfew for the city of Jos,
where rioters have burned homes
and killed at least 27 people.

i i i

Australia

n The government will change
corporate-insolvency laws to re-
move uncertainty created by a
court case that blurred the line
between debt and equity investors
in some corporate collapses.

WORLD WATCH

WSJ.com
To read more about these items,
and for all the latest breaking
news, go to WSJ.com/World

An Aboriginal woman reaches out to touch Prince William’s face as he meets with members of the Redfern Aboriginal
community in Sydney. The prince began his three-day visit to Australia spending time at a community center, speaking
with Aboriginal elders and playing table tennis with kids. He is to visit communities destroyed by last year’s wildfires.
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Prince William is a big hit Down Under, visiting Aboriginal community
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THE KRAFT-CADBURY DEAL

From bitter to sweet
After resisting a tie-up for months, Cadbury agreed to a fattened $19.5 billion takeover offer from U.S. food group Kraft, a deal that would create the world's biggest chocolate maker.

Sept. 7,
2009
Kraft goes public
with bid for
Cadbury. Cadbury
says the offer
"fundamentally
undervalues" the
company.

Nov. 9,
2009
Kraft formalizes
the offer, initially
valued at £10.2
billion.

Nov. 18,
2009
Hershey and
Ferrero say they
are mulling a
possible bid.

Dec. 14,
2009
Cadbury promises
higher sales and
profit margins
and again asks
them to reject the
Kraft bid.

Dec. 16,
2009
U.K.'s Mandelson
warns that any
Cadbury acquirer
should respect its
heritage and work
force.

Jan. 5,
2010
Kraft sweetens
offer. Nestle rules
out bid. Berkshire
warns Kraft
against "blank
check."

Jan. 6,
2010
Board members
at Cadbury hold
talks with
directors at
Hershey, people
familiar with the
matter say.

Jan. 12,
2010
Cadbury posts a
strong 2009
performance and
forecasts further
progress in 2010.

Jan. 19,
2010
Kraft raises bid
and Cadbury
accepts

Hershey’s horizons confined to U.S.
Chocolate maker faces a lack of potential merger partners that could help it in faster-growing markets abroad

In the wake of Kraft Foods Inc.’s
agreement to buy Cadbury PLC,
Hershey Co. in particular may be
left with few avenues for interna-
tional growth.

For years, Hershey and Cadbury
were viewed as potential merger
partners, but Hershey’s relatively
smaller size and the charitable trust
that controls it made it difficult for
the company to enter into any sort
of marriage.

While Kraft hasn’t closed the
Cadbury transaction, it appears un-
likely Hershey would choose to
wade into the battle at this stage.
That would suggest Hershey—which
currently gets the bulk of its sales
from the slower-growth U.S. mar-

ket—would be left with limited op-
tions if it hopes to make a concerted
push abroad.

“They will be relegated to a
U.S.-only confectionery company,”
said Stifel Nicolaus analyst Chris
Growe in a recent interview about
Hershey’s future as a stand-alone
company. Overall sales for the U.S.
candy market in general have been
growing annually at about 3%, he
said.

Hershey would have limited op-
portunities to find a large confec-
tionery company to merge with
overseas, particularly as few candy
companies have Cadbury’s scale.
Mars Inc. in 2008 created its own
candy conglomerate by acquiring
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co. Mars sells
brands like M&Ms and Dove choco-

late, and its stable now includes
such names as Wrigley’s gum.

Hershey’s stock was up at late
afternoon Tuesday as investors ap-
peared to think that Kraft’s agree-
ment with Cadbury likely would pre-
vent Hershey from entering into a
potentially costly bidding war.

Cadbury’s acceptance on Tues-
day of Kraft’s takeover offer, valued
at £11.9 billion ($19.4 billion) ends
an acrimonious, four-month battle
and nearly 200 years of indepen-
dence for the U.K.’s largest confec-
tionery company. Kraft, which
makes Toblerone and Milka choco-
late as well as processed cheese and
ready meals, said it has agreed to
pay 840 pence a share for the com-
pany as well as a 10-pence dividend.
The move would create a global gi-

ant with about $50 billion in reve-
nue that will sell everything from
Kraft brands including Oreo and
other Nabisco cookies and its name-
sake cheese to Cadbury’s Dairy Milk
chocolate and Trident gum.

Morningstar analyst Erin Swan-
son said the control of the trust and
Hershey’s mainly U.S. presence
make it an unlikely takeover target
going forward. She said she doesn’t
believe Hershey will seek to counter
Kraft’s bid, which has the support of
Cadbury’s board.

The Hershey trust oversees a
school for needy children that is
funded partly by Hershey Co. divi-
dends. The trust’s goal of safeguard-
ing the future of that charity is
likely to override other consider-
ations. That goal has in the past

limited the trust’s interest in jump-
ing into a deal, particularly one that
would dilute its control over Her-
shey or one that would expose the
company’s balance sheet to any kind
of risk.

“There are smaller regional play-
ers [Hershey] could acquire interna-
tionally if they wanted to grow their
international platform more piece-
meal. They would be lacking the
scale from a global distribution
platform Cadbury would have pro-
vided,” Ms. Swanson said.

Still, Hershey does have some
appealing traits for potential inves-
tors. Ms. Swanson pointed out that
it is in the attractive confectionery
category, which has high margins
and low private-label penetration. It
also pays a steady dividend.

BY ANJALI CORDEIRO

was originally 60% stock.
Kraft Chief Executive Irene

Rosenfeld said Tuesday that over
the course of the effort she had con-
versations with many investors, in-
cluding Mr. Buffett, who believe that
Kraft’s stock is undervalued. That
eventually pushed Kraft to signifi-
cantly reduce the number of shares
in the transaction.

Kraft covets Cadbury in part be-
cause of the U.K. company’s access
to fast-growing developing markets.
Cadbury’s brands include Dairy Milk,
Créme Eggs, Dentyne chewing gum
and Halls cough drops.

Clinching the deal also is impor-
tant for Ms. Rosenfeld, whose play
for the confectioner could have be-
come a career-defining error if she
had not pulled it off.

At times, that looked like a possi-
bility. From the moment Kraft’s bid
emerged last fall, Cadbury’s manage-
ment, led by Chairman Roger Carr
and Chief Executive Todd Stitzer,
insisted the company was better off
going it alone. Mr. Carr routinely in-
sulted Cadbury’s suitor, calling Kraft
an “unfocused conglomerate” with
“unappealing categories” and a man-
agement that “under-delivers.”

According to Mr. Carr, the sudden
shift toward a deal was spurred by
the increase over the past week in
the portion of the company’s stock
owned by hedge funds and other in-
vestors that recently piled in looking
for a quick payoff. Fearing that those
investors, who now held about 30%
of the shares, would sell for a price
below what the board thought it was
worth, Mr. Carr took a 7 p.m. call
from Ms. Rosenfeld at his home on
Sunday night.

“The risk was that if they had
gone to the market with a lower of-
fer, there was a chance that we

Continued from first page would have lost with a lower num-
ber,” Mr. Carr said in an interview
Tuesday. “We could not settle for an
inappropriate price.”

In the end, Mr. Carr said he em-
braced Kraft’s bid because it repre-
sented a “huge step forward” in
price for Cadbury’s shareholders.

Indeed, the price represents a
50% premium to where Cadbury
shares traded before Kraft first an-
nounced its takeover offer in early
September. Still, it is below the level
that a number of Cadbury managers
and investors argued that the com-
pany was worth throughout the
takeover battle.

Only last week, Mr. Carr dis-
missed Kraft management as unwor-
thy of investor confidence, attacked
its track record and said there was
“no strategic, operational, manage-
rial or financial reason” why Kraft
and Cadbury should unite.

“The dialogue was never per-
sonal,” Mr. Carr said Tuesday. “It
was about management achieve-
ment, and the Kraft achievement rel-
ative to the Cadbury one was less.
Therefore, you would only sell this
business for the right price.”

Still, the acrimony could compli-
cate the already difficult task ahead
for Kraft: melding the operations of
the two sprawling corporate giants,
with combined annual revenue of
about $50 billion. They must boost
growth and improve efficiency while
avoiding the kind of culture clash
that can be the enemy of a merger.

“It will be very difficult,” said
Allyson Stewart-Allen, director at
consulting firm International Mar-
keting Partners, adding that Kraft
management faces a challenge per-
suading Cadbury’s work force of the
deal’s merits. “Irene Rosenfeld ...
will have to sell the value, logic and
benefits to Cadbury’s work force un-

less she wants to risk having demor-
alized workers potentially sabotag-
ing the deal. She has a big
marketing job ahead of her.”

Reflecting the difficultly of mov-
ing beyond such aggressive rhetoric,
no Cadbury official joined the con-
ference call Ms. Rosenfeld and other
Kraft officials held with analysts, in-
vestors and reporters Tuesday to
discuss the deal. Ms. Rosenfeld said
on the call it would be “a little pre-
mature” to discuss the role that
would be played at the enlarged
Kraft by Cadbury management such
as Mr. Stitzer.

Ms Rosenfeld, who had had no
contact with Mr. Carr since she met
with him in his London office in Au-
gust just before announcing the pro-
posal, said to him when she called
him Sunday that it would be worth-
while for the two to meet again, she
said, according to Mr. Carr.

His response was that a meeting
would only be worth it if she had
“adjusted her thinking on where a
suitable price was,” Mr. Carr re-
called Tuesday.

At 8:30 a.m. on Monday, Ms.
Rosenfeld and Mr. Carr met at the
Lanesborough Hotel, near London’s
Hyde Park. Each brought a lawyer.
Ms. Rosenfeld proposed an improved
bid of 830 British pence per Cadbury
share.

Mr. Carr responded that while he
respected that Kraft had increased
its offer, it still was a long way from
an offer acceptable to Cadbury’s
shareholders.

Mr. Carr described Monday’s dis-
cussion as “clinical.” At several
points the two broke up to consult
with advisers and then reconvened.
Around 9 p.m., Ms. Rosenfeld of-
fered the winning price of 850 pence
per share.

Mr. Carr said on that basis, he

would go to the board and ask that
it recommend Kraft’s bid, which the
board then did.

The two parties then went to the
West End offices of Lazard Ltd.,
which had been advising Kraft on
the deal, and spent most of the night
fine-tuning the details.

Given that Kraft has already re-
ceived antitrust approval for the of-
fer, the deal is expected to close in

less than a month, assuming, as ex-
pected, that more than 50% of Cad-
bury’s shares are tendered and no
interloper makes a last-ditch bid.

On Tuesday, only one large share-
holder, Legal & General Investment
Management Ltd., which owns 5.1%
of Cadbury’s stock, was expressing
disappointment with the price.

—Anjali Cordeiro contributed to
this article

Cadbury chair Roger Carr says he was concerned about hedge funds’ holdings.
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Electric bikes terrorize streets of China
Once seen as environmental boon, bicycles with batteries are now traffic menace; they may not be so clean after all

B UNDLED against the cold be-
neath a highway overpass
on a busy Beijing intersec-

tion, traffic warden Zhao Delong
waved his colored flag in frustra-
tion at the new silent killer stalk-
ing city streets.

“Those electric bikes just don’t
listen! The problem is they go too
fast. They can’t stop like bikes. I
saw an accident just over there
the other day where someone on
an e-bike rushed through the in-
tersection and plowed over some-
one on a regular bike,” Mr. Zhao
said as he tried to keep China’s
newest road hazard in check.

Powerful battery-powered bicy-
cles are crowding out their push-
pedal brethren, delivering a jolt to
the Bicycle Kingdom.

By some estimates there are
120 million e-bikes on China’s
roads—up from just 50,000 a de-
cade ago, making it the fastest
growing form of transportation in
China. Cities at first embraced
them as a quieter and cleaner al-
ternative to gasoline-powered
scooters.

Officials were caught off guard
when that environmentally ap-
pealing solution turned out to be
deadly on the streets. In 2007,
there were 2,469 deaths from
electric-bicycle accidents nation-
wide, up from just 34 in 2001, ac-
cording to government statistics.

That’s roughly 3% of China’s
annual 90,000 traffic accident
deaths. Still technically bicycles,
they’re operating in a legal gray
zone. Drivers of electric bikes
don’t need to pass stringent driv-
ing tests to get licensed, and
courts are struggling to sort out
lawsuits.

Pedestrians complain that e-
bike riders pay little heed to the
rules of the road. Drivers of elec-
tric bikes are “totally devoid of
conscience and respect for the
law,” complained Wang Mingyue,
a blogger on the popular Beijing
News Web site.

China’s e-bike industry started
under the planned economy of the
Maoist 1960s. Primitive battery
and engine technology doomed
early efforts. After China liberal-
ized its economy in the 1980s, a
handful of entrepreneurs tried to
revive e-bikes just as city planners
were casting a worried eye on the
explosive growth of exhaust-spew-
ing mopeds and scooters. By the
1990s, cities were starting to ban
motor scooters, creating an open-
ing for electric bicycles. Electric
bikes had government backing: in-
clusion as one of 10 key scientific-
development priority projects in
the Ninth Five-Year Plan. They
had the personal endorsement of
former Premier Li Peng, according
to an academic paper on the his-
tory of e-bikes in China by Jona-
than Weinert, Ma Chaktan and
Chris Cherry.

By 1998, regulators realized
they had to limit the speed and
size of e-bikes, too. The rules
were loosely enforced and left a
loophole. If it’s got a pedal, it’s a
bicycle. The original standards put
the maximum speed of an electric
bike at 20 kilometers per hour (a
little more than 12 mph). But e-
bikes’ power soon outpaced that.
Some are capable of 25 mph or

more.
The market grew slowly at

first. That changed after China
was hit by severe acute respira-
tory syndrome, or SARS, in 2003.
National e-bike sales jumped from
1.5 million in 2002 to four million
in 2003 as commuters sought an
alternative to crowded public
transport, where germs spread
quickly.

Electric-bike fatalities rose,
too. In 2003, 87 people were killed
in e-bike accidents. A year later,
589 died. The deaths led to a
backlash. Beijing and Fuzhou
banned electric bikes in 2002. A
group of other manufacturers and
citizens joined together in a failed
lawsuit against the Fuzhou gov-
ernment. Beijing lifted its ban in
2006. More cities decided they’d
had enough. The northeast indus-
trial town of Shenyang banned e-
bikes in 2009 after their numbers
spiked in the wake of a motorcy-
cle ban.

Over the summer, Changsha
city traffic police set up check-
points and handed out 60,000
tickets in five days for e-bikes
that violated weight and speed re-
strictions, or didn’t have proper
registration.

In Zhejiang province, Hangzhou
banned out-of-town e-bikes; in
Wenzhou, police confiscated 5,000
electric bikes in half a month for
being too fast and large. Riders
like Yu Dejiang were caught in the
legal crossfire. Mr Yu, a 30-year-
old air-conditioner repairman in
Wenzhou, splurged this summer
and spent half a month’s salary on
a new electric scooter to replace a
secondhand one that got stolen.
Two weeks later, police dusted off
old regulations on the books, con-
fiscated his bike and fined him
700 yuan (about $100).

“The e-bike is a necessity for
my work. The fastest and cheap-

est traffic vehicle I can afford. It’s
the same for most riders here. I
can finish my work on the bike.
There are no buses in many places
and I can’t afford to buy a car.
What do you expect me to do?”
said Mr. Yu. A few weeks later, he
was back on the streets with an-
other electric bike, looking over
his shoulder in case city authori-
ties crack down again.

But there’s another problem. E-
bikes may not be so clean after
all. Because 95% of China’s e-bikes
use lead batteries, they emit more

lead into the atmosphere than
other forms of transportation, ac-
cording to some studies. They also
rely on electricity that’s mostly
made by coal-burning power
plants.

Then suddenly, in December,
the central government dropped a
bombshell: tough new nationwide
restrictions. There was heated de-
bate. Sales at Luyuan Group, one
of China’s biggest e-bike makers,
dropped 50% in December from
November.

“Officials are getting the statis-

tics wrong, they’re not looking at
them scientifically,” said Ni Jie,
Luyuan’s founder. A former eco-
nomics professor and electrical
engineer, Mr. Ni has given his wife
the company reins so he can focus
more on industry lobbying. He ar-
gues electric bicycles are safer
than bicycles or motorcycles and
will soon start using cleaner, lith-
ium batteries.

After intense public outcry in
the media, the government backed
down just weeks later. “In es-
sence, a lack of respect for public
opinion and for the reasonable
and scientific decision-making
process was to blame,” for the
government’s behavior, said an
opinion piece in China Daily, the
state-backed English language
newspaper.

Now, the industry associations
are trying to figure out new
guidelines before the central gov-
ernment steps back in. In the
meantime, people are back in the
shops.

He Chenyan, a 23-year-old tele-
communications engineer, offered
this advice as he tested out differ-
ent electric bikes in Hangzhou.
“These limits don’t matter,” he
said. “The traffic police won’t
bother with us. They’ll focus on
real motor vehicles like cars and
motorcycles.”
—Sue Feng and Kersten Zhang in
Beijing and Ellen Zhu in Shanghai
contributed to this article.

BY SHAI OSTER
Beijing

Chinese citiies initially embraced
electric bikes as environmentally
friendly, but a rise in fatal accidents
has led to a backlash.
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THE KRAFT-CADBURY DEAL

U.K. uneasy with foreign takeovers
LONDON — Cadbury PLC’s pro-

posed sale to Kraft Foods Inc.—a
deal clinched over the British gov-
ernment’s gripes—adds fuel to a
simmering debate here over foreign
ownership of local companies.

On Tuesday, Kraft and Cadbury
announced a $19.4 billion deal that
will end the independence of a
candy brand that Britons have
grown up with for almost 200 years.
Cadbury would join a host of fa-
mous British names now managed
from abroad, including Rolls Royce,
news provider Reuters, ports and
shipping operator P&O, cigarette
maker Gallaher, glass maker Pilking-
ton and Imperial Chemical Indus-
tries, which was once Britain’s big-
gest and most profitable company.

In the last decade the U.K. has seen
most of its investment banks, its
auto industry, its ports and airports,
and most of its big energy and wa-
ter utilities fall into foreign hands.

“I am not anti-Kraft, but I am ex-
tremely concerned that it as been so
easy to take over a successful stand-
alone British company,” said Jennie
Formby, an officer at Unite, a Brit-
ish labor union.

Some British consumers
mourned the loss of what has been
the taste of their childhood with
Cadbury products such as the Dairy
Milk and Wispa bars and Créme
Egg. “I am seeing so much of our
heritage go abroad,” said Vivien
Carroll, a 57-year-old Northampton
bookkeeper. “I want this country to
be British.”

The Cadbury saga found some
U.K. politicians moving away from

the decade-long mantra in Britain
that ownership of a company is neu-
tral. Peter Mandelson, Britain’s busi-
ness secretary, said last month that
any Cadbury bidder trying to make
a “quick buck” could face govern-
ment opposition and has said that
foreign ownership of some manufac-
turers may in the long term “disad-
vantage” Britain.

On Tuesday Lord Mandelson sug-
gested the government could yet
broaden its power to intervene in
takeovers. But he added that he is
“unconvinced that such a change is
necessary and desirable.”

Many politicians privately admit
that erecting barriers is at present
unpalatable in a country which still
sees itself as a flagwaver for open
markets and whose battered econ-
omy needs foreign investment.

Instead, politicians including

Prime Minister Gordon Brown were
reduced on Tuesday to demanding
that Kraft lay out clear plans for
continued investment in Cadbury’s
U.K. operations.

Countries such as France, Spain
and Italy routinely block or threaten
to intervene in takeovers to protect
domestic companies. The U.S.
doesn’t allow foreign companies to
buy airlines, shipping companies,
television networks and some secu-
rity-related businesses. Emerging
economies such as India and China
are regular buyers of British assets,
but large swaths of their own indus-
try are out of bounds to foreigners.

Felicity Loudon—a descendent of
Cadbury founder John Cadbury who
campaigned against the Kraft
deal—called for the U.K. to put in
place its own measures to protect
industrial assets: “My position is

not an anti-American but patrioti-
cally British.”

Critics of Britain’s open-market
policy say that foreign acquirers are
more likely to cut jobs in a reces-
sion, and often send their top man-
agement posts and research opera-
tions abroad.

Cadbury’s workers see Kraft’s
takeover of Terry’s, another famous
British chocolate business, as a bad
precedent. The centuries-old York
based firm employed 2,400 workers
in 1990. But by 2005, Kraft had
moved its entire production abroad.

Irene Rosenfeld, Kraft’s chief ex-
ecutive officer, said the U.S. food
group was planning to honor the
promises to keep open a U.K. choco-
late factory that Cadbury was in the
process of closing, and to invest in
another plant in Bournville, near
Cadbury’s historic headquarters.

BY ALISTAIR MACDONALD
AND CECILIE ROHWEDDER
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David Gold and David Sulli-
van’s takeover of West Ham
United will offer renewed hope
for a team languishing only one
place above the Premier
League’s relegation zone.

The new owners say they
will make funds available for
squad strengthening, and the
timing of their arrival ensures
room to maneuver before the
January transfer window closes.

Team injuries have made life
difficult for West Ham Manager
Gianfranco Zola, but Messrs.
Gold and Sullivan have declared
confidence in the Italian, mean-
ing Paddy Power’s 6/4 on him
being the next Premier League
manager to leave his post looks
short and opposable.

The Hammers finished in
ninth place last year and, with
or without Mr. Zola, should
avoid relegation again despite
flirting with the bottom three.

New signings and the fresh
impetus offered by new owners
mean it is worth considering
laying the East London club for
relegation at around 11/2 on
Betdaq now.

Coming opponents include
Portsmouth, Wolverhampton
and Burnley and good results
would see this price lengthened.

West Ham has beaten each
of those fellow strugglers al-
ready this season and has, on
paper, a number of winnable
games at Upton Park, where
the team is strongest.

Only two of 10 remaining
home fixtures are against
teams in the top half, giving
strong encouragement to those
thinking about buying the
team’s total Premier League
points at 40 with Sporting In-
dex.

Tip of the day

37

Source: australianopen.com
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West Ham’s Gianfranco Zola
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Nike sells clubs without Woods
Nike Inc. will launch new golf

clubs this month without the pro-
motional muscle of golfing great Ti-
ger Woods. That will be a challenge
for the sporting-goods giant, which
was largely a nonentity in golf be-
fore it built a sizable business
around the superstar’s image.

Nike says its Victory Red STR8-
FIT Tour fairway woods, which go
on sale Jan. 28 for $299 (€208),
were designed with input from all 13
U.S. golf stars who promote Nike’s
products. But promotional materials
make no mention of Mr. Woods,
whose tradition of wearing red
shirts on a tournament’s final day
inspired the Victory Red name.

Instead, the materials trumpet
that the clubs were tested in tourna-
ment play by a respected but lesser-
known golf pro, Lucas Glover, who
claimed his first major victory last
year when he won the U.S. Open
Championship.

Nike’s inability to bank on Mr.
Woods—who remains a Nike-spon-
sored athlete but is postponing his
career as he deals with the fallout
from his alleged extramarital af-
fairs—comes at a problematic time.
The Beaverton, Ore., company has
faced deteriorating golf sales be-
cause of the recession. Annual reve-
nue at the Nike Golf division fell 11%
last year to $648 million after peak-
ing at $725 million the year before.

Still, some of Nike’s retail part-
ners expect the company’s clubs to
sell well in 2010, with or without
Mr. Woods to champion them.

“They have certainly established
themselves as a very successful golf
manufacturer over the past 10-plus
years, and we believe we will have a
very solid year with them,” said
Matt Corey, senior vice president of
marketing at Golfsmith Interna-
tional Holdings Inc., the U.S.’s larg-
est specialty-golf retailer.

Nike declined to discuss the ef-

fect of Mr. Woods’s problems on its
business, where overall revenue
grew 3% to $19.2 billion in fiscal
2009. But in a conference call with
investors last month, Chief Execu-
tive Mark Parker played down the
ramifications, even as he acknowl-
edged that larger economic factors
were hurting golf sales. “We feel
very good about how we are manag-
ing our golf business through this
period and our position in the
broader golf market,” Mr. Parker
said, adding, “We’ll continue to sup-
port Tiger and his family as we, of
course, look forward to his return.”

Nike’s golf slump mirrors a wider
plunge in the market for golf ap-
parel and gear, as consumers put off
discretionary purchases. Sales of
clubs and other hard equipment fell

11.9% for the first 11 months of 2009
at golf-course shops and specialty
stores, according to Golf Datatech
LLC, a market-research firm. Retail
experts estimate such locations
make up 75% of total golf sales.

While Mr. Woods’s alleged pecca-
dilloes have forced him out of the
limelight for at least part of this
year, some golf-industry experts say
Nike has a larger set of options be-
cause of the recent emergence of
other stars. Like Mr. Glover, Stewart
Cink, also a Nike-sponsored athlete,
captured his first major title last
year when he won the British Open.
“Nike golfers won two major tour-
naments last year, and neither guy
was named Tiger Woods,” said Tom
Stine, co-founder of Golf Datatech.
“What Tiger gave Nike is credibility.

When you have the top guy out
there winning with your stuff, it
tells the public that you have top-
line equipment. But they have
plenty of other golfers doing that
now.”

Michelle Wie, also under con-
tract with Nike, won her first pro-
fessional women’s tournament last
year, one of the first signs that the
20-year-old phenom could yet fulfill
her potential to become the female
version of Mr. Woods.

Nike first dabbled in golf in 1985
with a shoe called the Air Linkster,
and pro Curtis Strange donned its
gear while winning U.S. Open cham-
pionships in 1988 and 1989. But it
wasn’t until Nike signed a huge en-
dorsement deal with a 20-year-old
Mr. Woods in 1996 that the swoosh
became an upstart in the business
side of the sport. The golfer draped
himself in Nike apparel as he won a
dizzying succession of major titles,
and the company blanketed the air
waves with emotional ads playing
up his historic ascent.

Mr. Woods started using Nike
golf balls rather than the Titleist
balls favored by other stars, and
later picked up Nike clubs, moves
that experts say greatly helped the
company win over skeptical golfers
raised on such brands as Callaway
Gold Co. and TaylorMade Golf Co., a
subsidiary of Adidas AG. Titleist is
part of Acushnet Co., a subsidiary of
Fortune Brands Inc. that also in-
cludes Cobra golf clubs and FootJoy
golf shoes and generates annual rev-
enue of more than $1 billion.

Mr. Woods has also helped Nike
craft new clubs, boosting the com-
pany’s reputation for cutting-edge
sports-gear design. “This is my iron.
This is what I created. This is what
I’ve been playing,” Mr. Woods said
in a promotional video for a Victory
Red line of golf irons two years ago.
“Now that consumers get to feel and
play what I’ve been playing, they’ll
understand why I love it so much.”

BY MIGUEL BUSTILLO

A Nike Golf display featuring Tiger Woods at an Orlando, Fla.,, golf shop shortly after he announced his leave.
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EUROPE NEWS

U.K. consumer prices jump
Bank of England’s Mervyn King warns of volatility in inflation data in coming months

LONDON—British consumer-
price inflation rose in December by
its biggest amount since recording
of the data began in 1997.

The Office for National Statistics
said inflation rose to a 2.9% year-
on-year rate in December from 1.9%
on-year in November, after a tempo-
rary sales-tax cut a year ago, a fall
in oil prices and early Christmas
sales. That was well above the Bank
of England’s 2.0% target.

While the figure was also signifi-
cantly higher than analysts had ex-
pected, most argued that the up-
ward move will be temporary. They
said the large amounts of spare ca-
pacity in the economy look set to
damp pricing power, meaning that

monetary policy should remain
loose for some time.

While the Bank of England has
said it will disregard what it expects
to be a temporary increase in infla-
tion, policy makers will be alert to
any signs that public inflation ex-
pectations are rising above the in-
flation target or that spare capacity
isn’t damping pricing power as
much was thought.

Policy makers “must look
through the current pick up in infla-
tion, which reflects temporary rela-
tive price effects, and focus on
broader underlying pressures, which
still look weak,” said Colin Ellis,
economist at Daiwa Capital Markets
Europe.

British Prime Minister Gordon
Brown sought to ease concerns, say-

ing the jump in the inflation rate
had been expected.

“Generally, Britain has had over
the last 12 to 13 years a low infla-
tion environment that has made
possible low interest rates,” Mr.
Brown said at a news conference.

In a speech, Bank of England
Governor Mervyn King reiterated
that inflation data were likely to be
extremely volatile over the coming
months, with the headline rate of
inflation rising above the 3% thresh-
old for some time.

The Bank of England has said in-
flation could rise sharply to above
3.0% early this year, which would
force Mr. King to write an explana-
tory letter to the government to ex-
plain why inflation has moved so far
away from the bank’s target.

The one-percentage-point in-
crease in the annual rate of inflation
to 2.9% was the largest since the
data series began in 1997.

Gilt yields and sterling jumped
after the release of the data, as in-
vestors anticipated an earlier un-
winding of the central bank’s easing
policies.

The bank is on track to complete
targeted asset purchases of £200
billion ($326.72 billion) through its
quantitative easing program by
early February, with most econo-
mists expecting no further increase
in the program. The central bank
has kept its key interest rate at a re-
cord low of 0.5% since March.

—Laurence Norman
and Nicholas Winning

contributed to this article.

BY NATASHA BRERETON

Source: Office for National Statistics

Inflation jumps
U.K. consumer–price index,
year-to-year change
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U.K. fraud office upgrades foreign-corruption fight
LONDON—Britain’s top fraud

prosecutor suffered a black eye in
2006 when it dropped a high-profile
investigation into whether defense
contractor BAE Systems PLC made
illegal payments to Saudi Arabian
officials in relation to a big fighter-
jet deal.

Now, new management at the
U.K.’s Serious Fraud Office is intent
on repairing the agency’s tarnished
reputation, and SFO chief Richard
Alderman has chosen a familiar tar-
get to make his point: BAE.

Mr. Alderman is trying to prove
that the world’s second-largest de-
fense contractor paid bribes to se-
cure contracts in Eastern Europe
and Africa, according to the agency.
The investigation, an offshoot of the

scotched Saudi probe, is a difficult
test of the 57-year-old Mr. Alder-
man’s ambition to put the SFO on a
par with the U.S. Department of Jus-
tice as a leader in fighting fraud.

His efforts are part of a broader
move by the U.K. to overcome its
poor track record in tackling corrup-
tion overseas. The government
Tuesday outlined a strategy to invig-
orate its fight against bribery, in-
cluding tougher laws and enforce-
ment. To address widespread
criticism that the U.K.’s anticorrup-
tion laws are weak, the U.K. govern-
ment is proposing changes to the
law that would, among other things,
make it easier for authorities to
prosecute companies, rather than in-
dividuals, for corruption. The gov-
ernment also says it plans to im-
prove intelligence gathering and
detection.

Mr. Alderman wants to steer the
U.K. away from a past in which long,
expensive fraud investigations often
languished on the road to criminal
prosecution. Instead, he wants to
borrow from the U.S. justice system,
by encouraging companies to volun-
tarily report corruption problems
and strike plea deals to resolve them
rather than face prosecution.

But a months-long effort to settle
the BAE case recently hit an im-
passe, as the SFO failed to persuade
the defense contractor to plead
guilty to criminal offenses and to
pay hundreds of millions of pounds
in fines. Now Mr. Alderman says he
plans to press criminal charges, if he
can get the required approval of the
U.K. attorney general. Corruption

cases, which typically are complex,
involving payments in overseas ju-
risdictions, and often highly politi-
cal, can be difficult to mount.

“BAE is clearly a very important
case,” Mr. Alderman says. “It is very
important that we get it right.”

BAE declined to comment on the
allegations concerning Eastern Eu-
rope and Africa, saying it would “be
inappropriate” to do so because of
the continuing investigation. BAE
says it continues to try to resolve
the matters being investigated and
that it has acted responsibly in its
dealings with the agency.

The SFO launched its original
probe in 2004 into whether BAE had
made illegal payments in relation to
a deal first agreed to in the mid-
1980s between the U.K. and the

Saudi Arabian governments. As a
prime contractor, BAE supplied
Saudi Arabia with significant
amounts of military hardware, in-
cluding warplanes. BAE has said in
annual reports that it “has not
acted unlawfully in relation to its
dealings with the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia or in relation to anticorrup-
tion laws.”

The agency halted the investiga-
tion in late 2006 under pressure
from the U.K. government, which
cited national-security concerns. In
June 2007, the U.S. Justice Depart-
ment notified BAE it had launched
its own investigation into the Saudi
deal, according to BAE. A BAE
spokeswoman says: “BAE’s view is
that the interest of the company and
its stakeholders is to allow the ongo-
ing investigation to run its course.”

Mr. Alderman has built an anti-
corruption unit, pushed the agency
to move more quickly on cases and
sought to settle deals as an alterna-
tive to prosecutions. He obtained the
U.K.’s first conviction of a company
for overseas corruption when bridge
builder Mabey & Johnson Ltd.
pleaded guilty in July to the offense.
While U.K. authorities previously
had prosecuted individuals, this was
the first corporate conviction for
corruption. He also is encouraging
companies to come forward with
problems in exchange for more le-
nient treatment.

But lawyers say that while Mr.
Alderman’s message is getting
across, the SFO still lacks the stiff
penalties that exist in the U.S. “If the
stick isn’t as big, there’s less incen-

tive to cut a deal,” says former at-
torney general Peter Goldsmith, now
a partner at law firm Debevoise &
Plimpton LLP. And Mr. Alderman
still needs to secure a corruption
conviction in a trial to demonstrate
“that he is serious,” says Louise
Delahunty, a lawyer with Simmons &
Simmons.

The SFO says its continuing
probe into BAE involves allegations
of bribes concerning the sale of two
former naval frigates refurbished by
BAE and sold to Romania; the sale of
fighter planes in the Czech Republic
and South Africa; and the supply of
an air-traffic-control system to Tan-
zania.

In settlement talks last summer,
the SFO pushed BAE to plead guilty
to serious criminal charges such as
corruption and to agree to fines of
several hundred million pounds, ac-
cording to people familiar with the
matter. But BAE, which has yet to
see the SFO’s full evidence, acted on
advice from its external legal coun-
sel not to agree to the terms the SFO
was proposing based on the evi-
dence the company was aware of,
another person says.

With talks having stalled, Mr. Al-
derman in October announced plans
to proceed with pressing charges
against BAE. The SFO has yet to do
so. Having sought advice from exter-
nal counsel at the end of last year,
Mr. Alderman continues to collect
information to strengthen his case
before sending to the attorney gen-
eral for approval.

—Daniel Michaels contributed
to this article.

BY CASSELL BRYAN-LOW

vate and public consumption to net
exports and business investment as
the recovery takes hold,” Mr. King
said.

Turning to the U.K. economy, Mr.
King stressed that inflation data
over the coming months would be
particularly volatile, due to the re-
versal of a temporary cut in the
sales tax, among other factors.

He noted that the weakness of
sterling was to some extent offset-
ting downward pressure on inflation
from the spare capacity in the econ-
omy, and added there was little
scope for growth in take-home pay,
which could remain weak even as
the economy starts to expand again.

But “provided monetary growth
remains well under control—and re-
member that at present it is unde-
sirably low—inflation should return
to target in the medium term,” he
said.

He also said the reputation of the
Group of 20 advanced nations as a
forum for international policy mak-
ing could be damaged if the body
doesn’t make concrete progress in
tackling global trade imbalances.

He said the G-20’s agreement last
year to a new policy coordination
strategy under the guidance of the
International Monetary Fund hadn’t
resulted in concrete steps.

“Smiling family photographs
marking the attendance at interna-
tional gatherings are no substitute
for specific actions,” Mr. King said.

He added: “Still, the G-20 has laid
its reputation on the line. It will be
damaged if the framework comes to
naught.”

Continued from first page

King says deficit
needs to be cut
for U.K.’s health

Richard Alderman is probing BAE.
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A new treatment to help
women avoid hysterectomy
Many women who have fibroids aren’t ready to give up their uterus

Of all the pains and indignities
the female body suffers, some of
the most common are uterine fi-
broids—benign tissue growths in
the womb. As many as 70% of
women develop them at some
point. Most are asymptomatic and
women never know they’re there.

But in about one-third of cases,
fibroids become large enough to

cause pain in the
back, abdomen and
pelvis, bloating
and very heavy

menstrual bleeding. Some grow to
be as large as a basketball and in-
terfere with other organs.

The traditional treatment is a
hysterectomy that permanently
removes the uterus. But many
women who have fibroids aren’t
ready to surrender their uterus to
get rid of them—so there’s intense
interest in alternative treatments.

One of the newest is radiofre-
quency ablation, a minimally inva-
sive procedure that involves in-
serting a needlelike device into
the fibroid through the abdomen
and heating it with low-frequency
electrical current. Radiofrequency
ablation is approved by the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration for
other purposes, including combat-
ing liver and lung tumors.

It’s in phase-three clinical tri-
als—the last phase needed to ap-
ply for approval—for uterine fi-
broids. Six medical centers in the
U.S. are enrolling women for the
trial, along with two in Mexico
and one in Guatemala.

Dorothy Williams-Wallen was a
prime candidate. “There were
days when I didn’t want to leave
my house between the pain and
the bleeding,” says the 44-year-
old mother from the Bronx, N.Y.
“At nights, I couldn’t sleep, be-
cause my back was killing me. And
the bloating was awful. I felt like I
was seven months pregnant.”

When doctors at Montefiore
Medical Center in the Bronx told
her about the trial, she jumped at
the chance. “It’s an incredibly
common problem, and it can be
incapacitating for some women,”
says Erika Banks, director of the
Fibroid Center at Montefiore and
a principal investigator of the

trial. Dr. Banks treated several of
Mrs. Williams-Wallen’s fibroids,
one as big as a lemon, on Dec. 21.

Beyond radiofrequency abla-
tion, alternatives to hysterectomy
include:

Managing symptoms: Anti-inf-
lammatory drugs can reduce pain,
and birth-control pills or an in-
trauterine device can reduce the
bleeding. But neither will make
the fibroids go away.

Hormone blockers: Drugs such
as Lupron Depot shrink fibroids
by preventing the ovaries from
making estrogen, just as in meno-
pause, when fibroids shrink natu-
rally. Side effects include hot
flashes and bone loss, so this is
mostly used when menopause is
near. Otherwise, the fibroids re-
grow when the drugs are stopped.

Myomectomy: Fibroids (also
known as leiomyomata) can be
surgically removed either with a
major incision in the abdomen, a
laproscopic procedure or with a
hysteroscopy through the cervix,
depending on their size and loca-
tion. The fibroids must be dis-
sected and the uterus must be re-
paired, but women can still
become pregnant afterward.

Uterine artery embolization:
The procedure involves threading
a thin tube through an artery at
the top of the leg and into a blood
vessel that supplies the fibroid.
Tiny plastic beads are injected to
block blood flow, shrinking the fi-
broid. The embolization some-
times produces early menopause
and is suggested for women who
don’t want more children.

High-frequency ultrasound:
This method, called HIFU, uses an
MRI to locate fibroids and shrinks
them with highly focused sound
waves. The patient lies in a scan-
ner for several hours, and the
sound waves penetrate without
requiring an incision. Approved by
the FDA in 2004, it isn’t widely
available and treats small fibroids.

UAE and HIFU are generally
performed by radiologists, not gy-
necologists, a source of some ri-
valry. “We came up with a device
that gives control of the patient
back to the gynecologists,” says
Jeffrey Cohen, co-founder and
chief executive of Halt Medical
Inc., which makes the radiofre-

quency-ablation device.
The Halt procedure involves

three small incisions. One is to in-
sert the laproscopic camera so the
surgeon can see inside the abdo-
men. A second is to insert an in-
tra-abdominal utrasound probe,
which can determine the size and
location of fibroids.

The third incision is for the
Halt device, a needle electrode
that penetrates the fibroid and
burns the cells, which are eventu-
ally reabsorbed by the body. The
device also cauterizes the incision
to minimize bleeding.

The procedure, which requires
general anesthesia, can take sev-
eral hours depending on how
many fibroids are found. But pa-
tients can go home the same day.
Potential downsides are similar to
other minimally invasive surger-
ies, says Dr. Banks, who has no fi-
nancial ties to Halt. She notes in
early tests outside the U.S. with
70 women, 90% were satisfied
with the results. The device has a
CE mark for use in Europe, but
the company hasn’t yet been
launched there.

In the current trial, investiga-
tors are ablating fibroids larger
than one centimeter and only six
at a time. They are studying
whether the procedure reduces
heavy menstrual bleeding and im-
proves quality of life, not compar-
ing it with other methods.

Treatment within the trial is
free to qualifying women. Subjects
must be over 25 years old and not
interested in having more chil-
dren, but Mr. Cohen hopes future
trials will show it is safe for
women who want to get pregnant.

“It certainly holds promise—
the challenge will be to see what
the long-term benefits are,” says
Howard Sharp, former chairman
of the American College of Obstet-
rics and Gynecology’s gynecologic-
practice committee. He notes that
in 20% to 30% of cases with UAE
and myomectomies, women even-
tually have hysterectomies be-
cause their fibroids recur.

For now at least, Mrs. Wil-
liams-Wallen is very satisfied: “It’s
amazing how well I feel now. I feel
like I have my life back.”

Email healthjournal@wsj.com.

BY MELINDA BECK

Source: Halt Medical
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The ultrasound probe (behind)
guides the Halt ablation device
into the fibroid.

The device deploys electrodes which
emit energy that destroys the
fibroid using heat.

The dead cells are eventually
reabsorbed into the
surrounding tissue.

Removing fibroids
The radiofrequency ablation procedure requires
three small incisions—for a laproscopic camera,
an utrasound probe and the Halt device, a
needle with electrode arms that penetrates the
fibroid and destroys the cells with heat.

Area of
detail

Ultrasound

Fibroid

Halt
device

Can you noodle your way
to quick weight loss?

A bowl full of noodles may
seem like an unlikely weight-loss
aid, but companies that sell noo-
dles and other products made
with fiber from the Asian konjac
plant say the fiber can help you
lose weight by keeping you full
longer. They also claim konjac fi-
ber lowers cholesterol, improves
digestion and can help diabetics
control blood sugar. Scientists say
a growing body of research shows
the fiber is beneficial, but large,
well-designed studies are needed.

i i i

Konjac fiber, also called gluco-
mannan, is extracted from the
root of the Asian konjac plant. Be-
sides being an ingredient in some
Asian noodles, the fiber is sold as
a dietary supplement in capsule
form, an ingredient in a meal-re-
placement drink and as sprinkles
you can put on your food.

While fiber in general is well
known to be good for you, gluco-
mannan has caught the eye of sci-
entists because it is particularly
soluble in water, resulting in a vis-
cous mixture that lingers in the
intestines and slows digestion. A
University of Connecticut meta-
analysis of 14 studies involving
capsules, biscuits and energy bars
made with gluco-
mannan found
the fiber appears
to help lower bad
cholesterol, keep
blood glucose un-
der control and
has a “mild” ef-
fect on body
weight. The anal-
ysis, published in
2008 in the
American Journal
of Clinical Nutri-
tion, concluded
that larger, lon-
ger-term studies
are needed.

“We can say
at this point that it is not harmful,
but whether it is going to be ef-
fective over the long haul is up for
debate,” says Joyce K. Keithley, a
professor at Rush University Col-
lege of Nursing in Chicago and au-
thor of a 2005 review article on
glucomannan for weight loss. A
recently completed 50-person
study at Rush, so far unpublished,
found a modest weight loss over
two months in patients taking two
capsules with a glass of water an
hour before each meal, but a lon-
ger-term study is needed to see if
the weight loss holds up over
time, Ms. Keithley adds.

For diabetics, fiber intake has
been shown to help keep blood
sugar under control. But so far
there’s insufficient evidence to
show glucomannan is better than
other fibers—particularly those
you get by eating whole, natural
foods, says Abhimanyu Garg, chief
of the division of nutrition and
metabolic diseases at the Univer-
sity of Texas Southwestern Medi-
cal Center in Dallas. “If you are
eating papayas or apricots or
dates, you are increasing soluble
fiber while also getting vitamins
and minerals,” he adds.

And then there’s the noodles
with konjac fiber, often called shi-
rataki or yam noodles, which is
the way konjac is commonly
translated. They are widely avail-
able in Asian grocers, usually re-
frigerated and packed in water. In

an informal taste test, the noodles
at first seemed clammy and fishy
tasting. But after rinsing them in
water and stir frying them with
vegetables, they absorbed the fla-
vor of the stir-fry sauce and
tasted good. They did appear to
be particularly filling. (The noodle
importer, JFC International Inc.
of Los Angeles, couldn’t be
reached for comment.)

Health claims for konjac noo-
dles are generally based on tests
of other forms of glucomannan.
Strumba Media LLC, of West Hol-
lywood, Calif., claims on its Web
site that its Miracle Noodle prod-
uct “prolongs the sensation of
fullness” and will “dramatically
lower calorie intake.” While the
company says it hasn’t done any
clinical trials on its product, it
adds that the very low-calorie
noodles, made entirely of water
and fiber, expand in the stomach
to make you feel full.

According to a recently pub-
lished study, consumption of a
proprietary fiber called PGX, made
from glucomannan and other in-
gredients, before a meal was
found to reduce pizza intake by 38
grams, or about 85 calories, in a
test involving 31 adolescents, com-
pared with a control group who
had cellulose fiber before the

meal. PGX is sold by Canada’s Ino-
voBiologic Inc., which funded the
study. Published in September in
the journal Nutrition, Metabolism
and Cardiovascular Diseases, the
study involved test drinks con-
sumed 90 minutes before eating.
PGX, available as a capsule, a
meal-replacement drink and food
sprinkles, is sold under SlimStyles
and other brand names.

Glucomannan has been found
in several studies to improve di-
gestion—specifically constipation.
However, it can also cause gas, ab-
dominal discomfort and some-
times mild diarrhea.

Email aches@wsj.com

BY LAURA JOHANNES
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14
states in the U.S. allow
the therapeutic use of

marijuana. New Jersey's
outgoing governor on
Monday signed a bill
giving patients with a
prescription access to

the drug.
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Germany’s Weber seen in ECB race
Blunt-spoken Bundesbank president and Italy’s Draghi considered top contenders for leadership after Trichet

FRANKFURT—When Bundesbank
President Axel Weber recently took
the stage of this city’s historic opera
house in the collegial company of a
conference of European bankers, he
delivered a tongue-lashing.

“We don’t give a damn what any-
one says” about regulation, he told
the assembled bankers. “We will
just implement it.” The banking sec-
tor’s risk management, he added,
was “not up to scratch,” in part be-
cause bankers relied on ratings
agencies that offered “zero” added
value.

The combative appearance and
signals from the German govern-
ment have fueled speculation that
Mr. Weber, a member of the Euro-
pean Central Bank’s policy-making
council, is mounting a not-so-subtle
campaign for its presidency, consid-
ered among Europe’s most powerful
posts.

ECB President Jean-Claude
Trichet’s eight-year term expires in
October 2011.

Mr. Weber’s supporters say he’d
add a strong voice to global policy-
making circles. But in the staid
world of central banking, Mr. We-
ber’s blunt manner—a contrast to
Mr. Trichet’s diplomatic ap-
proach—also spur questions about
what his presidency would mean for
the euro-zone.

Electing Mr. Weber, a renowned
deficit and inflation “hawk” in the
traditional Bundesbank mold, would
send a clear signal that the ECB
won’t stray from a conservative
course and anti-inflation stance.

At a time the when ECB is coping
with the fallout from the chronic
overspending by some member
states, especially Greece, Mr. We-
ber’s record as a deficit hardliner
has raised his profile.

“Excessive deficits can cause ten-
sions with monetary policy” and
may require higher interest rates if
not corrected, he said in an inter-
view with The Wall Street Journal.

The other leading candidate for
the job is Bank of Italy Governor
Mario Draghi, who, like Mr. Weber,
is well respected in global financial
circles. Both have extensive govern-
ment experience including heading

their respective countries’ treasur-
ies. Mr. Draghi was a top executive
at Goldman Sachs from 2002 to
2005—experience that could work
against him now given the public re-
lations hit Goldman and other banks
have taken during the crisis. Mr.
Weber’s record is reminiscent of
U.S. Federal Reserve Chairman Ben
Bernanke’s, with lengthy academic
careers followed by stints as gov-

ernment economic advisers.
Mr. Draghi is seen as more cagey

about his views on rates and infla-
tion than Mr. Weber, making it hard
for analysts to place the Italian in a
traditional hawk-dove category.

Still, Italy’s long history of run-
away deficits and currency devalua-
tions could count against him at a
time when a lack of fiscal discipline
in some euro-zone countries threat-

ens to undermine the common cur-
rency.

A spokesman for the Bank of It-
aly declined to comment.

Mr. Weber has recently signaled
that he is comfortable with the
ECB’s record-low interest rates, a
move that some analysts see as an
attempt to assuage worries among
high-deficit countries such as Italy
and Spain that he would be a cook-
ie-cutter Bundesbanker pressing for
higher rates at the first opportunity.

Nevertheless, given his hawkish
reputation, some believe a Weber
presidency could raise tensions
within the single-currency bloc, and
that such strains could add volatility
to the common currency.

The ECB president is one of 22
members of its rate-setting board,
but the real power in the position
rests with the incumbent’s bully pul-
pit of the world’s largest economic
area.

Messrs. Weber and Draghi are
frontrunners in a race that could
still bring other contenders. But it is
already heating up.

The successful candidate for the
presidency will have to win a quali-
fied majority of euro-zone heads of
state. Germany has not raised its
hand for other important EU posts
recently, prompting speculation that
it wants the ECB job.

State Secretary for Europe
Werner Hoyer, a German, said in an
interview published in France’s Les
Echos that if Germany were to pro-
pose a candidate, it would make
sense to have someone “as experi-
enced and successful” as Mr. Weber.

Mr. Weber has been coy about
his interest in the post. “Que será,
será,” he said. “I have a very inter-
esting and challenging job, and am
trying to do this job well.”

—Nina Koeppen contributed to
this article.

BY BRIAN BLACKSTONE

Bundesbank President Axel Weber, left, stands with ECB President Jean-Claude Trichet at November’s G-20 meeting.
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Greece pressed on debt plans

BRUSSELS—Euro-zone finance
ministers held Greece to its promise
to radically turn around the fiscal
deficits that threaten the country
with a growing risk of losing its
credit-worthiness and disrupting the
common currency.

European Commissioner for Eco-
nomic and Monetary Affairs Joaquín
Almunia pushed for more central
powers to audit the accounts of na-
tional government in a bid to wrest
oversight from EU states in the wake
of Greece’s financial problems.

Mr. Almunia said that if Eurostat,
the EU statistics agency, could have
verified the Greek budget data, mis-
takes that led to restated deficit fig-
ures could have been avoided.

Greece has restated its budget
deficit figures repeatedly since 1997,
raising questions about whether it
deserved to join the euro zone in
2001. Most recently, it revealed late
last year that its budget deficit
would hit 12.7% of GDP, four times
the EU’s 3% limit.

The commission asked the EU to
give Eurostat audit powers in 2005,
but was rebuffed by countries that
didn’t want to cede powers to a cen-
tral authority. Mr. Almunia said next
month the commission will present

a 14-point plan to help Greece im-
prove its statistics.

Still, the euro tumbled against
other major currencies as nerves
over Greece’s fiscal woes continued
to fray. The currency tumbled 0.7%
against the dollar in afternoon trad-
ing in New York, to $1.4283. It has
also plunged 1% against sterling to
hit £0.872.

One reason is that observers, in

particular ratings agency Moody’s
Investors Service Inc., aren’t con-
vinced Greece’s politics can allow
the government to the changes it
has proposed to fix the problem.

Moody’s on Tuesday praised
Greece’s stability and growth pro-
gram to fix the deep budget deficits,
but raised doubts about the chances
for its implementation.

“The plans for 2010...appear
achievable, but the heavy legislative
program for the first quarter of 2010
and Greece’s poor track record in
implementing fiscal reform mean

that success cannot be taken for
granted,” Sarah Carlson, Moody’s
lead analyst for Greece, said in a
news release.

Moody’s last rating action on
Greece came on Dec. 22, when the
agency downgraded Greece’s gov-
ernment bond ratings to A2 from A1,
with a negative outlook.

The government’s planned bud-
get cuts could spark unrest in
Greece. Greece’s GSEE private sector
umbrella union announced plans
Tuesday to stage a 24-hour general
strike to protest the government’s
austerity measures.

The union said details would be
decided at a leadership meeting next
week and criticized the “neoconser-
vative-monetarist policies” that have
been foisted on the country.

Greek Finance Minister George
Papaconstantinou said the euro
zone’s other 15 member countries
expressed confidence in his govern-
ment’s plan to slash its budget defi-
cit to less than 3% of gross domestic
product by 2012.

“First reactions are positive and
we’re now moving to implementa-
tion,” he told reporters. The Greek
government has said it won’t need
external help in repaying its debts.

—Katie Martin in London and
Alkman Granitsas in Athens

contributed to this article.

BY ADAM COHEN
AND JOE PARKINSON

The government’s planned
budget cuts could spark
unrest in Greece.
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Major players � benchmarks
Below, a look at the Dow Jones Stoxx 50,
the biggest and best known companies in
Europe, including the U.K.

Credit derivatives
Spreads on credit derivatives are one way the market rates
creditworthiness. Regions that are treading in rough waters can see
spreads swing toward the maximum—and vice versa. Indexes below
are for five-year swaps.

Markit iTraxx Indexes SPREAD RANGE, in pct. pts.
Mid-spread, since most recent roll

Index: series/version in pct. pts. Mid-price Coupon Maximum Minimum Average

Europe: 12/1 0.73 101.25% 0.01% 1.00 0.65 0.83

Eur. High Volatility: 12/1 1.03 99.86 0.01 1.76 0.92 1.32

Europe Crossover: 12/1 4.07 103.76 0.05 6.15 3.79 5.03

Asia ex-Japan IG: 12/1 0.95 100.21 0.01 1.29 0.87 1.05

Japan: 12/1 1.27 98.73 0.01 1.68 0.99 1.32

Note: Data as of January 18

Spreads
Spreads on five-
year swaps for
corporate debt;
based on Markit
iTraxx indexes.

In percentage points
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Behind Asia's deals: Bank revenue rankings, Japan
Behind every IPO, bond offering, merger deal or syndicated loan is one or more investment banks. Here are
investment banks ranked by year-to-date revenues from recent deals.

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL REVENUE
Revenue, Market Equity Debt Mergers &
in millions share capital markets capital markets acquisitions Loans

Nomura $1,300 30.1% 74% 16% 10% ...

Daiwa Securities SMBC Co Ltd 617 14.3 67 25 9 ...

Mizuho 511 11.8 35 45 11 9%

Mitsubishi UFJ Securities 460 10.6 46 38 9 7

Morgan Stanley 230 5.3 72 16 12 ...

Goldman Sachs 186 4.3 75 15 10 ...

JPMorgan 167 3.9 74 6 20 ...

Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corp 122 2.8 36 25 5 34

Bank of America Merrill Lynch 105 2.4 53 18 29 ...

Source: Dealogic

Hedge funds
Dow Jones TOTAL RETURN for rolling periods, net of fees*
Hedge Benchmark One week One month One quarter Year to date One year

Merger Arbitrage 0.06% 0.52% 1.4% 0.0% 6.7%

Event Driven -0.04 1.61 3.1 1.0 15.2

Equity Long/Short 0.08 3.21 2.0 2.0 5.9

*Estimates as of 01/15/10, after fees; Source: www.djhedgefundindexes.com

Tracking
credit
markets �
dealmakers

Follow the markets
throughout the day with
updated stock quotes,
news and commentary at
WSJ.com.
Also, receive email alerts
that summarize the day’s
trading in Europe and Asia.
To sign up, go to
WSJ.com/Email
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Dow Jones Industrial Average P/E: 18
LAST: 10725.43 s 115.78, or 1.09%

YEAR TO DATE: s 297.38, or 2.9%

OVER 52 WEEKS s 2,776.34, or 34.9%

Note: Price-to-earnings ratios are for trailing 12 months
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Dow Jones Stoxx 50: Tuesday's best and worst...

Market value, Previous
in billions close, in STOCK PERFORMANCE

Company Country Industry of US$ local currency Previous session 52-week Three-year

UniCredit Italy Banks $62.9 2.29 2.35% 109.9% -60.2%

ArcelorMittal Luxembourg Iron & Steel 73.0 32.74 2.11 91.5 -1.7

Unilever Netherlands Food Products 56.2 22.94 2.02 26.6 11.7

GlaxoSmithKline U.K. Pharmaceuticals 120.2 12.85 1.94 -0.7 -7.9

Banco Santander Spain Banks 137.0 11.77 1.91 119.1 -10.9

Barclays U.K. Banks $58.3 3.12 -1.78% 328.1 -57.0

Daimler Germany Automobiles 55.6 36.71 -1.09 61.0 -24.7

ING Groep Netherlands Life Insurance 40.8 7.40 -1.07 79.1 -71.6

Nokia Finland Telecommunications Equipment 49.5 9.26 -1.07 -9.3 -39.3

Soc. Generale France Banks 50.8 48.12 -0.79 106.1 -58.9

...And the rest of Europe's blue chips
Latest,

Market value, in local STOCK PERFORMANCE
Company/Country (Industry) in billions (U.S) currency Latest 52-week Three-year

Sanofi-Aventis 108.3 57.69 1.80% 17.9% -18.2%
France (Pharmaceuticals)
Astrazeneca 73.0 30.68 1.69 9.4 8.2
U.K. (Pharmaceuticals)
Deutsche Telekom 62.9 10.10 1.67 -3.0 -29.9
Germany (Mobile Telecommunications)
E.ON 82.0 28.71 1.57 15.1 -12.1
Germany (Multiutilities)
Assicurazioni Genli 42.7 19.19 1.43 14.7 -33.2
Italy (Full Line Insurance)
Royal Dutch Shell A 108.3 21.39 1.42 14.7 -18.9
U.K. (Integrated Oil & Gas)
Telefonica 126.0 18.75 1.35 25.6 12.8
Spain (Fixed Line Telecommunications)
SAP 60.2 34.38 1.30 32.5 -10.4
Germany (Software)
BASF 56.3 42.86 1.28 87.6 18.7
Germany (Commodity Chemicals)
Roche Hldg Pt. Ct. 126.1 185.50 1.26 8.9 -21.1
Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)
Vodafone Grp 130.9 1.37 1.25 0.5 -8.0
U.K. (Mobile Telecommunications)
Novartis 142.8 55.85 1.18 4.1 -22.2
Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)
Total 151.1 45.06 1.17 22.1 -13.4
France (Integrated Oil & Gas)
Bayer 64.8 54.83 1.16 29.9 25.3
Germany (Specialty Chemicals)
France Telecom 65.4 17.30 1.14 -10.3 -19.7
France (Fixed Line Telecommunications)
Intesa Sanpaolo 53.1 3.14 1.13 37.5 -47.0
Italy (Banks)
Siemens 88.2 67.53 1.12 57.3 -11.8
Germany (Diversified Industrials)
Tesco 56.0 4.31 1.07 22.9 3.8
U.K. (Food Retailers & Wholesalers)
Banco Bilbao Vizcaya 69.2 12.93 0.94 97.6 -31.2
Spain (Banks)
Deutsche Bk 43.6 49.21 0.90 189.8 -53.2
Germany (Banks)

Latest,
Market value, in local STOCK PERFORMANCE

Company/Country (Industry) in billions (U.S) currency Latest 52-week Three-year

RWE 51.1 68.38 0.90% 13.0% -13.9%
Germany (Multiutilities)
British Amer Tob 69.1 20.85 0.87 13.1 39.0
U.K. (Tobacco)
GDF Suez 94.2 29.20 0.78 -5.1 -8.9
France (Multiutilities)
Nestle 175.8 49.80 0.69 21.6 12.0
Switzerland (Food Products)
Iberdrola 49.9 6.65 0.60 9.2 -17.7
Spain (Conventional Electricity)
Allianz SE 55.0 85.18 0.46 41.8 -42.9
Germany (Full Line Insurance)
BNP Paribas 95.6 56.57 0.41 145.5 -30.3
France (Banks)
AXA 54.1 16.74 0.30 41.8 -46.9
France (Full Line Insurance)
BHP Billiton 76.0 20.80 0.27 80.4 121.5
U.K. (General Mining)
Diageo 48.7 10.77 0.19 14.8 9.8
U.K. (Distillers & Vintners)
Rio Tinto 90.8 36.22 0.18 197.2 64.8
U.K. (General Mining)
BP 213.0 6.30 0.08 26.4 15.5
U.K. (Integrated Oil & Gas)
BG Grp 71.3 12.18 ... 37.5 83.8
U.K. (Integrated Oil & Gas)
L.M. Ericsson Tel B 29.8 70.75 ... 26.3 -50.1
Sweden (Telecommunications Equipment)
HSBC Hldgs 199.0 6.98 -0.10 65.2 -13.7
U.K. (Banks)
Anglo Amer 61.4 27.97 -0.44 114.1 13.8
U.K. (General Mining)
ENI 105.0 18.35 -0.54 9.9 -26.0
Italy (Integrated Oil & Gas)
UBS 55.3 16.06 -0.62 36.0 -76.5
Switzerland (Banks)
Credit Suisse Grp 59.6 52.05 -0.67 125.3 -40.1
Switzerland (Banks)
ABB 45.7 20.35 -0.68 54.3 -3.2
Switzerland (Industrial Machinery)

Sources: Dow Jones Indexes; WSJ Market Data Group

DJIA component stocks
Volume, CHANGE

Stock Symbol in millions Latest Points Percentage

AT&T T 31.70 $26.20 0.41 1.59%
Alcoa AA 32.80 15.62 -0.01 -0.06
AmExpress AXP 9.10 42.96 0.57 1.34
BankAm BAC 168.20 16.32 0.06 0.37
Boeing BA 5.00 60.65 -0.17 -0.28
Caterpillar CAT 7.70 60.93 0.81 1.35
Chevron CVX 7.70 79.68 0.45 0.57
CiscoSys CSCO 34.00 24.85 0.45 1.84
CocaCola KO 6.40 56.42 0.13 0.23
Disney DIS 9.20 31.01 0.41 1.34
DuPont DD 5.20 34.84 0.83 2.44
ExxonMobil XOM 24.30 69.27 0.16 0.23
GenElec GE 55.10 16.54 0.10 0.61
HewlettPk HPQ 10.30 52.75 0.28 0.53
HomeDpt HD 12.70 28.88 0.31 1.09
Intel INTC 73.10 21.05 0.25 1.20
IBM IBM 11.10 134.14 2.36 1.79
JPMorgChas JPM 38.90 43.28 -0.40 -0.92
JohnsJohns JNJ 14.00 65.35 0.79 1.22
KftFoods KFT 45.50 29.41 -0.17 -0.57
McDonalds MCD 7.90 63.48 1.20 1.93
Merck MRK 18.40 40.62 1.15 2.91
Microsoft MSFT 38.40 31.10 0.24 0.78
Pfizer PFE 75.60 20.00 0.51 2.62
ProctGamb PG 9.80 61.72 0.90 1.48
3M MMM 4.20 85.12 1.75 2.10
TravelersCos TRV 3.00 49.43 0.64 1.31
UnitedTech UTX 3.40 72.29 0.30 0.42
Verizon VZ 21.40 31.23 0.65 2.13

WalMart WMT 13.40 54.03 0.35 0.65

Source: WSJ Market Data Group

Credit-default swaps: European companies
At its most basic, the pricing of credit-default swaps measures how much a buyer has to pay to purchase-and
how much a seller demands to sell-protection from default on an issuer's debt. The snapshot below gives a
sense which way the market was moving yesterday.

Showing the biggest improvement...
CHANGE, in basis points

Yesterday Yesterday Five-day 28-day

M real 892 –40 20 –235

Kabel Deutschland 393 –20 42 9

Stena Aktiebolag 348 –19 –3 –86

Hellenic Rep 311 –18 55 21

Intl Pwr 236 –16 8 –66

Nordic Tel 199 –16 –1 –32

Grohe Hldg Gmbh 932 –13 84 –122

Rep Iceland 523 –11 14 106

Rep Irlnd 152 –8 8 –14

Rep Portugal 127 –7 27 38

And the most deterioration
CHANGE, in basis points

Yesterday Yesterday Five-day 28-day

Raiffeisen Zentralbank
Oesterreich 145 5 10 –4

Vivendi 106 5 26 15

Contl AG 314 6 31 –59

Cognis GmbH 457 6 57 –9

Societe Air France 277 7 25 –26

Alcatel Lucent 578 7 57 –29

CIE Fin Michelin 99 7 21 4

Glencore Intl 136 8 27 –31

Rhodia 381 9 58 3

Norske Skogindustrier 948 24 146 –20

Source: Markit Group

BLUE CHIPS � BONDS
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EUROPE NEWS

Putin move revives environment flap
Decree modifying restrictions on discharges in Russia’s Lake Baikal will allow pulp company to resume operations

MOSCOW–Russian Prime Minis-
ter Vladimir Putin, who plumbed the
depths of Lake Baikal in a minisub-
marine in August and pronounced
the lake “ecologically clean,” has
given a well-connected tycoon’s pa-
per mill the go-ahead to resume
dumping waste there, reversing
what had been a landmark victory
for environmentalists.

A decree Mr. Putin signed last
week removed waste discharges in
the production of pulp, paper and
cardboard from a list of operations
banned by environmental legislation
in and around the world’s largest
body of fresh water.

As a result, OAO Baikalsk Pulp
and Paper Mill said Tuesday it will
restart operations that it halted in
October 2008 after environmental
authorities instructed the company
to introduce a closed-loop waste-
treatment system. Such a system
would prevent discharges into the
lake, but the company deemed it un-
profitable, declared a permanent
shutdown in February and began
laying off its 2,000 employees. It
started bankruptcy proceedings in
March.

Mr. Putin’s decree brought relief
to Baikalsk, where workers had
staged hunger strikes and blocked
highways for a week in June to pro-
test the demise of the Siberian
town’s biggest employer. It also re-
solved a problem for Oleg Deri-
paska, the tycoon whose control of
the plant had cast him as the villain
of those protests.

But the measure has enraged
Russia’s environmental activists,
whose campaign against the mill
gained widespread attention in the
late 1980s as leading Soviet political
and literary figures rallied behind it.
The effort succeeded after environ-
mental groups sued the company
and won a 2008 court decision ban-
ning the discharge of waste water
into the lake.

The mill, built in 1966, can pro-
duce 200,000 metric tons of pulp
and 12,000 metric tons of packaging
paper per year. A portion of the
pulp, a special grade that can be
produced only by using lake water,
is used in Russia’s nuclear war-

heads. Environmentalists said the
mill’s discharge threatened hun-
dreds of species of wildlife, includ-
ing a rare type of freshwater seal.

“This decree undoes more than
two decades of struggle to defend
the lake,” said Roman Vazhenkov,
head of Greenpeace’s Lake Baikal
campaign. Greenpeace appealed to
President Dmitry Medvedev to re-
verse the measure. “To allow chemi-
cal wastes to be dumped there,” he
said, “…what else can you call it but
a crime?”

He added: “The only thing I can
conclude is that Putin is doing this
to protect the interests of one per-
son—Oleg Deripaska.”

Mr. Deripaska’s LPK Continental
Management, part of his Basic Ele-
ment industrial group, controls 51%
of the mill. The state owns the other
49%. People close to Mr. Deripaska
say he has used direct access to Mr.
Putin and other top officials to be-
come a major recipient of Kremlin
bailouts and preserve a sprawling
business empire that was threat-
ened by the financial crisis.

Mr. Putin’s press secretary,
Dmitry Peskov, denied any favorit-
ism toward Mr. Deripaska. “The only
interests we can speak about pro-
tecting,” he said, “are the interests
of the 16,000 people in Baikalsk,
whose lives depend almost entirely

on that mill.”
Mr. Peskov said preserving the

lake’s ecology is a “high priority”
that the prime minister had to
weigh against the town’s fortunes.
He said Mr. Putin consults fre-
quently with scientific experts on
Baikal and had ordered “strict gov-
ernment surveillance” of the mill’s
discharges once they resume.

Some economists say Mr. Putin’s
focus on saving jobs has delayed the
restructuring of inefficient Russian
companies crippled by the crisis.
The Russian leader has been making
televised appearances around the
country, visiting near-bankrupt fac-
tories, scolding their managers and
owners, and ordering banks to issue
loans to revive employment.

The decree to rescue the Baikalsk
mill, published on the government
Web site, was first reported late
Monday by Russian media. Oksana
Gorlova, a spokeswoman for Conti-
nental Management, said Tuesday
that the government decision be-
hind it had been made in July, a
month before Mr. Putin’s televised
dive in the minisub.

“I see the bed of Lake Baikal and
it is clean,” Mr. Putin told reporters
through a hydrophone from 1.4 kilo-
meters beneath the surface. Later,
he said, “There is practically no en-
vironmental damage” and hinted
that the mill might reopen.

Mr. Deripaska invested $6 mil-
lion in November to start reviving
the mill, the spokeswoman said. She
said the company recently upgraded
its technology for purifying waste
water.

BY RICHARD BOUDREAUX

The Baikalsk Pulp and Paper Mill plans to restart operations that were halted in October 2008.
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Bulgarian pulls Commission nomination
BRUSSELS—The European

Union’s commissioner-designate for
humanitarian aid, Rumiana Jeleva,
withdrew her nomination Tuesday
amid pressure from the European
Parliament over business dealings in
her native Bulgaria and her hus-
band’s alleged ties to organized
crime.

Mrs. Jeleva’s exit will delay final
confirmation of the 27-member Eu-
ropean Commission, the bloc’s exec-
utive body, and is a blow to one
prominent supporter, EU Commis-
sion president José Manuel Barroso.
The commission had been slated to
begin its five-year term on Jan. 26.

Parliament will need time to or-
ganize another hearing. At a news
conference, European Parliament
president Jerzy Buzek said he hoped
the final vote would happen Feb. 9.

Mrs. Jeleva didn’t make a formal
statement on Tuesday. The Bulgar-
ian government announced her
withdrawal and appointed a replace-
ment: World Bank Vice President
Kristalina Georgieva.

“This is a big deal,” says Fredrik
Erixon, an analyst with the Brussels-
based European Centre for Interna-
tional Politics and Economy. “The
day Barroso launched the group of
nominated commissioners, he said
this is the best team to meet the
challenges of the European Union.”

Mr. Barroso challenged parlia-
mentarians in a letter to substanti-
ate their allegations against Mrs.
Jeleva but none had done so.

In a statement Tuesday, Mr. Bar-

roso said that he “fully respects this
personal decision.”

The hearings continue this week.
Mrs. Jeleva is a conservative, and
her exit may shield other conserva-
tive nominees, such as former EU
antitrust chief Neelie Kroes, from
Mrs. Jeleva’s fate.

It could also prompt conserva-
tives in the Parliament to go after a
socialist such as Hungary’s Laszlo
Andor, the nominee for the commis-
sion’s employment and social-affairs
post. In the 1990s, Mr. Andor edited
a left-wing magazine which some-
times defended Marxist beliefs.

The 40-year-old Mrs. Jeleva, who
remains Bulgaria’s foreign minister,
has been under the microscope
since she was selected for the com-
mission in November. Almost all
politicians from Bulgaria, the EU’s
newest and poorest member, come
to Brussels, the bloc’s capital, pre-
ceded by their country’s reputation
for organized crime and corruption.

Mrs. Jeleva, a former business-
woman, drew particular interest.
Before entering politics, she man-
aged Global Consult Ltd., a firm that
helps the government privatize for-
mer state-run firms. Her husband,
Krasimir Jelev, worked for a bank
that some members of the European
Parliament say they suspect of ties
to organized crime.

Mr. Jelev couldn’t be reached to
comment.

In an interview Friday with Bul-
garian television station bTV, he
called the parliamentary hearing on
his wife’s nomination “a trial with

no questions, but just accusations.”
He also said that his wife “didn’t
nominate herself for this post.” Offi-
cials from his former employer, Cen-
tral Cooperative Bank, of Sofia,
couldn’t be reached to comment.

Mrs. Jeleva complained of a cam-
paign against her.

At her hearing last week, mem-
bers of the Parliament’s develop-
ment committee grilled Mrs. Jeleva
on her past work. In responding, she
pointed out that as a member of the
European Parliament herself, and as
Bulgarian foreign minister, she had
already passed plenty of background
checks.

Mrs. Jeleva challenged commit-
tee members to “come to Bulgaria

and see for yourselves.”
Her replacement, Mrs. Georgieva,

is a scholar and economist who has
worked at the World Bank since
1993. World Bank president Robert
Zoellick appointed her vice presi-
dent in 2008. As an academic, she is
unlikely to stoke controversy, ana-
lysts say.

Brussels politics played a role in
Mrs. Jeleva’s withdrawal. The Par-
liament is the weakest of the EU in-
stitutions in Brussels and confirm-
ing commissioners is one chance it
has to flex its muscles.

In 2004, it forced Italian com-
missioner Rocco Buttiglione to step
down after he called homosexuality
a sin.

BY JOHN W. MILLER

U.N. cites
FDI drop

LONDON—Global flows of for-
eign direct investment fell 39% in
2009, but will pick up modestly this
year, the United Nations Conference
on Trade and Development said
Tuesday.

In a report, the U.N. agency said
businesses made foreign invest-
ments of just over $1 trillion in
2009, down from $1.7 trillion in
2008. Flows of foreign investment
to developed economies fell 41%,
while flows to developing countries
fell 39%.

Businesses invested just 2.6%
less in China than they had in 2008,
while cutting their investments to
the U.S. by 57%, in a reflection of a
shifting balance of economic power.
The U.S. remained the largest recipi-
ent of foreign investment, but China
moved into second place, overtaking
France and the U.K..

Other large developing econo-
mies didn’t fare as well as China.
Foreign investment in Brazil fell
49.5%, in India dropped 19%, and in
Russia fell 41.1%.

Among developed economies,
Germany recorded the largest rise in
foreign investment, a 40.7% increase
from 2008. Ireland, which saw the
largest withdrawal of foreign invest-
ment in 2008 as investors took $20
billion out of the country, recorded
inflows of $14 billion.

Foreign direct investment is par-
ticularly important to developing
economies.

BY PAUL HANNON

Bulgaria’s Rumiana Jeleva speaks at a news conference in Brussels last week.
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Follow the markets throughout the day with updated stock quotes, news and commentary at WSJ.com/Asia.
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Commodities Prices of futures contracts with the most open interest
EXCHANGE LEGEND: CBOT: Chicago Board of Trade; CME: Chicago Mercantile Exchange; ICE-US: ICE Futures U.S.MDEX: Bursa Malaysia
Derivatives Berhad; LIFFE: London International Financial Futures Exchange; COMEX: Commodity Exchange; LME: London Metals Exchange;
NYMEX: New York Mercantile Exchange;ICE-EU: ICE Futures Europe

ONE-DAY CHANGE Contract Contract
Commodity Exchange Last price Net Percentage high low

Corn (cents/bu.) CBOT 369.25 -2.25 -0.61% 712.25 315.50
Soybeans (cents/bu.) CBOT 963.50 -10.50 -1.08 1,560.00 805.00
Wheat (cents/bu.) CBOT 500.50 -9.50 -1.86 1,029.25 459.00
Live cattle (cents/lb.) CME 91.175 0.650 0.72% 95.175 85.050
Cocoa ($/ton) ICE-US 3,461 61 1.79 3,510 1,994
Coffee (cents/lb.) ICE-US 140.90 0.15 0.11 188.65 115.00
Sugar (cents/lb.) ICE-US 28.98 1.36 4.92 29.06 11.91
Cotton (cents/lb.) ICE-US 71.64 -0.44 -0.61 84.00 49.67
Crude palm oil (ringgit/ton) MDEX 2,483.00 -3 -0.12 3,580 1,487
Cocoa (pounds/ton) LIFFE 2,318 28 1.22 2,337 1,310
Robusta coffee ($/ton) LIFFE 1,373 -3 -0.22 1,710 1,300

Copper (cents/lb.) COMEX 344.70 8.10 2.41 365.00 135.50
Gold ($/troy oz.) COMEX 1140.00 9.50 0.84 1,227.50 762.30
Silver (cents/troy oz.) COMEX 1880.00 37.30 2.02 2,011.50 1,045.00
Aluminum ($/ton) LME 2,272.00 -48.00 -2.07 2,356.50 1,288.00
Tin ($/ton) LME 17,675.00 -320.00 -1.78 18,250.00 9,945.00
Copper ($/ton) LME 7,474.50 -45.50 -0.61 7,695.00 3,085.00
Lead ($/ton) LME 2,440.00 -35.00 -1.41 2,615.00 995.00
Zinc ($/ton) LME 2,476.00 -28.00 -1.12 2,659.00 1,086.00
Nickel ($/ton) LME 18,655 -90 -0.48 21,150 9,475

Crude oil ($/bbl.) NYMEX 79.32 0.95 1.21 141.30 48.78
Heating oil ($/gal.) NYMEX 2.0590 0.0011 0.05 3.5280 1.3800
RBOB gasoline ($/gal.) NYMEX 2.0735 0.0145 0.70 2.2003 1.2176
Natural gas ($/mmBtu) NYMEX 5.536 -0.135 -2.38 12.590 4.550
Brent crude ($/bbl.) ICE-EU 77.63 0.53 0.69 98.10 49.10
Gas oil ($/ton) ICE-EU 615.50 -8.00 -1.28 875.00 450.50

Source: Thomson Reuters; WSJ Market Data Group
WSJ.com

Currencies London close on Jan. 19
Per In

AMERICAS Per euro In euros U.S. dollar U.S. dollars

Argentina peso-a 5.4308 0.1841 3.8020 0.2630
Brazil real 2.5318 0.3950 1.7725 0.5642
Canada dollar 1.4738 0.6785 1.0318 0.9692

1-mo. forward 1.4738 0.6785 1.0318 0.9692
3-mos. forward 1.4738 0.6785 1.0318 0.9692
6-mos. forward 1.4741 0.6784 1.0320 0.9690

Chile peso 703.84 0.001421 492.75 0.002029
Colombia peso 2788.31 0.0003586 1952.05 0.0005123
Ecuador US dollar-f 1.4284 0.7001 1 1
Mexico peso-a 18.0928 0.0553 12.6665 0.0789
Peru sol 4.0774 0.2453 2.8545 0.3503
Uruguay peso-e 27.854 0.0359 19.500 0.0513
U.S. dollar 1.4284 0.7001 1 1
Venezuela bolivar 6.13 0.163013 4.29 0.232848

ASIA-PACIFIC
Australia dollar 1.5466 0.6466 1.0827 0.9236
China yuan 9.7527 0.1025 6.8277 0.1465
Hong Kong dollar 11.0880 0.0902 7.7625 0.1288
India rupee 65.3707 0.0153 45.7650 0.0219
Indonesia rupiah 13184 0.0000758 9230 0.0001083
Japan yen 130.26 0.007677 91.19 0.010966

1-mo. forward 130.24 0.007678 91.18 0.010968
3-mos. forward 130.20 0.007681 91.15 0.010971
6-mos. forward 130.11 0.007686 91.09 0.010978

Malaysia ringgit-c 4.7701 0.2096 3.3395 0.2994
New Zealand dollar 1.9354 0.5167 1.3549 0.7381
Pakistan rupee 120.900 0.0083 84.640 0.0118
Philippines peso 65.671 0.0152 45.975 0.0218
Singapore dollar 1.9861 0.5035 1.3905 0.7192
South Korea won 1614.52 0.0006194 1130.30 0.0008847
Taiwan dollar 45.487 0.02198 31.845 0.03140
Thailand baht 47.002 0.02128 32.905 0.03039

Per In
EUROPE Per euro In euros U.S. dollar U.S. dollars

Euro zone euro 1 1 0.7001 1.4284
1-mo. forward 1.0001 0.9999 0.7001 1.4283
3-mos. forward 1.0002 0.9998 0.7003 1.4281
6-mos. forward 1.0007 0.9993 0.7005 1.4275

Czech Rep. koruna-b 25.840 0.0387 18.091 0.0553
Denmark krone 7.4420 0.1344 5.2100 0.1919
Hungary forint 267.68 0.003736 187.40 0.005336
Norway krone 8.1377 0.1229 5.6971 0.1755
Poland zloty 4.0131 0.2492 2.8095 0.3559
Russia ruble-d 42.308 0.02364 29.619 0.03376
Sweden krona 10.1218 0.0988 7.0861 0.1411
Switzerland franc 1.4762 0.6774 1.0335 0.9676

1-mo. forward 1.4759 0.6776 1.0333 0.9678
3-mos. forward 1.4754 0.6778 1.0329 0.9681
6-mos. forward 1.4744 0.6783 1.0322 0.9688

Turkey lira 2.0824 0.4802 1.4579 0.6859
U.K. pound 0.8725 1.1461 0.6109 1.6371

1-mo. forward 0.8727 1.1458 0.6110 1.6367
3-mos. forward 0.8731 1.1453 0.6113 1.6360
6-mos. forward 0.8737 1.1445 0.6117 1.6348

MIDDLE EAST/AFRICA
Bahrain dinar 0.5385 1.8570 0.3770 2.6526
Egypt pound-a 7.7459 0.1291 5.4228 0.1844
Israel shekel 5.2669 0.1899 3.6873 0.2712
Jordan dinar 1.0117 0.9884 0.7083 1.4118
Kuwait dinar 0.4096 2.4414 0.2868 3.4872
Lebanon pound 2146.17 0.0004659 1502.50 0.0006656
Saudi Arabia riyal 5.3570 0.1867 3.7504 0.2666
South Africa rand 10.5826 0.0945 7.4087 0.1350
United Arab dirham 5.2464 0.1906 3.6730 0.2723

SDR -f 0.9108 1.0979 0.6376 1.5683

a-floating rate b-commercial rate c-government rate c-commercial rate d-Russian Central Bank rate f-Special Drawing Rights
from the International Monetary Fund ; based on exchange rates for U.S., British and Japanese currencies.
Note: Based on trading among banks in amounts of $1 million and more, as quoted by Thomson Reuters.

Major stock market indexes Stock indexes from around the world, grouped by region. Shown in local-currency terms.

Price-to- PREVIOUS SESSION PERFORMANCE
earnings ratio* Region/Country Index Close Net change Percentage change Yr.-to-date 52-wk.

50 EUROPE DJ Stoxx 600 260.26 2.05 0.80% 2.8% 40.2%

22 DJ Stoxx 50 2634.10 26.42 1.01 2.1 36.1

62 Euro Zone DJ Euro Stoxx 278.81 2.02 0.73 1.5 37.4

20 DJ Euro Stoxx 50 2984.82 26.95 0.91 0.6 35.6

30 Austria ATX 2699.11 -4.71 -0.17% 8.2 66.3

14 Belgium Bel-20 2547.36 -5.35 -0.21 1.4 41.3

16 Czech Republic PX 1209.9 1.7 0.14 8.3 51.4

19 Denmark OMX Copenhagen 337.37 0.44 0.13 6.9 46.6

21 Finland OMX Helsinki 6675.32 16.89 0.25 3.4 31.3

19 France CAC-40 4009.67 32.21 0.81 1.9 37.1

21 Germany DAX 5976.48 57.93 0.98 0.3 41.0

... Hungary BUX 22784.47 90.69 0.40 7.3 93.3

17 Ireland ISEQ 3101.58 -6.59 -0.21 4.3 39.0

16 Italy FTSE MIB 23705.67 195.91 0.83 2.0 31.5

... Netherlands AEX 341.61 2.58 0.76 1.9 42.3

14 Norway All-Shares 426.27 -2.08 -0.49 1.5 58.3

17 Poland WIG 41545.36 288.96 0.70 3.9 64.2

Price-to- PREVIOUS SESSION PERFORMANCE
earnings ratio* Region/Country Index Close Net change Percentage change Yr.-to-date 52-wk.

15 Portugal PSI 20 8482.86 -46.42 -0.54 0.2 34.8

... Russia RTSI 1580.67 -0.42 -0.03% 10.8 207.3

11 Spain IBEX 35 12022.6 151.9 1.28% 0.7 45.3

15 Sweden OMX Stockholm 309.75 1.05 0.34 3.4 66.2

14 Switzerland SMI 6633.86 30.08 0.46 1.3 24.7

12 Turkey ISE National 100 55159.60 608.77 1.12 4.4 123.2

15 U.K. FTSE 100 5513.14 18.75 0.34 1.9 34.7

53 ASIA-PACIFIC DJ Asia-Pacific 128.12 -1.00 -0.77 4.1 47.1

... Australia SPX/ASX 200 4861.23 -49.83 -1.01 -0.2 39.8

... China CBN 600 29009.71 42.03 0.15 -0.1 75.2

20 Hong Kong Hang Seng 21677.98 217.97 1.02 -0.9 67.3

20 India Sensex 17486.06 -155.02 -0.88 0.1 92.1

... Japan Nikkei Stock Average 10764.90 -90.18 -0.83 2.1 33.5

... Singapore Straits Times 2912.92 0.90 0.03 0.5 69.0

11 South Korea Kospi 1710.22 -1.56 -0.09 1.6 51.8

22 AMERICAS DJ Americas 304.73 2.49 0.82 2.8 47.0

... Brazil Bovespa 69908.59 507.66 0.73 1.9 86.6

21 Mexico IPC 32450.17 -32.56 -0.10 1.0 65.8

*P/E ratios use trailing 12-months, as-reported earnings
Note: Americas index data are as of 3:00 p.m. ET. Sources: Thomson Reuters; WSJ Market Data Group

Cross rates U.S.-dollar and euro foreign-exchange rates in global trading

USD GBP CHF SEK RUB NOK JPY ILS EUR DKK CDN AUD

Australia 1.0827 1.7725 1.0477 0.1528 0.0366 0.1900 0.0119 0.2936 1.5466 0.2078 1.0494 ...

Canada 1.0318 1.6890 0.9984 0.1456 0.0348 0.1811 0.0113 0.2798 1.4738 0.1980 ... 0.9529

Denmark 5.2100 8.5290 5.0414 0.7352 0.1759 0.9145 0.0571 1.4130 7.4420 ... 5.0497 4.8120

Euro 0.7001 1.1461 0.6774 0.0988 0.0236 0.1229 0.0077 0.1899 ... 0.1344 0.6785 0.6466

Israel 3.6873 6.0362 3.5679 0.5203 0.1245 0.6472 0.0404 ... 5.2669 0.7077 3.5738 3.4055

Japan 91.1900 149.2826 88.2384 12.8689 3.0788 16.0064 ... 24.7312 130.2558 17.5029 88.3838 84.2231

Norway 5.6971 9.3264 5.5127 0.8040 0.1923 ... 0.0625 1.5451 8.1377 1.0935 5.5218 5.2618

Russia 29.6190 48.4878 28.6603 4.1799 ... 5.1990 0.3248 8.0328 42.3078 5.6850 28.7075 27.3561

Sweden 7.0861 11.6003 6.8567 ... 0.2392 1.2438 0.0777 1.9218 10.1218 1.3601 6.8680 6.5447

Switzerland 1.0335 1.6918 ... 0.1458 0.0349 0.1814 0.0113 0.2803 1.4762 0.1984 1.0016 0.9545

U.K. 0.6109 ... 0.5911 0.0862 0.0206 0.1072 0.0067 0.1657 0.8725 0.1172 0.5921 0.5642

U.S. ... 1.6371 0.9676 0.1411 0.0338 0.1755 0.0110 0.2712 1.4284 0.1919 0.9692 0.9236

Source: Thomson Reuters via WSJ Market Data Group

MSCI indexes
Developed and emerging-market regional and country indexes
from MSCI Barra as of January 19, 2010

Price-to- LOCAL-CURRENCY
Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE

yield ratio Morgan Stanley Index Last Daily YTD 52-wk.

2.40% 27 ALL COUNTRY (AC) WORLD* 306.98 0.21% 34.8% 34.8%

2.40 28 World (Developed Markets) 1,198.22 0.22 30.2 30.2

2.20 30 World ex-EMU 140.56 0.14 30.6 30.6

2.30 32 World ex-UK 1,192.61 0.10 29.1 29.1

2.90 28 EAFE 1,632.92 0.38 32.0 32.0

2.00 20 Emerging Markets (EM) 1,012.55 0.17 78.6 78.6

3.20 18 EUROPE 89.66 0.70 29.1 29.1

3.50 21 EMU 182.04 0.60 28.1 28.1

3.10 23 Europe ex-UK 97.78 0.50 26.0 26.0

4.20 16 Europe Value 100.61 0.58 29.8 29.8

2.30 21 Europe Growth 77.64 0.81 28.5 28.5

2.30 29 Europe Small Cap 164.68 0.33 63.1 63.1

1.90 15 EM Europe 300.18 1.19 89.0 89.0

3.50 13 UK 1,631.77 0.71 24.1 24.1

2.60 25 Nordic Countries 141.64 0.77 44.4 44.4

1.40 15 Russia 798.65 1.33 93.8 93.8

2.70 16 South Africa 703.66 0.10 21.6 21.6

2.40 24 AC ASIA PACIFIC EX-JAPAN 426.64 -0.02 72.5 72.5

1.70 -35 Japan 600.77 -0.95 13.4 13.4

1.90 21 China 64.02 -1.09 57.0 57.0

0.90 21 India 721.73 0.51 95.5 95.5

1.00 17 Korea 486.02 0.51 58.3 58.3

2.50 248 Taiwan 300.43 -0.54 73.3 73.3

1.80 33 US BROAD MARKET 1,261.33 0.00 28.4 28.4

1.30 709 US Small Cap 1,708.16 0.00 37.0 37.0

2.70 18 EM LATIN AMERICA 4,159.41 0.84 100.2 100.2

*Twenty-three developed and 26 emerging markets Source: MSCI Barra

Reuters Group PLC is the primary data provider for several statistical tables in The Wall Street Journal, including
foreign stock quotations, futures and futures options prices, and foreign exchange tables. Reuters real-time data feeds
are used to calculate various Dow Jones Indexes.

Dow Jones and Dow Jones Stoxx Indexes
Price-to-

Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE (euros) PERFORMANCE (U.S.dollars)
yield* ratio* Dows Jones Index Last Daily 52-wk. Last Daily 52-wk.

2.09% 22 DJ Global Index -a 233.64 0.23% 51.4%

Global Dow 1336.90 1.01% 35.3% 2027.76 0.29 49.6

2.72 50 Stoxx 600 260.30 0.79 40.1 277.59 0.07 55.0

2.84 38 Stoxx Large 200 277.30 0.85 37.2 294.20 0.13 51.8

2.17 -90 Stoxx Mid 200 245.50 0.56 52.6 260.42 -0.16 68.8

2.14 -87 Stoxx Small 200 157.00 0.39 63.0 166.44 -0.33 80.3

2.81 62 Euro Stoxx 278.80 0.73 37.4 297.38 0.01 52.0

2.92 50 Euro Stoxx Large 200 295.80 0.82 35.9 313.50 0.10 50.3

2.25 -3381 Euro Stoxx Mid 200 260.10 0.30 39.5 275.59 -0.42 54.3

2.25 -84 Euro Stoxx Small 200 173.20 0.37 59.0 183.43 -0.35 75.9

4.74 17 Stoxx Select Dividend 30 1499.80 0.34 39.4 1833.10 -0.37 54.2

3.98 23 Euro Stoxx Select Div 30 1794.10 0.96 48.8 2201.18 0.24 64.6

Price-to-
Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE (euros) PERFORMANCE (U.S.dollars)

yield* ratio* Dows Jones Index Last Daily 52-wk. Last Daily 52-wk.

4.10% 15 U.S. Select Dividend -d 666.25 0.93% 35.0%

3.63 18 Infrastructure 1536.60 1.19% 26.7% 2092.08 0.46 40.1

1.16 47 Luxury 916.10 1.00 73.1 1109.21 0.28 91.4

5.77 6 BRIC 50 445.50 1.09 90.9 606.53 0.36 111.1

2.65 15 Africa 50 790.40 1.12 49.0 716.41 0.40 64.8

3.80 14 GCC 1305.05 -0.21 25.3

2.52 21 Sustainability 861.40 0.93 38.0 1038.62 0.21 52.6

2.02 16 Islamic Market -a 2033.24 0.32 48.8

2.30 17 Islamic Market 100 1785.70 1.27 22.5 2182.39 0.55 35.5

Islamic Turkey -c 3223.10 2.55 80.5
1.68 32 DJ U.S. TSM 11826.81 0.95 45.4

DJ-UBS Commodity 132.80 0.37 12.8 137.76 -0.24 24.8

*Fundamentals are based on data in U.S. dollar. Footnotes: a-in US dollar. b-dividends reinvested. c-in local currency. Note:All data as of 2 p.m.ET. Source: DowJones Indexes

GLOBAL MARKETS LINEUP
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Democrat Martha Coakley, left, was expected to easily win victory in Tuesday’s special election in Massachusetts. Instead, several polls show Republican Scott
Brown, right, surging to the front and threatening to upset the Senate’s delicate balance of power. Get live updates, video and analysis at WSJ.com/US
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High stakes and a surprisingly close finish More Funding
Sought for
Education

President Barack Obama plans to
ask Congress for an extra $1.35 bil-
lion to expand his signature educa-
tion program, designed to prod
states into revamping their school
systems, even while promising a
barebones 2011 federal budget.

The request, which Mr. Obama
intended to announce Tuesday,
marks an early example of the ad-
ministration moving to transform a
onetime stimulus program into a
more-permanent part of an agency’s
budget.

The Race to the Top program,
run by the Education Department,
seeks to encourage states to push
innovation and impose strict testing
standards in exchange for large fed-
eral grants. The initial $4.35 billion
program was launched as part of
last year’s $787 billion stimulus
package, and the money was meant
to last through the end of this year.

Around 30 states are expected to
submit applications by Tuesday’s
deadline for the first round of fund-
ing under the program, which has
stirred tensions between school dis-
tricts and local unions—and even
between various counties.

The federal funding, the largest
of its kind in the history of the Edu-
cation Department, comes as locali-
ties are struggling to fill huge
school-budget gaps. Florida is seek-
ing $1.1 billion, while Illinois and
other states are chasing smaller
amounts. Texas Gov. Rick Perry an-
nounced last week that he rejected
the conditions being placed on the
funds, and that Texas would not

compete.
Officials said the additional

money, if approved by Congress,
would allow for a third round of
funding, with a new competition at
the school-district level, instead of
at the state level.

The administration has not de-
cided to make the program a perma-
nent part of the Education Depart-
ment budget, but officials said that
it could go on for years. “There is
no definite end date,” said one se-
nior administration official. “We
certainly see this as a key reform
and a key investment that we would
want to keep funding.”

The announcement comes as the
White House prepares to release a
2011 budget in coming weeks that is
expected to call for austerity within
many federal agencies.

Mr. Obama and his education
secretary, Arne Duncan, support the
Race to the Top program as the best
way to spur innovation and encour-
age higher standards within many of
the country’s worst-performing
school systems. Around a dozen
states have revamped their educa-
tion laws by allowing the formation
of charter schools or uniform test-
ing standards.

The administration is eager to
see states and localities use student
performance and standardized tests
to judge the effectiveness—and even
to set the pay—of teachers and prin-
cipals, a move opposed by teachers
unions in many areas.

BY NEIL KING JR.

The program has stirred
tensions between school
districts, local unions and
even counties

What Kennedy’s death changed
Massachusetts voters rethought party loyalties as they assessed his would-be successor

BOSTON—The death of Sen. Ed-
ward Kennedy prompted Tuesday’s
special Senate election. It also gave
Republicans an opening in a state
that for decades had assumed to be
impervious to their appeal.

At rallies across the state, many
voters said they were ready for a
fresh start. Although the Kennedy
legacy has been part of Massachu-
setts politics for decades, Mr. Ken-
nedy’s death appears to have
prompted some voters to reconsider
their longtime loyalties—fueling the
campaign of Republican Scott
Brown while undermining Democrat
Martha Coakley.

“Go all the way, sir,” said Paul
Souza of Plymouth, Mass., grabbing
Mr. Brown’s hand over the weekend
at Mamma Mia’s restaurant in Plym-
outh. Mr. Souza has a picture of
President John F. Kennedy in his
house and voted for Sen. Kennedy,
but he said he would support Mr.
Brown.

He “seems so refreshing,” Mr.

Souza said. “We’re going Republican
now.”

The race—which could tip the
balance of power in Washington
away from Democrats if Mr. Brown
wins—also echoes national themes,
such as battles over the health-care
overhaul and Wall Street bonuses.

Mr. Brown’s message dovetails
with the party’s national agenda. He
advocates lower taxes, and every
time he talks of being the “41st” Re-
publican senator, he reinforces the
threat he poses to the Obama
agenda.

Ahead of Tuesday’s vote, Demo-
crats sought to remind voters that
Sen. Kennedy’s legacy was at stake.
Vicki Kennedy, the senator’s widow,
was campaigning for Ms. Coakley,
the state’s attorney general. Other
party figures argued a Coakley vic-
tory was needed to keep alive the
health legislation, a Kennedy goal.

“Their agenda is about blocking
Ted Kennedy’s dream,” said Rep. Ed
Markey (D., Mass.).

A Sunday poll from Public Policy
Polling showed Mr. Brown winning

20% of the vote from people who
supported Barack Obama for presi-
dent in 2008. Rick Clark, who at-
tended a Brown rally in Hyannis,
said he had regularly voted for Sen.
Kennedy but has grown jaded with
the Democratic Party. He com-
plained about the “wheeling and
dealing” in Washington over issues
like health care.

Republicans have a sizable disad-
vantage in Massachusetts politics.
GOP voters account for only 12% of
the state’s registered voters, accord-
ing to the latest figures. Democrats
represent a little more than 30% of
voters, while independents form the
largest bloc, with more than 50%.

Mr. Brown has skirted questions
about whether he is a conservative,
saying that he is a “Scott Brown Re-
publican” who won’t be told how to
vote. The National Republican Sena-
torial Committee has taken pains to
not appear aligned with the Brown
candidacy.

Other Republicans who have won
statewide, such as former Govs. Mitt
Romney, Paul Cellucci and William

Weld, followed a similar path, draw-
ing independents and working-class
Democrats by focusing on economic
issues and playing down social is-
sues such as abortion and gay
rights.

Polls showed a strong portion of
Mr. Brown’s support coming from
white, working-class voters anxious
about government spending and the
economy—the same voters who
helped former President Ronald
Reagan win the state both times he
ran.

And even Mr. Brown has at-
tempted to tap into the Kennedy
mystique, using footage of President
Kennedy talking about tax cuts in a
television ad.

“We want new leadership,” said
Lucien Poyant of West Hyannis. He
has been a Republican all his life
and sees in Mr. Brown a chance to
break the Democratic Party’s hold
on the state. “We have been a one-
party system for too long in our
state.”

—Peter Wallsten contributed to
this article

BY GREG HITT

Panel warns NASA on outsourcing risks
A key U.S. aerospace panel

warned that NASA could run into
serious safety challenges if it relies
on private companies to ferry astro-
nauts into space in the near future.

The Obama administration has
been devising a plan to outsource a
chunk of its manned space program
to private companies in order to
speed up rocket development, save

money and focus federal dollars on
longer-term expeditions. But a re-
port released last week by the Aero-
space Safety Advisory Panel, an out-
side safety watchdog for the
National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration, cautioned that the pri-
vate space companies rely on “un-
substantiated claims” and need to
overcome major technical hurdles
before they can safely carry astro-
nauts into orbit.

The report urged NASA to stick
with its current government-run
manned space ventures, and said
that switching to private alterna-
tives now would be “unwise and
probably not cost-effective.”

The findings are likely to provide
a boost to NASA officials who want
to keep nearly all manned space
programs in house. NASA’s largest
and longstanding contractors, such
as Boeing Corp. and Lockheed Mar-

tin Corp., are stepping up efforts to
persuade the White House not to
outsource more programs.

The Obama administration’s
coming budget proposals will reveal
how much NASA Administrator
Charles Bolden and senior White
House officials were swayed by the
safety advisory panel’s arguments.
Additional funding to pursue some
commercially run manned space
projects is considered highly likely.

BY ANDY PASZTOR
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For information about listing your funds, please contact: Carson Wong tel: +852 2831-6481; email: carson.wong@dowjones.com
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Andfs. Espanya EU EQ AND 01/18 EUR 13.79 -0.9 35.1 -6.7
Andfs. Estats Units US EQ AND 01/18 USD 15.25 1.5 29.2 -7.7
Andfs. Europa EU EQ AND 01/18 EUR 7.83 -0.2 27.4 -11.7
Andfs. Franca EU EQ AND 01/18 EUR 9.77 0.3 26.1 -12.3
Andfs. Japo JP EQ AND 01/18 JPY 531.70 4.0 27.5 -10.9
Andfs. Plus Dollars US BA AND 01/18 USD 9.53 0.9 13.8 -4.5
Andfs. RF Dolars US BD AND 01/18 USD 11.57 1.2 11.9 0.5
Andfs. RF Euros EU BD AND 01/18 EUR 10.97 1.3 20.3 -0.5
Andorfons EU BD AND 01/18 EUR 14.64 1.0 20.3 -1.9
Andorfons Alternative Premium OT OT AND 11/30 EUR 98.46 6.6 4.5 -7.8
Andorfons Mix 30 EU BA AND 01/18 EUR 9.70 1.4 20.6 -6.8
Andorfons Mix 60 EU BA AND 01/18 EUR 9.39 1.3 18.6 -11.9

n CHARTERED ASSET MANAGEMENT PTE LTD - TEL NO: 65-6835-8866
Fax No: 65-6835 8865, Website: www.cam.com.sg, Email: cam@cam.com.sg
CAM-GTF Limited AS EQ MUS 01/08 USD 290385.55 5.8 115.3 5.2

n DJE INVESTMENT S.A.
internet: www.dje.lu email: info@dje.lu phone:+00 352 269 2522 0 fax:+00 352 269 25252
DJE Real Estate P OT OT LUX 01/19 EUR 9.22 0.5 -4.4 -2.7
DJE-Absolut P GL EQ LUX 01/19 EUR 207.53 1.3 21.5 -5.4
DJE-Alpha Glbl P EU BA LUX 01/19 EUR 180.92 1.5 20.9 -2.5
DJE-Div& Substanz P GL EQ LUX 01/19 EUR 219.33 2.0 26.2 -1.4
DJE-Gold&Resourc P OT EQ LUX 01/19 EUR 176.92 3.9 40.8 -3.1
DJE-Renten Glbl P EU BD LUX 01/19 EUR 131.84 1.0 9.3 4.0
LuxPro-Dragon I AS EQ LUX 01/19 EUR 160.56 1.6 71.5 -1.0
LuxPro-Dragon P AS EQ LUX 01/19 EUR 156.26 1.6 70.8 -2.4
LuxTopic-Aktien Europa EU EQ LUX 01/19 EUR 17.36 -2.0 26.9 -2.3
LuxTopic-Pacific AS EQ LUX 01/19 EUR 17.32 5.7 85.6 -6.6

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
T +44 20 7860 3074 F + 44 20 7860 3174 www.hail.hsbc.com

n HSBC Portfolio Selection Fund
Sel Emerg Mkt Debt GL BD GGY 12/31 USD 350.10 42.6 42.6 6.0
Sel Emerg Mkt Equity GL EQ GGY 12/31 USD 207.66 58.5 58.5 -12.4
Sel Euro Equity EUR US EQ GGY 12/31 EUR 96.29 29.2 29.2 -18.8
Sel European Equity EU EQ GGY 12/31 USD 181.94 32.3 32.3 -19.9
Sel Glob Equity GL EQ GGY 12/31 USD 189.25 31.8 31.8 -16.8
Sel Glob Fxd Inc GL BD GGY 12/31 USD 143.46 11.2 11.2 -1.1
Sel Pacific Equity AS EQ GGY 12/31 USD 143.75 59.0 59.0 -9.7
Sel US Equity US EQ GGY 12/31 USD 123.56 22.6 22.6 -14.9
Sel US Sm Cap Eq US EQ GGY 12/31 USD 168.82 29.1 29.1 -14.5

n MP ASSET MANAGEMENT INC.
Tel: + 386 1 587 47 77
MP-BALKAN.SI OT OT SVN 01/18 EUR 24.39 0.3 -3.6 -41.1
MP-TURKEY.SI OT OT SVN 01/18 EUR 37.06 6.7 94.1 -9.7

n PAREX ASSET MANAGEMENT IPAS
Republikas square 2a, Riga, LV-1522, Latvia
www.parexgroup.com Tel: +371 67010810
Parex Eastern Europ Bal OT OT LVA 01/18 EUR 13.87 3.7 60.0 1.0
Parex Eastern Europ Bd EU BD LVA 01/18 USD 15.06 2.9 71.1 4.7
Parex Russian Eq EE EQ LVA 01/18 USD 21.56 10.5 165.2 -15.5

n PICTET & CIE, ROUTE DES ACACIAS 60, CH-1211 GENEVA 73
Tel: + 41 (58) 323 3000 Web: www.pictetfunds.com
PF (LUX)-Agriculture-Pca OT OT LUX 01/15 EUR 125.64 3.6 NS NS
PF (LUX)-Asian Eq-Ica AS EQ LUX 01/19 USD 178.82 2.0 74.4 -9.7
PF (LUX)-Asian Eq-Pca AS EQ LUX 01/19 USD 170.11 1.9 72.9 -10.5
PF (LUX)-Biotech-Pca OT EQ LUX 01/15 USD 291.31 2.9 0.5 -7.3
PF (LUX)-CHF Liq-Pca CH MM LUX 01/18 CHF 124.21 0.0 0.1 0.8
PF (LUX)-CHF Liq-Pdi CH MM LUX 01/18 CHF 93.39 0.0 0.1 0.8
PF (LUX)-Digital Comm-Pca OT EQ LUX 01/15 USD 117.51 0.6 52.8 -4.3
PF (LUX)-East Eu-Pca EU EQ LUX 01/15 EUR 348.14 10.7 167.4 -16.2
PF (LUX)-Emg Mkts-Pca GL EQ LUX 01/19 USD 542.88 1.8 88.1 -10.3
PF (LUX)-Eu Indx-Pca EU EQ LUX 01/18 EUR 102.88 1.9 37.3 -8.5
PF (LUX)-EUR Bds-Pca EU BD LUX 01/18 EUR 388.99 1.2 5.0 2.8
PF (LUX)-EUR Bds-Pdi EU BD LUX 01/18 EUR 285.25 1.2 5.0 2.8
PF (LUX)-EUR Cp Bd-Pca EU BD LUX 01/18 EUR 150.82 2.0 18.7 6.5
PF (LUX)-EUR Cp Bd-Pdi EU BD LUX 01/18 EUR 102.24 2.0 18.7 6.5
PF (LUX)-EUR HiYld-Pca EU BD LUX 01/18 EUR 152.35 4.2 58.1 5.7
PF (LUX)-EUR HiYld-Pdi EU BD LUX 01/18 EUR 83.51 4.2 58.1 5.7
PF (LUX)-EUR Liq-Pca EU MM LUX 01/18 EUR 136.00 0.0 0.9 2.2
PF (LUX)-EUR Liq-Pdi EU MM LUX 01/18 EUR 96.69 0.0 0.9 2.2
PF (LUX)-EUR Sov Liq-Pca OT OT LUX 01/18 EUR 102.41 0.0 0.4 NS
PF (LUX)-EUR Sov Liq-Pdi OT OT LUX 01/18 EUR 99.92 0.0 0.4 NS
PF (LUX)-Europ Eq-Pca EU EQ LUX 01/18 EUR 414.88 1.7 37.1 -12.0
PF (LUX)-EuSust Eq-Pca EU EQ LUX 01/18 EUR 135.45 1.8 37.3 -9.5
PF (LUX)-Gl Em Dbt-Pca GL BD LUX 01/15 USD 246.53 1.3 30.4 10.4

PF (LUX)-Gl Em Dbt-Pdi GL BD LUX 01/15 USD 160.11 1.3 30.3 10.4
PF (LUX)-Gr China-Pca AS EQ LUX 01/19 USD 351.81 0.2 77.1 -4.5
PF (LUX)-Indian Eq-Pca EA EQ LUX 01/19 USD 371.04 2.9 100.5 -13.8
PF (LUX)-Jap Index-Pca JP EQ LUX 01/19 JPY 9299.57 4.7 20.0 -15.1
PF (LUX)-Jp Eq Sel-Ica JP EQ LUX 01/19 JPY 8100.58 4.6 16.2 -18.2
PF (LUX)-Jp Eq Sel-Pca JP EQ LUX 01/19 JPY 7854.26 4.5 15.5 -18.7
PF (LUX)-JpEq130/30-Pca JP EQ LUX 01/19 JPY 4591.24 4.0 22.5 -13.9
PF (LUX)-MidEast&NorAfr-Pca OT OT LUX 01/18 USD 45.43 1.3 NS NS
PF (LUX)-Pacif Idx-Pca AS EQ LUX 01/19 USD 277.79 1.7 83.8 -2.0
PF (LUX)-Piclife-Pca CH BA LUX 01/18 CHF 798.91 1.0 15.8 -0.8
PF (LUX)-PremBrnds-Pca OT EQ LUX 01/15 EUR 66.86 2.3 59.5 -0.1
PF (LUX)-Rus Eq-Pca OT OT LUX 01/15 USD 70.77 9.9 246.7 -15.2
PF (LUX)-Security-Pca GL EQ LUX 01/15 USD 100.72 1.2 43.6 0.7
PF (LUX)-Sm Cap Eu-Pca EU EQ LUX 01/18 EUR 470.80 4.0 43.9 -6.1
PF (LUX)-Timber-Pca OT OT LUX 01/15 USD 108.65 2.0 68.7 NS
PF (LUX)-US Eq-Ica US EQ LUX 01/15 USD 104.24 1.4 34.7 -7.5
PF (LUX)-USA Index-Pca US EQ LUX 01/15 USD 92.38 1.9 36.3 -8.0
PF (LUX)-USD Gov Bds-Pca US BD LUX 01/15 USD 513.03 1.0 -3.3 3.3
PF (LUX)-USD Gov Bds-Pdi US BD LUX 01/15 USD 366.83 1.0 -3.3 3.3
PF (LUX)-USD Liq-Pca US MM LUX 01/18 USD 131.03 0.0 0.6 1.4
PF (LUX)-USD Liq-Pdi US MM LUX 01/18 USD 84.85 0.0 0.6 1.4
PF (LUX)-USD Sov Liq-Pca OT OT LUX 01/18 USD 101.54 0.0 0.2 NS
PF (LUX)-USD Sov Liq-Pdi OT OT LUX 01/18 USD 100.04 0.0 0.2 NS
PF (LUX)-Water-Pca GL EQ LUX 01/15 EUR 125.43 1.2 18.9 -6.6
PF (LUX)-WldGovBds-Pca GL BD LUX 01/19 USD 167.44 1.4 5.0 5.1
PF (LUX)-WldGovBds-Pdi GL BD LUX 01/19 USD 135.78 1.4 5.0 5.1

n POLAR CAPITAL PARTNERS LIMITED
International Fund Managers (Ireland) Limited PH - 353 1 670 660 Fax - 353 1 670 1185
Global Technology OT EQ IRL 01/18 USD 13.50 0.4 78.1 4.5
Japan Fund USD JP EQ IRL 01/19 USD 17.01 7.0 22.3 3.7
Polar Healthcare Class I USD OT OT IRL 01/18 USD 13.30 2.9 NS NS
Polar Healthcare Class R USD OT OT IRL 01/18 USD 13.27 2.8 NS NS

n Hemisphere Management (Ireland) Limited
Discovery USD A OT OT CYM 12/31 USD 113.39 10.8 12.5 12.2
Elbrus USD A GL EQ CYM 11/30 USD 10.24 35.9 -24.7 -17.9
Europn Conviction USD B EU EQ CYM 12/31 USD 137.33 8.8 8.8 9.7
Europn Forager USD B OT OT CYM 12/31 USD 223.84 25.1 25.1 4.5
Latin America USD A GL EQ CYM 06/30 USD 14.25 2.2 -4.7 14.7
Paragon Limited USD A OT OT CYM 12/31 USD 309.60 12.7 12.7 14.2
UK Fund USD A OT OT CYM 12/31 USD 183.96 10.9 10.9 7.5

n PT CIPTADANA ASSET MANAGEMENT
Tel: +6221 25574 883 Fax: +6221 25574 893 Website: www.ciptadana-asset.com
Indonesian Grth Fund EA EQ CYM 01/13 USD 136.95 7.5 110.4 -1.1

n RUSSELL INVESTMENT GROUP
Multi-Style, Multi-Manager Funds www.russell.com
Actions France A EU EQ IRL 01/18 EUR 717.87 1.5 35.2 -8.8
Core Eurozone Eq B EU EQ IRL 01/18 EUR 837.74 0.7 35.3 NS
Euro Fixed Income A EU BD IRL 01/18 EUR 1263.19 1.5 12.0 -0.2
Euro Fixed Income B EU BD IRL 01/18 EUR 1348.95 1.5 12.7 0.4
Euro Small Cap A EU EQ IRL 01/18 EUR 1249.04 4.0 46.2 -9.1
Euro Small Cap B EU EQ IRL 01/18 EUR 1338.33 4.1 47.1 -8.6
Eurozone Agg Eq A EU EQ IRL 01/18 EUR 671.17 2.3 41.3 -11.3
Eurozone Agg Eq B EU EQ IRL 01/18 EUR 964.83 2.4 42.1 -10.8
Glbl Bd (EuroHdg) A GL BD IRL 01/18 EUR 1394.17 1.4 14.5 3.2
Glbl Bd (EuroHdg) B GL BD IRL 01/18 EUR 1480.20 1.4 15.2 3.9
Glbl Bd A EU BD IRL 01/18 EUR 1126.53 2.0 9.6 4.8
Glbl Bd B EU BD IRL 01/18 EUR 1200.13 2.0 10.3 5.4
Glbl Real Estate A OT EQ IRL 01/18 USD 894.67 -0.2 47.5 -12.1
Glbl Real Estate B OT EQ IRL 01/18 USD 922.64 -0.2 48.4 -11.6
Glbl Real Estate EH-A OT EQ IRL 01/18 EUR 796.47 -1.0 38.6 -13.6
Glbl Real Estate SH-B OT EQ IRL 01/18 GBP 75.00 -1.0 38.3 -13.3
Glbl Strategic Yield A EU BD IRL 01/18 EUR 1638.16 1.9 40.5 5.5
Glbl Strategic Yield B EU BD IRL 01/18 EUR 1753.58 2.0 41.4 6.2
Japan Equity A JP EQ IRL 01/18 JPY 12303.31 5.7 24.7 -14.1
Japan Equity B JP EQ IRL 01/18 JPY 13117.22 5.7 25.5 -13.6
PacBasn (Ex-Jap) Eq A AS EQ IRL 01/18 USD 2329.16 1.9 92.5 -1.9
PacBasn (Ex-Jap) Eq B AS EQ IRL 01/18 USD 2486.45 1.9 93.7 -1.4
Pan European Eq A EU EQ IRL 01/18 EUR 984.29 2.3 39.9 -10.4
Pan European Eq B EU EQ IRL 01/18 EUR 1049.57 2.3 40.7 -9.9
US Equity A US EQ IRL 01/18 USD 890.71 2.1 41.5 -7.2
US Equity B US EQ IRL 01/18 USD 953.93 2.1 42.3 -6.7
US Small Cap A US EQ IRL 01/18 USD 1304.81 1.2 37.1 -6.9
US Small Cap B US EQ IRL 01/18 USD 1398.34 1.3 38.0 -6.3

n SEB ASSET MANAGEMENT S.A.
www.seb.se
n SEB Fund 1
Asset Sele C EUR OT OT LUX 01/19 EUR 13.79 -0.5 -2.2 8.6
Asset Sele C H-CHF OT OT LUX 01/19 CHF 95.66 -0.6 NS NS
Asset Sele C H-GBP OT OT LUX 01/19 GBP 96.93 -0.5 -2.3 NS
Asset Sele C H-JPY OT OT LUX 01/19 JPY 9612.24 -0.6 NS NS
Asset Sele C H-NOK OT OT LUX 01/19 NOK 110.74 -0.5 -0.7 NS
Asset Sele C H-SEK OT OT LUX 01/19 SEK 138.33 -0.6 -2.6 9.0
Asset Sele C H-USD OT OT LUX 01/19 USD 96.78 -0.6 -2.6 NS
Asset Sele D H-SEK OT OT LUX 01/19 SEK 129.82 -0.6 -2.6 NS
Choice Global Value -C- GL EQ LUX 01/19 SEK 78.26 1.5 34.3 -12.9
Choice Global Value -D- OT OT LUX 01/19 SEK 74.98 1.5 34.3 -12.9
Choice Global Value -I- OT OT LUX 01/19 EUR 6.92 3.0 45.4 -15.1
Choice Japan Fd -C- OT OT LUX 01/19 JPY 49.31 5.2 14.3 -16.7
Choice Japan Fd -D- OT OT LUX 01/19 JPY 44.34 5.2 14.3 -16.7

Choice Jpn Chance/Risk JP EQ LUX 01/19 JPY 52.54 3.2 21.5 -18.7
Choice NthAmChance/Risk US EQ LUX 01/19 USD 4.02 2.5 42.8 -6.6
Ethical Europe Fd OT OT LUX 01/19 EUR 1.99 1.4 37.4 -15.8
Europe 1 Fd OT OT LUX 01/19 EUR 2.87 1.6 41.3 -15.0
Europe 3 Fd EU EQ LUX 01/19 EUR 4.12 1.4 37.3 -15.9
Global Chance/Risk Fd GL EQ LUX 01/19 EUR 0.61 2.0 24.9 -7.2
Global Fd -C- OT OT LUX 01/19 USD 2.18 2.0 36.7 -9.8
Global Fd -D- OT OT LUX 01/19 USD 1.36 2.0 36.6 NS
Nordic Fd OT OT LUX 01/19 EUR 5.85 3.1 46.2 -1.4

n SEB Fund 2
Choice Asia ex. Japan -C- OT OT LUX 01/19 USD 7.55 2.2 76.9 -4.8
Choice Asia ex. Japan -D- OT OT LUX 01/19 USD 1.33 2.2 76.8 NS
Currency Alpha EUR -IC- OT OT LUX 01/19 EUR 10.30 0.0 -5.4 0.6
Currency Alpha EUR -RC- OT OT LUX 01/19 EUR 10.20 -0.1 -5.8 0.2
Currency Alpha SEK -ID- OT OT LUX 01/19 SEK 95.67 0.0 -9.0 NS
Currency Alpha SEK -RC- OT OT LUX 01/19 SEK 103.13 -0.1 -5.8 0.2
Generation Fd 80 OT OT LUX 01/19 SEK 8.01 1.1 26.2 -3.7
Nordic Focus EUR NO EQ LUX 01/19 EUR 83.33 3.3 64.0 -0.3
Nordic Focus NOK NO EQ LUX 01/19 NOK 84.40 3.3 64.0 -0.3
Nordic Focus SEK NO EQ LUX 01/19 SEK 89.73 3.3 64.0 -0.3
Russia Fd OT OT LUX 01/19 EUR 9.87 11.7 200.7 -8.0

n SEB Fund 3
Choice North America Eq. Fd US EQ LUX 01/18 USD 1.85 0.9 35.7 -7.7
Ethical Glbl Fd -C- OT OT LUX 01/19 USD 0.86 -0.3 27.7 NS
Ethical Glbl Fd -D- OT OT LUX 01/19 USD 0.84 1.7 49.9 -6.9
Ethical Sweden Fd NO EQ LUX 01/19 SEK 42.44 1.9 65.5 4.9
Index Linked Bd Fd SEK OT BD LUX 01/19 SEK 13.33 1.3 5.4 3.5
Medical Fd OT EQ LUX 01/19 USD 3.42 2.6 20.9 -5.1
Short Medium Bd Fd SEK NO MM LUX 01/19 SEK 8.80 0.0 0.9 2.0
Technology Fd -C- OT OT LUX 01/19 USD 0.21 0.3 NS NS
Technology Fd -D- OT OT LUX 01/19 USD 2.53 0.3 63.0 1.1
World Fd -C- OT OT LUX 01/19 USD 29.16 2.4 NS NS
World Fd -D- OT OT LUX 01/19 USD 2.21 2.4 49.8 -4.4

n SEB Fund 4
Short Bond Fd EUR -C- OT OT LUX 01/19 EUR 1.27 0.0 -0.1 0.9
Short Bond Fd EUR -D- OT OT LUX 01/19 NA 0.50 NS NS NS
Short Bond Fd SEK NO MM LUX 01/19 SEK 21.96 0.0 1.6 2.2
Short Bond Fd USD US MM LUX 01/19 USD 2.49 0.0 -0.3 0.6

n SEB Fund 5
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -A- NO BD LUX 10/22 SEK 10.34 2.8 3.9 0.8
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -B- NO BD LUX 10/22 SEK 8.95 2.8 3.9 0.8
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 10/23 SEK 25.85 2.5 3.4 0.6
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 10/23 SEK 8.05 2.5 3.4 0.6
Alpha Short Bd SEK -A- NO MM LUX 10/22 SEK 11.09 2.6 3.7 3.1
Alpha Short Bd SEK -B- NO MM LUX 10/22 SEK 10.14 2.6 3.7 3.1
Alpha Short Bd SEK -C- NO MM LUX 10/23 SEK 21.68 2.5 3.6 2.9
Alpha Short Bd SEK -D- NO MM LUX 10/23 SEK 8.21 2.5 3.6 2.9
Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 01/19 SEK 43.02 0.4 3.6 6.0
Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 01/19 SEK 12.49 0.4 3.7 5.4
Corp. Bond Fd EUR -C- EU BD LUX 01/19 EUR 1.29 1.8 16.7 4.0
Corp. Bond Fd EUR -D- EU BD LUX 01/19 EUR 0.99 2.0 16.4 3.9
Corp. Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 01/19 SEK 12.82 2.0 17.1 2.3
Corp. Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 01/19 SEK 9.70 2.0 17.1 2.4
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd EUR -ID- NO BD LUX 01/19 EUR 106.01 1.3 1.6 NS
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd EUR -RC- NO BD LUX 01/19 EUR 110.33 1.3 6.1 NS
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd SEK -ID- OT OT LUX 12/17 SEK 121.91 NS NS NS
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd SEK -RC- NO BD LUX 01/19 SEK 1115.59 1.3 6.1 NS
Flexible Bond Fd -C- NO BD LUX 01/19 SEK 21.36 0.1 2.0 3.8
Flexible Bond Fd -D- NO BD LUX 01/19 SEK 11.68 0.1 2.0 3.8

n SEB Sicav 1
Choice Emerging Mkts Fd GL EQ LUX 01/19 USD 2.75 2.7 89.1 -4.0
Eastern Europe Fd OT OT LUX 01/19 EUR 2.68 6.6 63.1 -9.9

n SEB Sicav 2
Choice Asia SmCap exJpn AS EQ LUX 01/19 SEK 33.79 5.1 92.8 4.9
Eastern Europe SmCap Fd OT OT LUX 01/19 EUR 2.90 11.4 123.2 -8.6
Europe Chance/Risk Fd EU EQ LUX 01/19 EUR 1057.52 2.0 43.8 -17.4
Listed Private Equity -C- OT OT LUX 01/19 EUR 138.77 7.7 NS NS
Listed Private Equity -IC- OT OT LUX 01/19 EUR 82.65 8.6 83.6 NS
Listed Private Equity -ID- OT OT LUX 01/19 EUR 80.08 8.6 78.2 NS
Nordic Small Cap -C- OT OT LUX 01/19 EUR 144.77 7.4 NS NS
Nordic Small Cap -IC- OT OT LUX 01/19 EUR 145.31 7.5 NS NS

n SEB Sicav 3
Asset Sele Defensive Acc -A- OT OT LUX 01/19 SEK 78.02 -0.3 -2.7 -13.0
Asset Sele Defensive Acc EUR -C- OT OT LUX 01/19 EUR 99.49 -0.3 NS NS
Asset Sele Defensive Acc SEK -C- OT OT LUX 01/19 SEK 99.41 -0.3 NS NS
Asset Sele Defensive Acc USD -C- OT OT LUX 01/19 USD 100.64 -0.3 NS NS
Asset Sele Defensive Inc -D- OT OT LUX 01/19 SEK 71.27 -0.3 -2.7 -14.3
Asset Sele Opp C H NOK OT OT LUX 01/19 NOK 101.24 -1.0 NS NS
Asset Sele Opp C H SEK OT OT LUX 01/19 SEK 99.82 -1.1 NS NS
Asset Sele Opp IC EUR OT OT LUX 01/19 EUR 100.79 -1.1 NS NS
Asset Sele Opp ID H GBP OT OT LUX 01/19 GBP 100.86 -1.1 NS NS
Asset Sele Opp ID H SEK OT OT LUX 01/19 SEK 100.58 -1.1 NS NS
Asset Sele Original C EUR OT OT LUX 01/19 EUR 100.82 -0.6 NS NS
Asset Sele Original D GBP OT OT LUX 01/19 GBP 101.31 -0.6 NS NS
Asset Sele Original ID GBP OT OT LUX 01/19 GBP 100.92 -0.6 NS NS

n SG ASSET MANAGEMENT HTTP://WWW.SGAM.COM
A company of Amundi Group
Bonds ConvEurope A OT OT LUX 01/18 EUR 30.47 2.4 6.8 1.6
Bonds Eur Corp A OT OT LUX 01/18 EUR 23.39 1.3 11.4 2.7
Bonds Eur Hi Yld A OT OT LUX 01/18 EUR 21.24 3.3 52.1 1.8
Bonds EURO A OT OT LUX 01/18 EUR 41.25 0.5 4.7 4.6
Bonds Europe A OT OT LUX 01/18 EUR 39.40 0.8 3.8 4.1
Bonds US MtgBkSec A OT OT LUX 04/29 USD 24.41 -4.7 11.9 0.0
Bonds World A OT OT LUX 01/18 USD 42.55 1.3 9.2 5.4
Eq. AsiaPac Dual Strategies A OT OT LUX 01/19 USD 10.61 2.1 78.7 -7.2
Eq. China A OT OT LUX 01/19 USD 23.83 -2.4 71.9 -11.0
Eq. Concentrated Euroland A OT OT LUX 01/18 EUR 93.34 0.4 27.4 -14.8
Eq. ConcentratedEuropeA OT OT LUX 01/18 EUR 27.54 2.0 38.9 -12.6
Eq. Emerging Europe A OT OT LUX 01/18 EUR 25.43 7.9 102.1 -19.8
Eq. Equities Global Energy OT OT LUX 01/18 USD 18.79 3.6 35.5 -7.5
Eq. Euroland A OT OT LUX 01/18 EUR 10.92 0.8 26.3 -15.9
Eq. Euroland MidCapA OT OT LUX 04/30 EUR 14.61 1.4 -45.7 -33.8
Eq. Euroland Small Cap A OT OT LUX 01/18 EUR 147.29 4.3 50.0 -3.4
Eq. EurolandCyclclsA OT OT LUX 01/18 EUR 18.05 1.4 38.0 -9.9
Eq. EurolandFinancialA OT OT LUX 01/18 EUR 11.38 0.7 48.3 -19.1
Eq. Glbl Emg Cty A OT OT LUX 01/18 USD 9.77 0.9 73.1 -11.3
Eq. Global A OT OT LUX 01/18 USD 28.52 2.4 41.1 -8.6
Eq. Global Resources A OT OT LUX 01/18 USD 114.22 4.6 67.7 -4.7
Eq. Gold Mines A OT OT LUX 01/18 USD 31.50 3.5 73.2 -2.8
Eq. India A OT OT LUX 01/18 USD 136.07 4.1 92.0 -15.0
Eq. Japan CoreAlpha A OT OT LUX 01/18 JPY 7890.97 8.8 34.7 -5.9
Eq. Japan Sm Cap A OT OT LUX 01/19 JPY 1087.24 1.5 23.9 -13.9
Eq. Japan Target A OT OT LUX 01/19 JPY 1684.48 2.8 10.5 -3.5
Eq. Latin America A OT OT LUX 01/15 USD 116.37 0.1 90.4 -8.4
Eq. US ConcenCore A OT OT LUX 01/15 USD 22.59 0.0 44.7 -4.1
Eq. US Focused A OT OT LUX 01/15 USD 16.39 3.3 32.7 -14.9
Eq. US Lg Cap Gr A OT OT LUX 01/15 USD 15.55 2.0 47.8 -9.1
Eq. US Mid Cap A OT OT LUX 01/15 USD 30.34 1.5 59.0 -6.6
Eq. US Multi Strg A OT OT LUX 01/15 USD 21.80 2.5 42.3 -9.7
Eq. US Rel Val A OT OT LUX 01/15 USD 21.22 3.0 43.4 -10.7
Eq. US Sm Cap Val A OT OT LUX 01/15 USD 16.28 2.0 34.7 -15.6
Money Market EURO A OT OT LUX 01/18 EUR 27.40 0.0 0.9 2.6
Money Market USD A OT OT LUX 01/18 USD 15.83 0.0 0.5 1.6

n THE NATIONAL INVESTOR
PO Box 47435, Abu Dhabi, UAE Web:www.tni.ae
MENA Real Estate Fund OT OT BMU 01/07 USD 979.79 1.9 4.2 -27.0
MENA Special Sits Fund OT OT BMU 12/31 USD 1079.31 11.2 11.2 NS
UAE Blue Chip Fund OT OT ARE 01/14 AED 5.19 -2.6 6.0 -33.8

n YUKI INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
Tel +44-207-269-0203 www.yukifunds.com
n YMR-N Series
YMR-N Growth Fund OT OT IRL 01/19 JPY 9659.00 2.1 21.5 -18.7
YMR-N Small Cap Fund OT OT IRL 01/19 JPY 7042.00 0.4 16.2 -18.1

n Yuki 77 Series
Yuki 77 General JP EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 6290.00 2.3 12.6 -21.2
Yuki 77 Growth JP EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 5739.00 1.7 7.8 -26.2

n Yuki Chugoku Series
Yuki Chugoku Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 7021.00 2.8 17.6 -17.8
Yuki Chugoku JpnLowP JP EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 7882.00 4.5 2.1 -17.2

n Yuki Hokuyo Japan Series
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 4818.00 3.1 13.1 -21.2
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Inc JP EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 5453.00 3.9 11.4 -15.4
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Sm Cap JP EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 5124.00 0.4 14.9 -16.9

n Yuki Mizuho Series
Yuki Mizuho Gen Jpn III OT OT IRL 01/19 JPY 4520.00 2.3 14.4 -25.0
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Dyn Gro OT OT IRL 01/19 JPY 4788.00 2.6 14.2 -24.7
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Exc 100 OT OT IRL 01/19 JPY 7122.00 2.2 24.4 -19.5
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Gen OT OT IRL 01/19 JPY 8824.00 2.4 17.7 -18.8
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Gro OT OT IRL 01/19 JPY 6503.00 2.3 12.7 -21.8
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Inc OT OT IRL 01/19 JPY 7865.00 3.0 4.4 -18.7
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Lg Cap OT OT IRL 01/19 JPY 5369.00 3.5 15.6 -19.3
Yuki Mizuho Jpn LowP OT OT IRL 01/19 JPY 11888.00 2.8 13.5 -13.5
Yuki Mizuho Jpn PGth OT OT IRL 01/19 JPY 8067.00 1.3 13.8 -24.7
Yuki Mizuho Jpn SmCp OT OT IRL 01/19 JPY 7118.00 -0.3 21.3 -18.5
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Val Sel OT OT IRL 01/19 JPY 5818.00 3.0 18.6 -16.8
Yuki Mizuho Jpn YoungCo OT OT IRL 01/19 JPY 2724.00 -0.1 17.1 -26.4

n Yuki Shizuoka Japan Series
Yuki Shizuoka General Japan JP EQ IRL 01/19 JPY 5567.00 2.7 17.0 -18.1

Advertisement [ INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT FUNDS www.wsj.com/funddata ] Advertisement

Advertisement [ ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT FUNDS www.wsj.com/funddata ] Advertisement

12-month and 2-year returns may be calculated over 11- and 23-month periods
pending receipt and publication of the last month end price.
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n ALEXANDRA INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
Alexandra Convertible Bond Fund I, Ltd. (Class A) OT OT VGB 11/30 USD 1616.75 66.9 72.1 NS

n D'AURIOL FUNDS WWW.DAURIOL.BIZ
2 FUNDS OF FUNDS OF HEDGE FUNDS
D'Auriol Alt Non-Lev A EU OT CYM 11/30 EUR 100.97 2.6 -0.4 -11.6
D'Auriol Opp F3 EUR EU MM CYM 11/30 EUR 993.08 -0.3 -1.9 -14.8

n HERMITAGE CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD.
Tel: +7501 258 3160 www.hermitagefund.com
The Hermitage Fund GL EQ JEY 09/04 USD 730.68 62.0 -43.7 -29.8

n HORSEMAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD.
T: +44(0)20 7838 7580, F: +44(0) 20 7838 7590, www.horsemancapital.com
Horseman EmMkt Opp EUR GL EQ GBR 12/31 EUR 165.42 -23.0 -23.0 -5.5
Horseman EmMkt Opp USD GL EQ USA 12/31 USD 165.72 -24.5 -24.5 -7.0
Horseman EurSelLtd EUR EU EQ GBR 12/31 EUR 195.13 -6.7 -6.7 4.2
Horseman EurSelLtd USD EU EQ GBR 12/31 USD 201.82 -7.2 -7.2 3.6
Horseman Glbl Ltd EUR GL EQ CYM 12/31 USD 370.75 -24.7 -24.7 -0.6
Horseman Glbl Ltd USD GL EQ CYM 12/31 USD 370.75 -24.7 -24.7 -0.6

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
T +44 20 7860 3074 F + 44 20 7860 3174 www.hail.hsbc.com
HSBC Absolute Companies
Global Absolute OT OT GGY 01/08 GBP 1.09 0.9 15.6 NS
Global Absolute EUR OT OT NA 01/08 EUR 1.57 0.8 NS NS
Global Absolute USD OT OT GGY 01/08 USD 2.01 0.9 14.1 NS

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE STRATEGY FUND
Special Opp EUR OT OT CYM 12/31 EUR 91.79 20.3 20.3 -9.5
Special Opp Inst EUR OT OT CYM 12/31 EUR 86.75 20.8 20.8 -9.0
Special Opp Inst USD OT OT CYM 12/31 USD 98.55 22.1 22.1 -7.1
Special Opp USD OT OT CYM 12/31 USD 96.51 21.3 21.3 -7.8

n HSBC Portfolio Selection Fund
GH Fund AP OT OT JEY 05/22 EUR 123.47 1.9 -14.8 -2.1
GH Fund CHF Hdg OT OT JEY 12/31 CHF 110.76 11.0 11.0 -5.0
GH Fund EUR Hdg (Non-V) OT OT JEY 05/22 EUR 111.63 1.6 -17.0 -4.5
GH Fund GBP Hdg OT OT JEY 12/31 GBP 132.10 12.1 12.1 -3.9
GH Fund Inst USD OT OT JEY 12/31 USD 111.78 13.3 13.3 -2.4

GH FUND S EUR OT OT CYM 12/31 EUR 128.03 13.3 13.3 -3.2
GH FUND S GBP OT OT JEY 12/31 GBP 132.71 12.8 12.8 -2.9
GH Fund S USD OT OT CYM 12/31 USD 150.23 13.8 13.8 -1.9
GH Fund USD OT OT GGY 12/31 USD 273.74 12.3 12.3 -3.2
Hedge Investments OT OT JEY 12/18 USD 139.15 12.3 11.1 NS
Leverage GH USD OT OT GGY 12/31 USD 120.39 23.4 23.4 -11.2
MultiAdv Arb CHF Hdg OT OT JEY 12/31 CHF 94.57 12.6 12.6 -9.0
MultiAdv Arb EUR Hdg OT OT JEY 12/31 EUR 102.97 13.9 13.9 -8.0
MultiAdv Arb GBP Hdg OT OT JEY 12/31 GBP 111.02 14.5 14.5 -8.1
MultiAdv Arb S EUR OT OT CYM 12/31 EUR 110.14 15.1 15.1 -7.0
MultiAdv Arb S GBP OT OT CYM 12/31 GBP 115.29 15.6 15.6 -6.9
MultiAdv Arb S USD OT OT CYM 12/31 USD 125.91 16.2 16.2 -5.7
MultiAdv Arb USD OT OT GGY 12/31 USD 194.09 15.0 15.0 -6.8

n HSBC Uni-folio
Asian AdbantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 12/31 EUR 99.28 11.9 11.9 -8.5
Asian AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 12/31 USD 182.72 12.8 12.8 -7.5
Emerg AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 12/31 USD 167.41 19.3 19.3 -10.1
Emerg AdvantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 12/31 EUR 93.21 18.7 18.7 -11.6
Europ AdvantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 12/31 EUR 132.67 15.1 15.1 -3.5
Europ AdvantEdge USD OT OT JEY 12/31 USD 141.03 15.6 15.6 -2.9
Real AdvantEdge EUR OT OT NA 12/31 EUR 108.21 9.5 9.5 NS
Real AdvantEdge USD OT OT NA 12/31 USD 108.33 9.8 9.8 NS
Trading Adv JPY OT OT NA 12/31 JPY 9225.19 NS NS NS
Trading AdvantEdge OT OT GGY 12/31 USD 140.28 -7.5 -7.5 2.1
Trading AdvantEdge EUR OT OT GGY 12/31 EUR 127.40 -7.4 -7.4 2.2
Trading AdvantEdge GBP OT OT GGY 12/31 GBP 134.63 -7.5 -7.5 3.4

n INTEGRATED ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS, TEL: +44 (0)20 75149200
Email: contact@integratedai.com - Website: www.integratedai.com
Altipro OT OT FRA 12/31 EUR 195.45 NS NS NS
Integrated European Fd EUR OT OT CYM 10/30 EUR 155.06 4.1 4.3 1.3
Integrated Multi St N EUR OT OT VGB 10/30 EUR 97.73 NS NS NS
Integrated Multi St N GBP OT OT VGB 10/30 GBP 97.97 NS NS NS
Integrated Multi St N USD OT OT VGB 10/30 USD 97.86 NS NS NS

Integrated Strategic Fund-MS Z EUR OT OT VGB 10/30 EUR 100.50 NS NS NS

n INVENTUM ASSET MANAGEMENT S.A.
info@inventumcapital.com
Tel. +7 495 792 5595 www.inventumcapital.com
Inv Absolute Return Fund OT OT BMU 12/31 USD 136.46 34.8 34.8 NS

n MERIDEN GROUP
Tel: + 376 741 175 Fax: + 376 741 183 Email: meriden@meriden-ipm.com
Antanta Combined Fund EE EQ AND 12/25 USD 368.78 92.0 91.9 -33.3

Antanta MidCap Fund EE EQ AND 12/25 USD 709.83 145.0 144.7 -36.3

Meriden Opps Fund GL OT AND 12/30 EUR 59.99 -31.1 -31.1 -26.8

Meriden Protective Div OT OT AND 11/24 EUR 78.88 -2.8 NS NS

n OTHER FUNDS
For information about these funds, please contact us on Tel: +44 (0) 207 842 9694/9633
Medinvest Plc Dublin OT OT IRL 09/30 USD 1318.27 NS 1.3 -4.4

n SEB ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT
SEB KEY Europe Equity Long Short
Key Europe Long/Short EUR -IC- OT OT LUX 11/30 EUR 91.44 7.7 6.7 NS

Key Europe Long/Short EUR -RC- OT OT LUX 11/30 EUR 90.68 7.2 6.1 NS

n SEB KEY Hedge
Key Hedge EUR -IC- OT OT LUX 11/30 EUR 101.70 12.2 12.1 NS

Key Hedge EUR-RC- OT OT LUX 11/30 EUR 100.96 11.7 11.6 NS

n SEB KEY Market Independent II
Key Market Independent II EUR -RC- OT OT LUX 11/30 EUR 96.94 14.3 13.5 -1.5

Key Market Independent II SEK -I- OT OT LUX 11/30 SEK 94.12 14.6 13.6 -1.6

n SEB KEY Recovery
Key Recovery -IC- OT OT LUX 11/30 EUR 89.21 12.1 8.4 NS

Key Recovery -RC- OT OT LUX 11/30 EUR 88.48 11.5 7.8 NS

n SUPERFUND ASSET MANAGEMENT GMBH
For information about open funds, please contact us on Tel: +43 1 24700
www.superfund.com *Closed for New Investments
Superfund Cayman* OT OT CYM 01/12 USD 45.19 7.7 -43.5 -2.7

Superfund GCT USD* OT OT LUX 01/12 USD 2419.00 9.0 -31.7 -0.6

Superfund Green Gold A (SPC) OT OT CYM 01/12 USD 1049.52 7.8 -6.3 6.6

Superfund Green Gold B (SPC) OT OT CYM 01/12 USD 1038.90 10.3 -19.2 3.3

Superfund Q-AG* OT OT AUT 01/12 EUR 6990.00 5.5 NS 3.8

n WINTON CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD
Tel: +44 (0)20 7610 5350 Fax: +44 (0)20 7610 5301
Winton Evolution EUR Cls H OT OT CYM 12/31 EUR 945.08 NS NS NS

Winton Evolution GBP Cls G OT OT CYM 12/31 GBP 949.08 NS NS NS

Winton Evolution USD Cls F OT OT CYM 12/31 USD 1199.12 -5.4 -5.4 2.0

Winton Futures EUR Cls C OT OT VGB 12/31 EUR 196.82 -4.4 -4.4 7.7

Winton Futures GBP Cls D OT OT VGB 12/31 GBP 212.85 -4.1 -4.1 8.7

Winton Futures JPY Cls E OT OT VGB 12/31 JPY 13885.82 -5.9 -5.9 5.0

Winton Futures USD Cls B OT OT VGB 12/31 USD 699.39 -4.6 -4.6 7.4

INDICES
NAV ——————%RETURN ——————

FUND NAME GF DATE CR NAV 1-WK 1-MO 1-Q 1-YR 2-YR

n ARIX ABSOLUTE RETURN INVESTABLE INDEX
Feri Institutional Advisors, www.feri.de

ARIX Composite Gross USD OT 12/31 USD 1412.14 3.2 3.2 2.6 -18.0 -7.1
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EARTHQUAKE IN HAITI

Aid speeds up, but delays mar effort
While new methods avert chaos of earlier disasters, some sense disorganization and too much focus on security

One week after an earthquake
pulverized Haiti, emergency sup-
plies of water, food and medicine
are beginning to reach large num-
bers of the country’s desperate sur-
vivors. The number of U.S. troops in
Haiti is to reach about 10,000 this
week to help transport supplies,
provide security and clear debris.

In the interim, residents have
perished as distraught relatives
awaited rescue teams and equip-
ment that didn’t arrive in time.
Homeless people camp on the
streets, wondering why aid is taking
so long. “They say there’s help, but
it doesn’t arrive,” said Henock Vol-
midor, an unemployed hotel worker,
at a makeshift camp on Monday.

It wasn’t supposed to be this
way. After the Indian Ocean tsunami
in 2004 that killed at least 230,000
people in 13 countries, the United
Nations and emergency-relief orga-
nizations vowed to avert the disor-
ganization that plagued that effort.
More than 300 charities showed up
in Aceh, Indonesia, with little coor-
dination between them.

The U.N. established a rapid-re-
sponse system to coordinate the
work of its agencies with nonprofit
organizations, an online database to
track assistance and avoid duplica-
tion, and a special emergency-relief
fund that released $10 million
within 24 hours of the Haitian
quake. The U.N. quickly sent to Haiti
an assessment team whose tasks in-
cluded dispatching search-and-res-
cue squads from Iceland, China,
France and the U.S. Meanwhile,
what was left of the Haitian govern-
ment put out an urgent request to
the U.S. ambassador for help.

“The message, basically, was,

‘Send everything you’ve got,’ ” says
State Department spokesman P.J.
Crowley.

Relief experts working in Haiti
say the new U.N. system has pre-
vented the kind of chaos evident in
Aceh, although it remains imperfect.
“Any system you have will struggle
in the first 24 to 48 hours, not to
organize itself, but to get stuff on
the ground,” says John Holmes, U.N.
Under-Secretary-General for Hu-
manitarian Affairs. Some disorgani-
zation also has been evident.

During a visit to Haiti on Sunday,
U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon
conceded international search-and-
rescue teams needed to be “more
balanced” in looking for victims of

all nationalities and not just their
own. He also suggested too few
teams had been sent—though on
Friday, the U.N. appealed to nations
not to send more rescue squads.

On Tuesday, the U.N. Security
Council unanimously agreed to
boost the number of U.N. peace-
keepers and police in Haiti by 3,500,
which will bring the U.N. Haiti force,
known as Minustah, to 12,651, ac-
cording to Reuters.

It has been unclear at times who
is in charge—the U.S. military,
which controls the main airport, or
the U.N., which ostensibly oversees
the relief operation. Benoit Leduc,
operations manager for Doctors
Without Borders in Haiti, on Mon-

day said “hundreds of lives” were
lost because five of its planes carry-
ing surgical teams and equipment
were diverted to Santo Domingo.

Several countries and other aid
groups also have complained that
the U.S. military has refused to let
some of their supply planes land at
Haiti’s airport.

“It’s a question of physics,” says
Capt. John Kirby, a U.S. military
spokesman in Haiti. “The airport is
the only way in, it only has one run-
way, and there are literally hundreds
of flights trying to make it in.”

The U.S. military is reluctant to
move shipments out of the airport
without a security escort, some-
times causing added delays.

“Twenty containers go out, but you
have to have about 100 heavily
armed soldiers,” says Gilberto Cas-
tro, emergency response director of
transport company Deutsche Post
DHL, which is handling hundreds of
tons of aid.

U.S. officials have blamed secu-
rity concerns for holding up relief.
Yet a team of Cuban doctors were
seen Monday treating hundreds of
patients without a gun or soldier in
sight. The deputy chief of mission at
the American Embassy in Haiti,
David Lindwall, said the U.S. had
done a lot, but that some teams and
supplies “aren’t getting out as
broadly as we’d like because of se-
curity” concerns.

Still, search-and-rescue teams
from around the world have saved
71 people from the rubble of fallen
buildings, said Tim Callaghan, chief
of the U.S. Disaster Assistance Re-
sponse Team in Haiti, on Wednes-
day. He said 39 of those were saved
by U.S.-based teams.

On Tuesday, a task force of 2,000
U.S. Marines set up a beachhead in
the relief-starved western neighbor-
hoods of Port-au-Prince, creating
the first major distribution point for
humanitarian supplies outside the
capital’s overburdened airport.

Many relief experts say no global
response plan could likely have
averted the delays seen during the
initial days. “Here you have a disas-
ter of huge magnitude concentrated
in the capital of one of the most
dysfunctional countries in the
world,” says Andrew Natsios, who
ran the U.S. Agency for Interna-
tional Development under President
George W. Bush and is a veteran of
relief operations since the 1980s.

—Steve Stecklow, Neil King Jr.
and Yochi J. Dreazen

contributed to this article.

BY CHARLES FORELLE, JOSÉ DE
CÓRDOBA AND JOE LAURIA

A Haitian man carries boxes past U.S. soldiers as they march to the main hospital in Port-au-Prince on Tuesday.
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Homelessness becomes next challenge for survivors

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti—Swaths
of Haiti’s capital have been trans-
formed into vast refugee camps, as
Haitians who saw massive loss of
life from last week’s earthquake now
grapple with widespread homeless-
ness.

Hundreds of thousands of newly
homeless residents of Haiti’s capital
have set up makeshift homes here,
everywhere from public squares to
gasoline stations. The Haitian gov-
ernment estimates that more than
one million of a population of some
10 million have lost their homes and
that in some neighborhoods, 80% of
the buildings were destroyed. Atlan-
ta-based CARE, a relief organiza-
tion, said 80% of its 33 staff mem-
bers had lost their homes.

The city’s central Champs de
Mars—a sort of National Mall of
Haiti—has become a swollen tent
city. Women and children bathe and
do laundry in dirty tubs. A few clus-
ters of people prepare stews of on-
ions and a few wilted greens. But
mostly, with deliveries of food, wa-
ter and medicine still sporadic at
best, the thousands here have noth-
ing.

“Things we need are food and
water,” says Enock Virgil, whose
house was demolished and who is

living in the camp. “There is no
food, no toilets.”

How to get emergency supplies
like food and water to those made
homeless by the quake is one of the
major short-term issues facing the
international community in the af-
termath of the magnitude-7.0 earth-
quake, which killed anywhere from
45,000 to 200,000 people, according
to estimates. Where the homeless
are going to live and how to rebuild
their homes will be a challenge for
months and years to come.

Large volumes of supplies were
arriving into the country Monday.
But the relief effort was hobbled by
the sheer scale of the damage,
transport bottlenecks and security
worries. Sporadic looting in parts of
the city continued for a third day.

European nations pledged more
than $500 million in emergency and
long-term aid. The U.S. has said it
would surpass its previous pledge of
more than $100 million. Bill Clinton,
the U.N.’s special envoy to Haiti, ar-
rived to get a first-hand look at con-
ditionshere and promised long-term
help.

People here will need it. The Hai-
tian capital was so devastated by
the earthquake a week ago that tens
of thousands of residents have fled
to the countryside. In some neigh-
borhoods, 80% of the buildings were
destroyed. Those that survived the

destruction of their homes huddle
with their few remaining posses-
sions: a few pots and pans, some
rice and beans.

At the Champs de Mars on Mon-
day, in the shadow of the crumpled
National Palace, some survivors sat
on grass and others lay on lumpy
cobblestone before a statue of Tous-
saint Louverture, the Haitian inde-
pendence hero. Naked children ran
under laundry lines strung up be-
tween tent poles, usually branches
or scrap wood propped up by bro-
ken cinder blocks. One thing in plen-
tiful supply in Port-au-Prince is bro-
ken cinder blocks.

The camp is hot and smelly with
little shade. There was also little
aid, save for a team of Cuban med-
ics administering tetanus shots. U.N.
search-and-rescue trucks drove past
the refugees. Filled with rescuers,
they had no aid to offer. Some men
in the back of the truck snapped
photographs of the destruction and
despair.

Inside the camp, Kedelyne Jean-
baptiste tended her two children,
ages 3 and 12. Ms. Jeanbaptiste, 32,
arrived Wednesday after the tin roof
of the two-story building where she
lived collapsed on top of her. She
wasn’t badly injured.

She said aid had been slow to ar-
rive to the camp, even though it is
situated at the center of town. Sshe

and others camped around her here
had been cooking their own rice and
beans on a coal stove but were wor-
ried about running low. “If we were
waiting for them to bring something
we would never get anything,” she
said.

A truck drove through bearing
hot meals on Sunday, she and others
said, but it was immediately
mobbed and drove away. Haitian
public-works trucks drive through
once a day in the late afternoon,
handing out packets of water that
many people said weren’t potable.

“It’s salty,” Ms. Jeanbaptiste
said. “We cook and shower with it
and sometimes if we get thirsty we
have to drink it.”

Another man standing nearby,
Daniel Laguerre, agreed and said the
polluted water was all they had to
drink and feed their children. Tsaid
two infants in the camp already
have died, including a four-day-old
baby born since the quake. “We
don’t know if it’s the water or
what.”

He said the relatives of the baby
left the corpse on the sidewalk by
the ruins of the health ministry,
carefully swaddled in a peach blan-
ket with rose emblems.

All Augustine Ernst wanted,
meanwhile, was a portable toilet.
The 52-year-old man said people
were going to the bathroom, some

using buckets, near to where they
were cooking and sleeping. Asked if
he was in need of food and water, he
shouted; “Oui! We have nothing,
nothing, nothing!”

A minister from the New Jerusa-
lem Church in Les Cayes, Joas Ca-
det, and his friend, Nobert Francois,
pulled into the camp early in the
morning. They had left their homes
at 3 a.m., the back of their red Isuzu
trooper crammed with garbage bags
full of bread, shoes, medicine and
water. They stood overlooking the
camp, a bit stunned at the numbers
of people in need. “We cannot sat-
isfy all of them. We are only two
people,” he said.

It was the same story all over
the capital and in many other parts
of this impoverished country.

Elsewhere in the capital, more
than 1,200 families were camped
out on a rocky hillside behind rows
of damaged SUVs and hatchbacks in
the lot of a large car dealership.
They had organized themselves into
small lots of about 10 feet by 15
feet, with wooden stakes marking
their turf. More were arriving by the
minute, toting the long stakes.

Because the dealership is next to
the main airport road, the refugees
see aid trucks pass several times a
day. Some run to flag them to get
them to stop, he said, but are told
they already have destinations.

BY DIONNE SEARCEY
AND CHARLES FORELLE
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n ALLIANCE BERNSTEIN
www.alliancebernstein.com/investments Tel. +800 2263 8637
Am Blend Portfolio A US EQ LUX 01/18 USD 10.55 1.7 37.2 -9.4
Am Blend Portfolio I US EQ LUX 01/18 USD 12.44 1.8 38.5 -8.6
Am Growth A US EQ LUX 01/18 USD 31.39 0.5 42.9 -0.5
Am Growth B US EQ LUX 01/18 USD 26.38 0.5 41.5 -1.5
Am Growth I US EQ LUX 01/18 USD 34.81 0.5 44.1 0.3
Am Income A US BD LUX 01/18 USD 8.53 1.2 25.3 6.1
Am Income A2 US BD LUX 01/18 USD 19.31 1.4 25.1 6.0
Am Income B US BD LUX 01/18 USD 8.53 1.2 24.3 5.2
Am Income B2 US BD LUX 01/18 USD 16.64 1.4 24.4 5.3
Am Income I US BD LUX 01/18 USD 8.53 1.2 26.1 6.7
Am Value A US EQ LUX 01/18 USD 8.66 1.5 22.5 -9.6

Am Value B US EQ LUX 01/18 USD 7.97 1.5 21.3 -10.5
Am Value I US EQ LUX 01/18 USD 9.33 1.6 23.6 -8.9
Emg Mkts Debt A GL BD LUX 01/18 USD 15.70 0.9 44.6 8.5
Emg Mkts Debt A2 GL BD LUX 01/18 USD 20.35 1.2 44.7 8.5
Emg Mkts Debt B GL BD LUX 01/18 USD 15.70 0.9 43.2 7.4
Emg Mkts Debt B2 GL BD LUX 01/18 USD 19.59 1.2 43.3 7.4
Emg Mkts Debt I GL BD LUX 01/18 USD 15.70 0.9 45.3 9.1
Emg Mkts Growth A GL EQ LUX 01/18 USD 35.08 1.2 84.7 -8.5
Emg Mkts Growth B GL EQ LUX 01/18 USD 29.72 1.2 83.0 -9.4
Emg Mkts Growth I GL EQ LUX 01/18 USD 38.90 1.3 86.2 -7.8
Eur Growth A EU EQ LUX 01/18 EUR 7.20 2.4 31.4 -12.0
Eur Growth B EU EQ LUX 01/18 EUR 6.47 2.4 29.9 -12.9
Eur Growth I EU EQ LUX 01/18 EUR 7.85 2.3 32.4 -11.4
Eur Income A EU BD LUX 01/18 EUR 6.75 2.3 37.4 5.5
Eur Income A2 EU BD LUX 01/18 EUR 13.20 2.6 37.5 5.5
Eur Income B EU BD LUX 01/18 EUR 6.75 2.3 36.6 4.8
Eur Income B2 EU BD LUX 01/18 EUR 12.27 2.5 36.5 4.7
Eur Income I EU BD LUX 01/18 EUR 6.75 2.3 38.1 6.1
Eur Strat Value A EU EQ LUX 01/18 EUR 8.65 1.4 31.1 -15.7
Eur Strat Value I EU EQ LUX 01/18 EUR 8.86 1.4 32.2 -15.0
Eur Value A EU EQ LUX 01/18 EUR 9.31 1.2 35.1 -12.6
Eur Value B EU EQ LUX 01/18 EUR 8.56 1.2 33.8 -13.5
Eur Value I EU EQ LUX 01/18 EUR 10.75 1.2 36.2 -11.9
Gl Balanced (Euro) A EU BA LUX 01/18 USD 16.75 1.6 25.8 -7.9
Gl Balanced (Euro) B EU BA LUX 01/18 USD 16.31 1.5 24.5 -8.8
Gl Balanced (Euro) C EU BA LUX 01/18 USD 16.62 1.6 25.5 -8.1
Gl Balanced (Euro) I EU BA LUX 01/18 USD 17.05 1.5 NS NS
Gl Balanced A US BA LUX 01/18 USD 16.76 1.7 30.8 -7.2
Gl Balanced B US BA LUX 01/18 USD 15.93 1.7 29.5 -8.2
Gl Balanced I US BA LUX 01/18 USD 17.39 1.8 31.7 -6.6
Gl Bond A US BD LUX 01/18 USD 9.35 1.2 13.7 4.7

Gl Bond A2 US BD LUX 01/18 USD 16.24 1.4 13.8 4.6
Gl Bond B US BD LUX 01/18 USD 9.35 1.2 12.6 3.6
Gl Bond B2 US BD LUX 01/18 USD 14.21 1.4 12.6 3.6
Gl Bond I US BD LUX 01/18 USD 9.35 1.2 14.3 5.2
Gl Conservative A US BA LUX 01/18 USD 15.07 1.3 19.6 -2.2
Gl Conservative A2 US BA LUX 01/18 USD 17.16 1.4 19.6 -2.2
Gl Conservative B US BA LUX 01/18 USD 15.05 1.3 18.3 -3.2
Gl Conservative B2 US BA LUX 01/18 USD 16.29 1.2 18.3 -3.2
Gl Conservative I US BA LUX 01/18 USD 15.14 1.3 20.5 -1.5
Gl Eq Blend A GL EQ LUX 01/18 USD 11.88 1.9 41.8 -16.0
Gl Eq Blend B GL EQ LUX 01/18 USD 11.14 1.7 40.3 -16.8
Gl Eq Blend I GL EQ LUX 01/18 USD 12.54 2.0 43.0 -15.3
Gl Growth A GL EQ LUX 01/18 USD 42.58 1.6 39.2 -16.9
Gl Growth B GL EQ LUX 01/18 USD 35.52 1.5 37.8 -17.7
Gl Growth I GL EQ LUX 01/18 USD 47.29 1.6 40.3 -16.2
Gl High Yield A US BD LUX 01/18 USD 4.43 2.3 59.5 6.7
Gl High Yield A2 US BD LUX 01/18 USD 9.51 2.7 59.3 6.6
Gl High Yield B US BD LUX 01/18 USD 4.43 2.3 57.5 5.4
Gl High Yield B2 US BD LUX 01/18 USD 15.29 2.8 57.8 5.6
Gl High Yield I US BD LUX 01/18 USD 4.43 2.3 60.6 7.4
Gl Thematic Res A OT OT LUX 01/18 USD 14.99 1.8 78.7 3.8
Gl Thematic Res B OT OT LUX 01/18 USD 13.11 1.7 76.9 2.7
Gl Thematic Res I OT OT LUX 01/18 USD 16.72 1.8 80.2 4.6
Gl Value A GL EQ LUX 01/18 USD 11.38 2.2 44.6 -15.0
Gl Value B GL EQ LUX 01/18 USD 10.45 2.1 43.2 -15.9
Gl Value I GL EQ LUX 01/18 USD 12.11 2.2 45.9 -14.3
India Growth A OT OT LUX 01/18 USD 132.27 4.2 NS NS
India Growth AX OT OT LUX 01/18 USD 115.64 4.2 102.5 -5.5
India Growth B OT OT NA 01/18 USD 138.50 4.2 NS NS
India Growth BX OT OT LUX 01/18 USD 98.80 4.2 100.4 -6.4
India Growth I EA EQ LUX 01/18 USD 119.87 4.3 103.3 -5.1

Int'l Health Care A OT EQ LUX 01/18 USD 140.67 2.3 21.6 -6.6
Int'l Health Care B OT EQ LUX 01/18 USD 118.59 2.3 20.3 -7.5
Int'l Health Care I OT EQ LUX 01/18 USD 153.75 2.4 22.5 -5.8
Int'l Technology A OT EQ LUX 01/18 USD 110.35 0.0 55.4 -5.0
Int'l Technology B OT EQ LUX 01/18 USD 95.57 -0.1 53.8 -6.0
Int'l Technology I OT EQ LUX 01/18 USD 123.77 0.0 56.6 -4.3
Japan Blend A JP EQ LUX 01/18 JPY 6358.00 5.5 27.0 -15.4
Japan Growth A JP EQ LUX 01/18 JPY 6097.00 3.8 18.7 -16.3
Japan Growth I JP EQ LUX 01/18 JPY 6277.00 3.9 19.7 -15.6
Japan Strat Value A JP EQ LUX 01/18 JPY 6546.00 7.0 34.8 -15.0
Japan Strat Value I JP EQ LUX 01/18 JPY 6722.00 7.0 35.9 -14.3
Real Estate Sec. A OT EQ LUX 01/18 USD 14.37 0.1 50.2 -10.5
Real Estate Sec. B OT EQ LUX 01/18 USD 13.13 0.1 48.7 -11.4
Real Estate Sec. I OT EQ LUX 01/18 USD 15.45 0.2 51.3 -9.8
Short Mat Dollar A US BD LUX 01/18 USD 7.33 0.8 12.2 -5.2
Short Mat Dollar A2 US BD LUX 01/18 USD 9.89 1.0 12.0 -5.2
Short Mat Dollar B US BD LUX 01/18 USD 7.33 0.8 11.7 -5.6
Short Mat Dollar B2 US BD LUX 01/18 USD 9.84 1.0 11.6 -5.6
Short Mat Dollar I US BD LUX 01/18 USD 7.33 0.8 12.8 -4.6

n BANC INTERNACIONAL D'ANDORRA. BANCA MORA.
Avgd. Meritxell 96, Andorra la Vella. Andorra. Ph. +376.884884 www.bibm.ad
Andfs. Anglaterra UK EQ AND 01/18 GBP 8.37 1.5 30.5 -1.4
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Andfs. Emergents GL EQ AND 01/18 USD 17.91 3.2 88.3 -3.9
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3 Griffin Griffin Capital EURCayman Isl 48.45 60.48 -1.28 8.18
Eastern European Value Fund Management Ltd

3 The China Pacific Sun Inv USDCayman Isl 49.38 50.66 -15.85 5.83
Mantou Fund Mgmt (Hk) Ltd

5 SR Global : Sloane Robinson USDCayman Isl 49.94 49.94 0.78 17.68
Emerging Portfolio USD G Investment Mngmt Ltd

3 Praesidium Praesidium Capital ZARS Africa 37.60 49.88 -12.64 11.54
SA Hedge Fund Mgmt

4 OCCO Eastern Charlemagne USDCayman Isl 49.78 49.78 10.29 14.00
European Fund Capital Ltd (Cayman Island)

4 Allard Allard Partners USDCayman Isl 49.35 49.35 3.10 9.62
Growth Fund Management Ltd

NS Halbis India Halbis Capital USDCayman Isl 32.53 49.25 3.14 NS
Alpha Fund USD Management (UK) Limited

2 Karma Fund Karma Capital USDUnited States 48.23 48.23 -26.54 11.96
LP Series B Management LLC

1 East Capital East Capital Asset USDCayman Isl 47.83 47.83 -34.02 15.72
Bering Russia Management AB

NS East Capital East Capital Asset USDCayman Isl 47.18 47.18 -33.08 NS
Bering Balkan Management AB

NOTE: Changes in currency rates will affect performance and rankings. Source: Morningstar, Ltd
KEY: ** 2YR and 5YR performance is annualized 1 Oliver’s Yard, 55-71 City Road
NA-not available due to incomplete data; London EC1Y 1HQ United Kingdom
NS-fund not in existence for entire period www.morningstar.co.uk; Email: mediaservice@morningstar.com
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Yield junkies return to bond market; forgetting ’08
In the high-yield credit markets,

it is time to party like it’s 2006.
Companies left for dead a year

ago are now finding that investors
are clamoring for
their high-yield
debt. Private-equi-
ty-backed busi-

nesses are paying their owners divi-
dends out of new bond issues. In all,
companies raised $11.7 billion last
week in the high-yield bond market,
the biggest week in history, accord-
ing to Thomson Reuters.

The previous record: $11.4 bil-
lion, at the apex of the mid-decade
credit boom in November 2006.

The demand seems all the more
remarkable coming just over a year
after the greatest financial panic in
generations. The panic and a bleak
economy helped push 11% of high-
yield issuers into default in 2009,
according to Standard & Poor’s.

Such sobering figures appear to
be overlooked by investors.

“It looks like risk is on the back-
burner again as investors are reach-

ing for yield,” said Adam Cohen, co-
founder of Covenant Review, an in-
dependent credit research firm.
“And issuers are all too happy to
oblige in meeting the insatiable de-
mand.”

For most issuers, the new debt
isn’t going toward building new fac-
tories or funding big acquisitions.
Instead, the deals are improving the

companies’ balance sheets by repay-
ing existing debt and pushing back
maturities. These overleveraged
companies hope they can get more
time to improve operations and ben-
efit from an economic recovery.

In March 2009, Hexion Specialty
Chemicals Inc. said it planned to cut
about 15% of its work force after

posting a $921 million loss. That
came after Standard & Poor’s low-
ered its ratings on the Apollo Glo-
bal Management LP-owned com-
pany, citing a risk that it would
violate the covenant on its credit fa-
cilities.

On Thursday Hexion sold $1 bil-
lion in high-yield bonds paying in-
vestors 9% interest. Investor de-
mand was so large the company
raised $300 million more than it
had targeted.

Some Wall Street deal makers say
the current high-yield bonanza only
delays the day of reckoning. With
more than $1 trillion of corporate
debt maturing prior to 2015, the re-
cent new debt deals are “the ultimate
Hail Mary passes,” said Barry Rid-
ings, the vice chairman of U.S. invest-
ment banking at Lazard Freres & Co.

While these high-yield deals can
give firms breathing room, they also
saddle them with increased interest
payments. But firms are happy to use
the proceeds to pay off less expen-
sive senior bank loans. The bonds
lack the restrictive covenants of
loans, which often require minimum
liquidity levels and other operational

metrics borrowers must maintain.
Investors are eager for such new

debt, in part because of policies ema-
nating from Washington. With the
Federal Reserve keeping interest
rates near zero, yields on govern-
ment debt have stayed low, forcing

investors searching for decent re-
turns to chase riskier paper.

“They’re all yield junkies,” said
Mr. Ridings of Lazard. “Did everyone
forget that 2008 happened? Talk
about a short-term memory loss on
the part of the buyer.”

BY PETER LATTMAN
AND MIKE SPECTOR

Source: WSJ research

Rolling in it
High-yield markets are roaring and just notched their most active week in
history. Investor demand has helped even riskier credits raise capital. Some
of the recent issuers include:

Company

Headquarters

Raised

Yield

Detail

Virgin Media

London

$2.4 billion

6.75% and 7.25%
(two parts)

Ranks as the
second-biggest
U.K. high-yield
offering on record.

HeidelbergCement

Germany

$2 billion

6.75% and 7.75%
(two parts)

Last January,
company's owner,
German billionaire
Adolf Merckle, died
in an apparent
suicide as problems
mounted in his
business holdings.

Hexion Specialty
Chemicals

Columbus, Ohio

$1 billion

9%

Raised $300
million more than
expected. Last
March, the
company
announced layoffs
and a $921
million loss.

European stocks advance
Euro pulls back, but crude oil breaks a five-session losing streak

European stocks recovered from
initial lows Tuesday to close higher,
boosted by merger news.

The euro declined against the
dollar and pound amid persistent
concern about Greece’s finances. Oil
and gold rose.

On the merger front,Kraft per-
suaded Cadbury to accept an im-
proved $19.4 billion takeover offer.
Cadbury hovered around the top of
the gainers list on the FTSE 100 for
most of the trading session and
ended 3.6% higher. In the U.S., Kraft
was down 1.1% in late-afternoon
trading.

In the U.S., focus on a key Senate
election in Massachusetts gripped
investor attention. Managed-care
stocks edged higher in anticipation
of a possible Republican upset that
would make President Barack
Obama’s health-care revamp tougher
to enact. Investors largely ignored a
big fourth-quarter loss from Citi-

group.
The Dow Jones Industrial Aver-

age advanced 115.78 points, or 1.1%,
to close at 10725.43. The Standard &
Poor’s 500-stock index rose 1.3% to
1150.23, while the Nasdaq Composite
rose 1.4% to 2320.40.

The pan-European Stoxx 600 In-
dex gained 0.8% to 260.26. The
U.K.’s FTSE 100 increased 0.3% to
5513.14, Germany’s DAX rose 1% to
5976.48 and Paris’s CAC 40 closed
up 0.8% at 4009.67.

Despite the gains, there was an
air of caution in Europe as the Cen-
tre for European Economic Re-
search, or ZEW, said its measure for
investors’ confidence in Germany
declined more than expected in Jan-
uary. That news, along with Greece’s
fiscal woes, kept pressure on the
euro.

In the U.K., inflation rose to
2.9%, well above market expecta-
tions. Still, few market participants
anticipate inflation roaring back to
life in the U.K., especially with ca-
pacity-utilization measures still de-

pressed.
Tuesday afternoon in New York,

the euro was at $1.4283, from
$1.4380 Monday afternoon. The dol-
lar was at 91.13 yen from 90.77 yen,
while the euro was at 130.21 yen
from 130.59 yen. The U.K. pound
was at $1.6369 from $1.6339.

Drug maker Sanofi-Aventis
gained 1.8% and telecommunications
company France Telecom rose 1.1%
as investors favored shares not tied
so directly to economic growth.

Elsewhere, in oil markets, prices
moved higher, breaking a five-day
losing streak as investors set aside
concern about the U.S. economic re-
covery and moved into riskier as-
sets.

Crude for February delivery on
the New York Mercantile Exchange
gained $1.02 a barrel, or 1.3%, to
$79.02.

Gold futures rose as gains for
platinum sparked interest in pre-
cious metals. Gold for January deliv-
ery on Nymex’s Comex division
gained 0.9%, to $1,139.70.

BY ANDREA TRYPHONIDES
AND SARAH TURNER

Companies raised a
record $11.7 billion last
week with sales of
high-yield bonds.
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